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Midtown Manhattan has never been a tranquil place, but 
over the last decade or so its rhythm has reached a new 
level of frenzy. Cell phones and iPods have arrived with a 
vengeance! Have they provided the infl exion point on soci-
ety’s path to self-destruction? People are listening, talking, 
texting, taking pictures, all while trying not to bump into 
one another with mixed success. It is an everyday occur-
rence to see people tripping over one another, over inani-
mate objects, over dogs, stumbling, slipping, falling, bump-
ing into walls, nearly run over by cars—while clinging to 
their cell phones.

While the image of a befuddled pedestrian exceeding 
his or her capacity for multitasking by having one gadget 
too many can be hilarious, it is emblematic of our times and 
of the general challenges facing our culture. We are increas-
ingly driven by information fl ows, and while politicians 
and economists worry about an insuffi cient fl ow of oil to 
keep our society going, we should be equally concerned
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about an increasingly excessive and overlapping fl ow of 
information that leaves the average member of our species 
increasingly distracted and disoriented. 

How much multitasking can an average human being en-
gage in without being run over by a car or by a fellow 
citizen? Has our culture reached, or perhaps exceeded, the ca-
pacity of the brain, which evolved from a far more sedate 
world? Are there limits to the human capacity for multi-tasking 
and for parallel processing? Can these limits be rigorously 
studied? Can they be expanded by training our brains? 

Very few people are in a better position to address these 
questions than Torkel Klingberg. Dr. Klingberg has studied 
and conducted important research both in Sweden and in 
the United States, and he stands out among his colleagues 
by his ability to combine cutting-edge basic research in 
cognitive neuroscience with an eye for the potential of the 
results for patients and in every day life. Dr. Klingberg is 
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience at the famed Karolin-
ska Institute in Stockholm, where he spearheads a large re-
search program using state-of-the-art technologies like 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffu-
sion tensor imaging (DTI), as well as neural-network model-
ing, to elucidate the mechanisms of executive functions, at-
tention, and of the various ways in which they may become 
aberrant in development. His research has also resulted in a 
method for cognitive rehabilitation through training of 
working memory, a method now in use both in Europe and 
the United States. 

The brain is very much in vogue. Over the last few 
years popular books about the brain have become a liter-
ary genre in and of itself. The Overfl owing Brain stands out 
among these books owing to its breadth, lucidity, and to its 
engaging narrative. The book fi rst appeared in Swedish in 
2007 and was met with great success. This is the fi rst gen-
eral-interest book in English which covers a comparable 
range of topics at a comparably authoritative level and 
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with a comparable quality of writing. This makes the 
English-language edition of The Overfl owing Brain particu-
larly welcome and timely.

With effortless virtuosity, Klingberg interweaves the 
discussion of evolution, history of neuroscience, cutting-
edge research methodologies, information theory, recent 
insights into neuroplasticity, and a thoughtful review of 
various neurodevelopmental disorders in order to better 
explain our “overfl owing brain.” While many of the “brain 
books” for the general public are written by professional 
journalists and science writers purveying second-hand 
knowledge of cognitive neuroscience, Klingberg’s book is 
authoritative, having the advantage of being written by a 
true leader of the fi eld. Klingberg does not pull any 
punches: He gives the reader the proper respect by being 
precise and substantive, without diluting the narrative with 
vacuous cuticisms so common, unfortunately, in “trade 
books.” At the same time, what makes The Overfl owing 
Brain particularly remarkable is its literary seamlessness 
that would make a professional science writer proud. This 
unique combination of substance and form will make the 
book valuable both for the educated general public as a 
high-level “trade book,” and for the professional audience, 
perhaps even as a secondary text for students.

Like most fi elds of human endeavor, cognitive neuro-
science and clinical neuropsychology has its fads. As is of-
ten the case, trendy notions rapidly become diffuse, opaque, 
infl ated, and devoid of clear content. “Working memory” 
was a pioneering concept introduced by leading neurosci-
entists like Alan Baddeley and Patricia Goldman-Rakic, but 
it has since become a fad with all the untoward conse-
quences thereof. Klingberg makes a particularly valuable 
contribution by restoring scientifi c rigor and clarity to the 
concept of “working memory.” This is one of the many 
qualities that make The Overfl owing Brain invaluable both 
for the general public and for the professional audience.



Attention Defi cit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is 
another example of an originally valuable and meaningful 
concept having been diluted and infl ated beyond recogni-
tion, scientifi c merit, or clinical legitimacy. Here, too, Kling-
berg provides an invaluable service both to the profession 
and to the general public by judiciously rendering ADHD 
with admirable rigor and clarity.

It has been said that “familiarity breeds contempt.” 
Familiarity also breeds the illusion of understanding. The 
notion of Intelligence Quotient (IQ) has been part of the 
mainstream culture for so long that it is common among 
the members of the general public to invoke it with the ca-
sual aura of comprehension. In reality, however, very few 
members of the general public can offer an accurate defi ni-
tion of IQ if asked. Klingberg does a marvelous job explain-
ing it and putting it into a rigorous neuroscientifi c and 
social-scientifi c context.

The Overfl owing Brain is rich in insights and informa-
tion—too many to review them all in this brief introduc-
tion. This is a truly remarkable book that will be read and 
enjoyed by members of the general public and the profes-
sional audience alike. 

Elkhonon Goldberg
New York
May 2008
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You’ve just entered a room, probably to fetch something, 
but you’re not that sure, for you’re staring at the wall try-
ing to remember what it was you were going to do. The in-
struction to yourself that you had in your head only a mo-
ment ago has vanished. Maybe you were distracted by 
your cell phone? Perhaps you were trying to do two or 
three things at the same time? Whatever, the outcome was 
a surplus of information in your brain that left you stand-
ing there gazing blankly at the wall.

Our brains have limited capacity for processing infor-
mation. This book is an attempt to understand why this is 
so, what effect it has on our everyday lives, and how we 
can stretch these limits with mental exercise.

As advances in information technology and communi-
cation supply us with information at an ever accelerating 
rate, the limitations of our brains become all the more obvi-
ous. Boundaries are defi ned no longer by technology but 
by our own biology. These developments are particularly 
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noticeable in our increasingly complex offi ces. Let us, by 
way of example, consider Linda, a fi ctional person who’s 
nonetheless based on a close friend of mine and who has a 
work situation that will no doubt be familiar to many of us.

Linda is project manager at an IT company. Her Mon-
day mornings start at half past eight as she seats herself at 
her desk in her open-plan offi ce. With her cup of coffee at 
her side, she starts going through the weekend’s crop of 
e-mails. She decides which are to be dumped, which are to 
be read but not dealt with, which should be responded to 
immediately, and which will end up as yet another item on 
her to-do list, which she updates and reprioritizes on her 
PC and then synchronizes with her BlackBerry. Come ten 
o’clock, she still hasn’t got through her e-mails but decides 
to tackle the fi rst item on her to-do list: write a report and 
read through four of her employees’ progress reports. 
Three minutes into her report, she gets interrupted by a 
colleague who needs the go-ahead on a computer pur-
chase. They log on to the computer company’s Web site to 
take a quick look at the options available, but they’re inter-
rupted by a phone call to Linda about an e-mail from last 
Friday. The call goes on and on, and her colleague returns 
to his desk while Linda tries to ignore the signals from her 
cell phone as she frantically searches for the e-mail that the 
call’s about. As she listens she takes the opportunity, while 
she has the e-mail program up, to delete some spam.

Thus the modern offi ce. A survey of workplaces in the 
United States found that the personnel were interrupted 
and distracted roughly every three minutes and that peo-
ple working on a computer had on average eight windows 
open at the same time. In his article “Overloaded Circuits: 
Why Smart People Underperform,” psychiatrist Edward 
Hallowell coins the term “attention defi cit trait” to charac-
terize the situation in which Linda and many others fi nd 
themselves. This is not a new diagnosis of any use to doctors,
but rather a description of the mental state that information 
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technology, a faster pace, and changing work patterns have 
induced. Some would call it a lifestyle. But the term “atten-
tion defi cit trait” has been chosen for its similarity with the 
term “attention defi cit disorder” (ADD), which is a variant 
of attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) without 
the hyperactivity (more about ADHD later). The diagnosis 
is defi ned by a string of symptoms such as “diffi culty sus-
taining attention,” “diffi culty organizing tasks or activities,” 
“easily distracted by extraneous stimuli,” and “forgetful in 
daily activities.” Often these diffi culties are so serious that 
they prevent people from doing their jobs properly or re-
quire medication. The point of Hallowell’s term is that it il-
lustrates how the modern work situation, with its pace and 
simultaneous demands, often gives us the feeling of having 
attention diffi culties and of not quite having the capacity to 
do our jobs. Our brains are being fl ooded. But is it really the 
case that the information society generally impairs people’s 
attentional abilities? What are attentional abilities, anyway, 
and exactly what in our complex work situations is mentally 
demanding?

One demand factor in our working lives is the inces-
sant distractions: all the impressions that buzz around us 
like mosquitoes and make it hard for us to concentrate on 
what we’re doing. The torrent of information increases not 
only the volume of data we’re expected to take in but also 
the volume we need to shut out. One example of a change 
in the degree of distraction is in the transformation of a tra-
ditional offi ce into an open-plan one. Such a rearrangement 
might improve communication between employees and be 
more stimulating, but it also gives us a greater infl ux of im-
pressions in the shape of ringing phones, chatter, and SMS 
signals that we have to try to ignore. Another example of 
increasing demands is the way we source more and more 
information from the Internet instead of books or newspa-
pers. It’s usually perfectly possible to read an article in a news-
paper without being distracted by advertisements in the 
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margin; reading articles on the Internet, their margins packed
with little animated advertisements, presents more of a 
challenge, however. What is it in our brains that determines 
whether we can concentrate and ignore the distractions?

Multitasking is the quick and easy solution for all those 
who want to get more done in less time. However, doing 
(or at least trying to do) several tasks simultaneously is one 
of our most demanding everyday activities. Running on a 
treadmill while watching TV usually isn’t too taxing, nor is 
chewing gum while walking in a straight line. But even 
such a mundane situation as talking on a cell phone while 
driving is not as easy as we’d like to think. Apart from the 
fact that it’s diffi cult to hold the wheel and shift gears with 
the same hand, or to keep our eyes on the road and on the 
phone’s display at the same time, there’s something in the 
mentally demanding task of telephoning that makes us 
worse drivers. Tests show that people who drive while per-
forming a mentally demanding task have a reaction time 
that is up to one and a half seconds slower. Why can’t we 
combine some activities with others? Why is the brain 
sometimes unable to do two things at once?

The issue of simultaneous performance is particularly 
interesting right now, as technological progress seems to 
encourage or indeed even require it. Thanks to the wireless 
revolution, we can take technology pretty much anywhere 
we want to. We chat on the phone while walking, driving, 
or watching television. We can have little displays in our 
cars showing maps that are continually updated and direct 
us as we drive. While in meetings we can text people or 
read e-mails on our BlackBerry. When the day is done and 
we’re sitting in front of our television, a simultaneous 
scrolling line of text feeds us with extra information; some 
TV sets let us watch one channel inserted into another. We 
can sit on the sofa with our laptop while watching televi-
sion, wirelessly connected to the Internet.
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Our relationship to information is ambivalent. We 
clearly often seek out more, quicker, and more complex in-
formation, as if we’re getting a kick from the shot. But 
when we’re sitting on the sofa trying to read the on-screen 
text while trying to follow the headlines, many of us are 
struck with a feeling of inadequacy, with a sense that our 
brain is already full of information. It’s overfl owing.

New fi ndings in psychology and brain research suggest 
that the diffi culties we fi nd with simultaneous performance 
and distractions converge onto one central limitation: the 
ability to retain information. When you’re trying to do two 
things at once, you have to juggle two different sets of in-
structions in your head. This is double the amount of infor-
mation relative to if you only had one instruction. When 
you’re distracted, you often end up losing the original in-
formation, which leaves you standing in a room without 
knowing what you’re doing there.

Our limited ability to retain information can be illus-
trated with two situations in which the volume of informa-
tion increases. If you’re given directions of the “Go straight 
ahead for two blocks and then left one block” kind, you’ll 
probably have no trouble remembering them. However, if 
the description is more like “Go straight ahead for two 
blocks and then one block to the left and the right again for 
three blocks, then left and then three right, and you’re 
there,” your chances of getting lost start to increase. It is 
too much information. Similarly, a four-digit PIN is quite 
easy to remember once you’ve heard it, but a twelve-digit 
OCR code is almost impossible to keep in your head.

■ The Magical Number Seven

“My problem, ladies and gentlemen, is that I have been 
persecuted by an integer.” Thus began George Miller in 
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his 1956 article “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Mi-
nus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing In-
formation.” The hypothesis contained within is that there 
is a fi xed capacity for the human ability to receive informa-
tion, and that this limit lies at around seven items. There is, 
in other words, an inherent constraint on the brain’s band-
width. The article proved to be one of the most infl uential 
in twentieth-century psychology.

By the mid-1950s, when Miller wrote his article, there 
was a surge in interest in the term information in psychol-
ogy. Scientists had started developing computers during 
World War II to help them crack enemy codes. Mathemati-
cians and physicists proposed ways of quantifying the con-
cept of information and examining the limitations of con-
veying information on the phone down copper wires from 
one person to another. Miller’s idea was that psychologists 
could look at the human brain in exactly the same way as 
physicists looked at copper wires. The brain was a “com-
munication channel” of measurable speed, not unlike In-
ternet hookups that let only a certain amount of informa-
tion through per unit of time.

The crux of Miller’s article is that there are limits to our 
brain’s capacity. The number seven, he points out, pops up 
with uncanny frequency and has the power to stimulate 
the imagination, as Miller describes at the end: “What 
about the seven wonders of the world, the seven seas, the 
seven deadly sins, the seven daughters of Atlas in the Ple-
iades, the seven ages of man, the seven levels of hell, the 
seven primary colours, the seven notes of the musical scale, 
and the seven days of the week?”

Miller’s idea is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where the x-
axis gives the amount of information received and the y-
axis how much information is reproduced correctly. Take, 
for example, a test in which you are asked to repeat a string 
of numbers read out to you. The y-axis shows how many 
numbers you repeat correctly. If you hear two numbers, 
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you can easily remember them and tap them into a keyboard.
You are on the straight part of the graph, where informa-
tion input is the same as output. But if you are asked to 
repeat twelve numbers, or twenty, you will probably be 
able to tap in only seven of them correctly. You are now on 
the part of the graph where the curve bends under the con-
fi nes of your capacity. Your copper wires just can’t take any 
more.

Half a century after Miller published his article, we fi nd 
ourselves in something of an information renaissance. 
Computerization, which was still in its cradle in the early 
1950s, has exploded into every nook and cranny of our so-
cieties, cultures, and lifestyles. Information technology is 
now starting to present us with such a surplus of informa-
tion per unit of time that the capacity limitations of our 
brains, what Miller calls the “channel capacity,” has be-
come a very real matter for our daily lives.
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Illustration of capacity restrains of the human brain (from Miller, 1956).
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■ The Stone Age Brain

If we have an inherent limitation to our ability to handle 
information, Miller’s inbuilt mental bandwidth, it is proba-
bly hundreds of thousands of years old. Anatomically 
modern Homo sapiens evolved some 200,000 years ago in 
Africa. Geneticists have shown that every living human 
has DNA from one and the same woman, humanity’s Eve, 
who lived at some point between 150,000 and 200,000 years 
ago. Homo sapiens then dispersed out into the world, in-
cluding to southern Europe, where they gradually dis-
placed their contemporaries the Neanderthals. Early peo-
ple here left behind magnifi cent cave paintings, such as 
those in the cave of Cro-Magnon in southern France, which 
lent its name to this modern type of Homo sapiens.

Cro-Magnonshad the same brain volume and anatomy 
as we have today and if we were to dress one up in mod-
ern clothes, he would raise few eyebrows as he walked the 
streets of a modern city.

Cro-Magnon humans lived a leisurely life as hunters 
and gatherers, probably spending most of their days in 
groups of a few families, possibly fi fty individuals. Occa-
sionally the clan, a larger grouping of roughly 150 related 
individuals, would gather. Most of their time was probably 
devoted to collecting and preparing food, preparing skins, 
making tools, and going on the odd hunt. The technologi-
cal environment in which Cro-Magnons lived consisted of 
a mere handful of tools, such as arrowheads, needles, and 
bone hooks.

The brains with which we are born today are almost 
identical to those with which Cro-Magnons were born forty 
thousand years ago. If there is some inherent limitation to 
our ability to handle information, it should be present al-
ready at this time, when the most technologically advanced 
artifact was the barbed bone harpoon. The same brain now 
has to take on the torrent of information that the digital 
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society discharges over us. A Cro-Magnon human met in 
one year as many people as you and I can meet in one day. 
The volume and complexity of the information we’re ex-
pected to handle continues to increase. If there are any in-
built limitations that serve as some kind of shutoff valve, 
what mental functions are we then talking about? Where 
will we fi nd the bottleneck in the brain’s capacity to pro-
cess information?

■ Brain Plasticity

What complicates and enriches the discussion on the Cro-
Magnon brain and Miller’s mental bandwidth is the recent 
discoveries concerning brain plasticity. After you have read 
this book, you will never again be the person you were be-
fore. This is not because the contents of this book will have 
any revolutionary effect on how you live your life, but be-
cause all types of experience and learning modify the brain. 
You never, as the man said, step into the same river twice.

The brain doesn’t change only as it stores memories. 
Different functions are located at different sites around the 
brain, so we can talk about a functional brain map. What 
scientists have found is that rather than being static, this 
map is forever being redrawn. Much of our knowledge of 
how the brain changes comes from studies of what hap-
pens when it is deprived of information input. When a per-
son loses a limb and the corresponding part of the sensory 
cortex no longer receives information from those particular 
nerves, surrounding areas of the brain will start to fi ll the 
space. If you lose an index fi nger, the area of the brain that 
once received signals from that fi nger will shrink; the adja-
cent area, which receives signals from the middle fi nger, 
will expand. The brain map has been redrawn.

An even greater information defi cit is the loss of visual 
information in the blind. Measurements of the brain activity 
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of blind people when reading Braille show that the visual 
areas of their brains are activated despite the absence of 
any actual visual perceptions. It thus seems as if the people 
are using their visual cortex to process other sensory infor-
mation instead. We could therefore be looking at the same 
plasticity as when the brain receives no sensory informa-
tion from a lost fi nger: surrounding areas expand and take 
over the unused part of the brain. Similar results have been 
obtained from studies of people who were born deaf, in 
which scientists have seen activity in the auditory areas 
when their subjects read sign language.

The brain changes not only when we lose information 
but also when we are exposed to excessive activation—for 
example, when we practice a skill, such as learning a musi-
cal instrument, with year-in, year-out, hour-after-hour 
drills. When scientists mapped the areas that receive sen-
sory information from the left hand of string musicians, 
they found that the area activated by sensory impressions 
is larger than that in nonplayers. They also found that the 
area of the brain activated on hearing piano notes is 
roughly 25 percent larger in pianists than in nonmusicians, 
and that the pathways conducting motor impulses differ.

Juggling is not something that many people do on a 
daily basis. But if we were to start practicing, we’d improve 
markedly in just a few weeks. It is, in other words, an ac-
tivity that lends itself to the study of what happens in the 
brain when a specifi c activity is learned. One study exam-
ined the structure of the brain in a group of subjects before 
and after a three-month course in juggling. What the scien-
tists found was that an area in the occipital lobe specializ-
ing in the perception of motion grew over this period, but 
three months after training stopped it had shrunk again, 
and lost roughly half the increase previously induced by 
training. In other words, as little as three months’ activity, 
or three months’ passivity, had an immediate effect on 
brain structure.
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What still remains something of a puzzle is how the 
constant mental demands of the information society infl u-
ence our brains. Do they have a “training” effect on the 
brain, just as other types of exercise and learning do?

■ Increases in IQ During the Twentieth Century

When, in the 1980s, the New Zealand sociologist James 
Flynn was carrying out what he thought would be a rou-
tine check of historical IQ test scores, he discovered some-
thing that would cause a stir in the world of psychology 
for decades to come: it seemed as if people’s IQs were in-
creasing. This phenomenon is known today as the Flynn 
effect.

By defi nition, the average IQ score of the entire popula-
tion is 100. After a new version of an IQ test is adminis-
tered to a large cohort of people—eighteen-year-olds, for 
example—it is adjusted to give an average result of 100.
During such tests, subjects are often asked to take the old 
IQ test as well to see if performances on both tests agree. 
What Flynn discovered was that each time a group of peo-
ple was tested, they performed better on the old test. When 
a group of eighteen-year-olds took a twenty-year-old test, 
they no longer scored 100 like their coevals of twenty years 
before, but always slightly higher. Flynn looked at more 
than seventy studies including a total of more than 7,500
participants between 1932 and 1978 and found that the 
average IQ increased by 3 points, roughly 3 percent, per 
decade.

What is so sensational about these fi ndings is the de-
gree of increment. In sixty years—that’s two generations—
scores have risen by roughly one standard deviation. This 
means that an eighteen-year-old who scored the average 
for his cohort in 1990 would, if transported sixty years back 
in time, be among the highest-performing sixth. From being 
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an average student in a class of thirty, he would suddenly 
fi nd himself in the top fi ve.

Obviously this rise in IQ scores could be put down to 
educational improvements; however, if this were so, we 
would expect the greatest gains in tests measuring vocabu-
lary and general knowledge, with lower gains on tests of 
problem-solving activities, which are generally considered 
culture-neutral and relatively impervious to level of educa-
tion. However, when he looked in closer detail at the 
changes in the American IQ tests, he found that the exact 
opposite was the case: the increase was more marked for 
problem-solving activities, while there was hardly any 
change at all for the tests measuring vocabulary.

To verify this, Flynn made an international comparison 
of the results of problem-solving activities called Raven’s 
matrices (which are specifi cally designed to refl ect fl uid in-
telligence, regardless of acquired knowledge; see page 42).
After analyzing the trends over time in the results recorded 
by almost everyone who’d been tested on entering the mil-
itary from 1952 to 1982 in Israel, Norway, Belgium, Holland, 
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and England, Flynn noted the same effects that had previ-
ously been observed in the American IQ tests, with the 
gains being made at almost exactly the same rate across the 
countries. When problem-solving abilities were analyzed 
in isolation, the increase was even greater, nearly twice 
what had been observed in average scores on tests com-
prising both verbal and problem-solving tasks.

Increases in IQ scores are corroborated by an over-
whelming volume of data from different studies and are 
considered indubitable. On the other hand, no one can say 
with any certainty to what the effect is attributable. James 
Flynn himself fi rst thought that these fi gures could not cor-
respond to an improvement in intelligence “for real.” The 
case of the eighteen-year-old who would be a star student 
if transported sixty years back in time just didn’t add up, 
he argued. Instead, Flynn used the phenomenon of rising 
test results to denounce the use of the tests in the fi rst place. 
Unfortunately, he didn’t really have any argument for this 
other than it seeming counterintuitive for people to have 
become generally more intelligent. Flynn’s interpretation 
that IQ tests are unreliable also failed to win much support 
among his fellow psychologists. Now, most psycholo-
gists—including Flynn, who seems to have changed tack 
himself—believe that the increase in test scores refl ects a 
genuine improvement in people’s ability to solve problems 
“for real.”

No single factor has been identifi ed that can explain the 
Flynn effect. One fascinating possibility is that it is factors 
in our mental environments that account for much of the 
change. Could it be the case that the greater fl ow of infor-
mation has a training effect and that ever-increasing men-
tal demands are helping to boost people’s intelligence? If 
so, exactly which of the mental demands around us give 
rise to this improvement? Which functions can be prac-
ticed, and under what circumstances?
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■ The Future

Our understanding of the human brain has grown expo-
nentially in the past few decades. Now, for the fi rst time, 
researchers are able to make links between limitations in 
information processing and cerebral function. Brain re-
search has little to contribute to Miller’s rhetorical question 
about the seven daughters of Atlas or the seven wonders 
of the world. But in the search for the factors that defi ne 
the bottleneck in the brain’s limitations, scientists have 
started to round up a few prime suspects. This book is 
about how they have gone about hunting them out.

If we learn more about our mental limitations and 
where they are located in the brain, we might also be able 
to understand how to change these functions through exer-
cise or otherwise. In 2004, a number of well-known neuro-
scientists, including Nobel laureate Eric Kandel, wrote a 
review of these new possibilities and of the ethical dilem-
mas they raise. The article begins: “Humanity’s ability to 
alter its own brain function might well shape history as 
powerfully as the development of metallurgy in the Iron 
Age.” The review was entitled “Neurocognitive Enhance-
ment: What Can We Do and What Should We Do?” This is 
a question that concerns every one of us.

I will be describing a little of what the latest brain re-
search tells us about our attentional abilities, information 
processing, and brain training. This is not a textbook that 
aims to cover all the research being conducted on memory 
and attention. Even if I had the capacity to embrace such a 
large area (which I don’t), there’d be few readers with the 
time to plow through such an epic—too much information, 
too little time. Instead, I have tried to write a book on a se-
ries of associated studies that together build up a story. I 
will be drawing on as many bits of information as we need 
to piece together a jigsaw puzzle that gives at least part of 
the picture, even if it doesn’t reproduce the entire scene. 
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This story will also include my own research into brain 
function, which concerns, among other points of inquiry, 
limitations on simultaneous performance and how mental 
abilities can be actively developed.

There is general concern about what the fast pace of so-
ciety is doing to our mental well-being. Books and maga-
zines are full of advice on how we can learn to be less 
stressed, lower the demands on ourselves, and take life 
easier: slow cities, slow food, time for refl ection, and so 
forth. It all has its place. But this book sends an opposing 
and more optimistic message. It proposes that we must 
also acknowledge our thirst for information, stimulation, 
and mental challenges. It is arguably when we determine 
our limits and fi nd an optimal balance between cognitive 
demand and ability that we not only achieve deep satisfac-
tion but also develop our brain’s capacity the most.

But before we reach that point in our story, let us fi rst 
look more closely at the mental demands that surround us. 
What is attention? How do we keep information in the 
brain, and can this ability be manipulated?
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Let us return to Linda. There she is, sitting at her desk in 
her open-plan offi ce, surrounded by chatting colleagues 
and ringing phones. Her desk is littered with reports, arti-
cles, and brochures. On her computer screen is a Web page 
displaying an inventory of hard disks from which she has 
to select one for purchase. To the right are small animated 
advertisements for bargain trips to the West Indies. A little 
icon along the bottom edge of the screen reminds her that 
she has not yet emptied her inbox, and her cell phone an-
nounces with a happy pling that she has just received a text 
message. What choice should she make? Where should she 
even direct her gaze, and what elements of her visual fi eld 
should she take in, process, understand, and think about? 
Where should she direct her attention?

Attention is the portal through which the information 
fl ood reaches the brain. Directing your attention at some-
thing is analogous to selecting information, as you give 
priority to only a small part of all the information available. 

2 ■

The Information Portal
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Attention is often likened to a beam of light or a spotlight. 
In much the same way as you can aim a fl ashlight at a cer-
tain object in a darkened room, you can direct your atten-
tion at selected parts of your surroundings and choose a 
small amount of information from everything around you.

If we are to sort out what happens when the Cro-
Magnon brain meets the information fl ood, we must start 
here, with attention.

■ Different Kinds of Attention

Linda fi nally decides to ignore her e-mails and begins read-
ing one of the reports stacked up on her desk. Calm reigns 
for a little while, and she gets through a good many pages 
without too much diffi culty. But she soon realizes that she 
has not understood a word of what she has read in the past 
minute, as she has been thinking about what happened 
during dinner the evening before.

When she becomes aware that her thoughts are drifting 
away, she makes herself refocus on the text. However, just 
a minute or so later she becomes distracted by someone 
dropping a coffee cup on the fl oor behind her, which at-
tracts not only Linda’s attention but that of the entire offi ce. 
Early morning turns into late morning, and the general 
level of activity in the offi ce is so high that Linda decides 
that she might as well leave the reports until later.

Later that afternoon, when the offi ce has started to 
empty, Linda resumes her reading. She now manages to 
concentrate for a full forty-fi ve minutes, with the help of a 
little caffeine, until the density of the prose and a little lack 
of sleep conspire to bring on an unshakable tiredness that 
compels her to put the ream of paper back onto her desk.

Obviously, Linda’s problem with the day’s report read-
ing is related to attention. So what are our “attentional abil-
ities”? Scientists researching cerebral function and attention
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have identifi ed different kinds attention. There are at least 
three, for example, involved in Linda’s attempts to do her 
work. The fi rst is controlled attention, which she uses when 
she consciously forces herself to read the report. When her 
thoughts wandered to the dinner of the previous evening, 
she lost control of her attention. The second type is stimu-
lus-driven attention, which is involuntarily attracted to an 
unexpected event in a person’s immediate environment—
such as the coffee cup hitting the ground. The third type is 
arousal, which became a problem later in the day as tired-
ness descended upon her.

This book will be concentrating on the fi rst two types 
of attention, those concerned with selectivity. Before we 
proceed, however, let us look a little more closely at arousal. 
Arousal differs slightly from the other types of attention in 
that it does not select a specifi c point in the room or a spe-
cifi c object. It is, as we say, nonselective. Levels of arousal 
can vary from second to second and from hour to hour. 
The typical example used to illustrate arousal patterns is 
soldiers on radar duty, scanning their radar screens for 
hours on end for small dots representing potential enemy 
aircraft. During such tasks, which offer few stimuli, arousal 
slowly declines, a phenomenon that can be measured as 
poorer performances and slower reaction times.

Levels of arousal can be temporarily raised with a 
warning of some impending event. Certain substances, caf-
feine for one, can also help to give a short-term boost to 
arousal—two cups in the late evening will improve the 
performance of our radar operators. However, soldiers 
who drink ten cups of coffee will be less effective at their 
task, as they might very well interpret every new dot on 
the screen as an enemy aircraft. Everything in moderation, 
as they say. The relationship between arousal and perfor-
mance follows a curve resembling an inverted U: we per-
form best at moderate levels of arousal, where performance 
reaches an optimum between the extremes of too little and 
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too much (Figure 2.1). In some respects, stress can have the 
same effect on the brain as coffee. Moderate levels of stress 
can thus be benefi cial; excessive levels of stress preclude 
optimal performance.

■ Absentmindedness

If we do not focus our attention on something, we will not 
remember it. Absentmindedness is one of the most com-
mon causes of forgetfulness—or, as memory researcher and 
author Daniel Schacter puts it, one of the “seven sins of 
memory.” A dramatic illustration of this is the story of the 
missing Stradivarius. A string quartet has just performed a 
concert in Los Angeles, one of the violinists having played 
on a particularly valuable violin, a priceless seventeenth-
century Stradivarius. After the concert, the quartet gets 
ready to drive back to their hotel. The violinist, no doubt 
tired after the performance and perhaps with his mind on 
how well they have played and the morning’s reviews, 
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The relationship between arousal and performance.
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absentmindedly places the violin on the roof of the car as 
he climbs in. The car drives off, and when they arrive, he re-
alizes that his violin is missing—a mystery that remains 
unresolved for twenty-seven years until it is identifi ed in a 
workshop, where it has been handed in for repair. This dem-
onstrates how attention is essential, albeit insuffi cient at times, 
to our ability to store information in our memories. If your 
attention is directed elsewhere when you put your glasses 
down, it will be diffi cult for you to remember later where you 
left them. The information never made it through the portal.

When we direct our attention toward a place or an object, 
we become better and more effi cient at interpreting its infor-
mation content and are more able to detect slight changes in 
its appearance. If Linda is on her way home late at night and 
thinks she spies someone lurking in a doorway, she will stop 
and focus all her attention on that spot. She will not ignore 
another fi gure appearing in a neighboring doorway, but she 
will be better at detecting subtle shifts in the shadows sur-
rounding the doorway on which she has focused her atten-
tion. Her attention will not only improve her ability to per-
ceive changes but also speed up her reaction time should a 
menacing silhouette emerge from out of the gloom.

■ Measuring Attention in Milliseconds

We all have a subjective feeling of what attention is. Scien-
tists, however, feed on precision and like to measure what-
ever it is they happen to be studying. And attention actu-
ally can be quantifi ed.

Psychologist Michael I. Posner at the University of Oregon 
is the creator of a series of simple yet ingenious experi-
ments that can be carried out on a computer and that each 
require a different kind of attention. In one, the test subject 
is asked to press a button as soon as she sees a little square 
target appear on the screen. As this event occurs without 
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warning, her task is mainly one of stimulus-driven attention. 
In another, a triangle appears to alert the subject to the ap-
pearance of the target. This increases her arousal. In a third, 
an arrow appears on the screen a few seconds before the tar-
get, telling the subject not only that the event will occur soon 
but also where. The subject can now, by controlling her atten-
tion, direct her attentional spotlight onto a particular location 
on the screen in anticipation of the target’s appearance.

By measuring reaction times during such tests, scien-
tists have been able to quantify different kinds of attention; 
interestingly, what they fi nd is that they seem fairly inde-
pendent of one another. Such systemic autonomy also 
means that we can have problems with one kind of atten-
tion without this necessarily affecting the others.

This phenomenon was picked up by an Australian study
in which children with and without diagnosed ADHD 
were asked to play two different games on a Sony PlaySta-
tion. The fi rst was Point Blank, which involves aiming at 
and shooting various targets. The children had to respond 
as quickly as they could by pressing a button, their success 
rates being determined largely by their stimulus-driven at-
tention. The second game was Crash Bandicoot, a platform 
game in which players have to navigate the brave little bandi-
coot (a kind of marsupial rat) along a preset path through 
the jungle while performing tasks, avoiding traps, and achiev-
ing certain goals. Unlike the fi rst game, in which the subjects
simply have their attention grabbed by some moving object 
on the screen to which they have to react, the second requires
a certain amount of attention control as well. The study found
no performance disparity between the two groups when 
playing Point Blank; when playing Crash Bandicoot, how-
ever, the children with ADHD signifi cantly underper-
formed those of the control group, scoring fewer points and 
causing the dynamic little bandicoot to die more often.

So it seems as if the two systems for stimulus-driven and
controlled attention are somehow separated. By extension, 
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this could mean that there are different parts of the brain, 
or different brain processes, controlling them. What, then, 
are the biological mechanisms behind attention? How is an 
attention spotlight encoded by our brain cells?

■ The Spotlight in the Brain

Imagine that you are standing in a large white room, very 
much like a medical examination room. Around the walls 
are boxes full of disposable gloves, surgical tape, and com-
presses; there is also a set of different-sized white and blue 
plastic balls and objects that look like enormous helmets 
fi tted with protective grilles. The objects piled up against the 
walls have one thing in common: they are not magnetic. 
For in the middle of the room is a white cube about six feet 
on a side, containing an electromagnet with the capacity to 
generate a magnetic fi eld powerful enough to make a le-
thal projectile of a nearby oxygen cylinder. To create such a 
powerful fi eld, the superconductive coils must be cooled 
with liquid helium to a temperature of -269°C. In the middle 
of the cube is a cylindrical hole through which a horizontal 
bench can be slid, transporting anyone lying on it into the 
middle of the magnet to have her brain activity scanned.

The cube is a magnetic resonance (MR) scanner, one of 
the most sophisticated tools available if we want to look 
inside the brain to see how attention works. Once the sub-
ject is placed inside the scanner, she can be asked to per-
form certain mental tasks, such as shifting her attention 
from one part of a picture to another, while the MR scanner 
captures images of her brain. After about half an hour of 
this, enough information has been recorded to pinpoint 
which parts of the brain have been activated.

Essentially, the technique involves the analysis of the 
blood fl ow in the brain. When the nerve cells, or neurons, 
of a particular area are activated, the supply of oxygenated 
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blood to them increases. In the 1990s, scientists discovered 
that since the presence or absence of an oxygen molecule 
in hemoglobin (a component of blood) affects the magnetic 
fi eld, an MR scanner could be used to obtain images of 
brain activity. The MR scanner can also be used to create 
detailed pictures of brain anatomy in order to locate tu-
mors and other anomalies. However, when the MR scan-
ner is used in a way that makes it sensitive to changes in 
oxygenated hemoglobin, it is brain function that scientists 
are interested in. The technique is therefore called func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI.

In one study, carried out by Julie Brefczynski and Ed-
gar DeYoe at the Medical College of Wisconsin, fMRI was 
used to measure the effects of attention. The subjects were 
asked to lie inside the MR scanner and look at a screen dis-
playing a circle divided into colored sectors like those of a 
dartboard. They were asked to keep their eyes fi xed on the 
center point but to shift their attention from sector to sector. 
This was therefore a test of controlled attention. To make sure 
that brain activity was not affected by eye movement, they 
used the phenomenon of being able to separate where the 
eyes are focused and where the attention is directed. You can 
try this for yourself by fi xing your gaze at the center of a clock 
face and letting your attention travel around the numbers.

To understand the results, we need a little more back-
ground about how sensory impressions are processed by 
the brain. When using an MR scanner to study cerebral 
function, scientists are often interested in the activity of the 
cortex. The cortex is the thin layer of gray matter encasing 
the rest of the brain (or cerebrum). Thanks to its familiar 
folds and grooves, the cortex has exceptionally high sur-
face area in relation to the limited volume available in the 
cranium. The fi rst area of the cortex that is activated by vi-
sual stimuli is the occipital lobe, also known as the primary 
visual cortex. From here, signals are sent to other, more 
specialized visual areas. Each part of a person’s immediate 
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surroundings, such as the sectors of the dartboard, is de-
coded by a different cortical visual area, making each one a 
kind of internal map of the outside world.

When the subjects kept their eyes still but moved their 
attention around the sectors, the scientists were able to de-
tect activity in the corresponding parts of the primary visual
cortex. In fact, the results were so clear that it was possible 
for them to determine where the subjects had directed their 
attention just by looking at where their brains were being 
activated. This study demonstrates that the analogy of a 
spotlight holds fast even when we are describing the biolog-
ical mechanism of attention. If the visual area is a map of the 
surroundings, attention can be likened to a beam of light 
that illuminates specifi c parts of this map. If an area is thus 
illuminated, it means that there is a higher degree of activity 
in the neurons there, which makes them more receptive to 
information.

There are similar brain maps for the other senses. The 
somatosensory cortex of the brain, for instance, contains an 
anatomical map. In one of the fi rst studies of brain activity 
and attention, neurophysiologist Per Roland asked subjects 
to shut their eyes and count how many times their index 
fi nger was stroked with a hair while he measured their 
brain activity. However, the instruction to the subjects was 
a bogus one, and the event never actually happened. Nev-
ertheless, the simple fact that the subjects were expecting 
some sensation and therefore directing their attention to-
ward their fi nger excited activity in the corresponding sen-
sory area of the brain.

■ Competition Between Neurons

One study elegantly demonstrates how attention works by 
choosing, even down at the cellular level. Here, the re-
searchers fi rst registered the activity of a visual area in the 
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brain when a monkey was shown a green circle either by 
itself or accompanied by a red circle. What they found was 
that the activity stimulated in the visual area when only 
the green circle was shown dropped when the two circles 
were shown together. Although this is probably attributable 
to the mutually suppressive effect of the neurons in two 
adjacent parts of the visual cortex, what is interesting was 
that when the monkey ignored the red circle and focused 
its attention on the green one, there was just as much brain 
activity as when the green circle was displayed on its own.

This experiment reveals one of the most rudimentary 
mechanisms of attention: the selection of neurons to be 
stimulated at the expense of others. The phenomenon is 
called biased competition. When there is just one object, in 
this case the single green circle, there is no need for atten-
tion; it is the amount of competing information to which 
our brains are exposed that impels a choice.

Can we now apply this knowledge to the situation at 
the offi ce? If Linda has an offi ce more resembling a monas-
tery cell—austere and with only one text (a Bible?) on her 
desk—there is little demand on her attention and no need 
for her to make choices. However, as soon as she has two 
documents in front of her, she is forced to choose and direct 
her attention, and as the volume of information increases, 
these demands on her attention become even greater.

An interesting yet elusive aspect of attention that is 
how our thoughts, ideas, memories, and impulses compete 
for our attention with each other and with stimuli in our 
surroundings. If we have only one thought in our head, we 
are under no real pressure to control our attention. This 
pressure increases when we add impulses, memories, and 
thoughts. Interesting ideas and attractive impulses should 
attract attention in much the same way as external events 
automatically draw attention to themselves, such as when 
the person behind us drops a coffee cup on the fl oor or a 
bird suddenly fl ies into the room.
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■ Two Parallel Systems of Attention

If the increased activity of the visual cortex—the illumi-
nated map—is a fi nal effect, what are the causes or sources 
of attention? Where is the spotlight? If we could measure 
brain activity at the moment an instruction to direct the at-
tention toward a particular object is received, we should be 
able to locate the parts of the brain that exercise the control.

Several research groups have done just this experiment, 
using versions of Posner’s tests of controlled attention. The 
results concur in identifying two areas, one in the parietal 
lobe and one in the superior part of the frontal lobe, that 
are active when we direct our attention. This could be the 
source of the brain’s “light beam.” Disregarding the other 
structures in the brain that are also involved, what may be 
happening is that neurons in these areas are contacting oth-
ers in the visual areas and activating exactly the corre-
sponding points on the map.

Scientists have also identifi ed the areas that are acti-
vated on stimulus-driven attention (for example, when a 
target appears on a computer screen without advance 
warning). These different areas lie on the border between 
the parietal lobe and the temporal lobe and a little further 
down the frontal lobe. Figure 2.3 is a reproduction of the 
fi ndings of Maurizio Corbetta and Gordon Shulman from 
Washington University, who compiled activation patterns 
of a variety of studies. Here, neuronal activity during con-
trolled attention and stimulus-driven attention is delin-
eated with a white ring and a black ring, respectively. It 
seems, therefore, that there are two parallel systems for at-
tention, one for controlled attention and one for stimulus-
driven attention, thus corroborating the psychological exper-
iments demonstrating that the two different types of 
attention are mutually independent.

Absentmindedness, as in the story of the violin on the 
car roof, is a form of attention breakdown that all of us 
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suffer to one extent or another. However, there are people 
with serious attention impairment, particularly with re-
spect to the systems for stimulus-driven attention. The 
phenomenon is termed neglect and is caused by damage 
around the parietal lobe. The area of the parietal lobe in the 

Figure 2-2
The lobes of the brain.

Frontal lobe
Parietal lobe

Occipital lobe
Temporal lobe

Figure 2-3
Areas responsible for stimulus-driven attention (black circles) and controlled 
attention (white circles). Adapted from Corbetta and Shulman (2002).
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left cerebral hemisphere processes information from the 
right-hand visual fi eld, while that of the right hemisphere 
processes information from both parts of the visual fi eld. 
On injury to the left hemisphere, therefore, the right can 
function as a backup system; the right, however, cannot 
count on such a reciprocal service, and the symptoms of 
the lesion become more salient. People with this kind of in-
jury start to “neglect” one-half of their visual fi eld; if some-
one with neglect is asked to draw a picture of a clock, he or 
she completes only one-half of the face.

In one study, a woman with a lesion in her parietal lobe 
was asked to shut her eyes and describe a familiar public 
square in her Italian hometown. She was asked to imagine 
that she was standing at one end of this square facing the 
church, and to describe the different buildings around her. 
Because of her injury, however, she could describe only 
those in her right visual fi eld. She was then asked to imag-
ine walking up to the church and turning to regard the 
square from the opposite direction. Doing this, she was 
able to describe the buildings on the other side.

Certain limitations in the brain’s ability to receive in-
formation can thus be attributed to the mechanisms of at-
tention. However, if we want to explain the limitations on 
more complex mental activities, the really interesting con-
straints lie in how we can control our attention and how 
we retain the information we absorb. So how does this 
happen?
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Sometimes our attention can be drawn automatically to 
certain changes in our surroundings. As for controlled at-
tention, however, some kind of instruction is needed for 
where it is to be directed. If our intention is to direct and 
fi x our attention onto a predetermined target, let us say a 
face in a crowd, we have to have some sort of memory of 
this target while we are searching for it. How do we re-
member what it is we are to concentrate on?

■ Working Memory

The answer is working memory. The term refers to our ability 
to remember information for a limited period of time, usu-
ally a matter of seconds. To all appearance it might seem a 
simple function, but it is fundamental and vital to numerous 
mental tasks, from attention control to solving logical prob-
lems. As working memory will run like a thread through the 

3 ■

The Mental Workbench
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rest of the book, we will dedicate this chapter to the concept 
of working memory and how it relates to other functions.

Let us return again to Linda in her hectic offi ce envi-
ronment. When, for example, she is busy searching for a 
stamp in that cluttered top desk drawer of hers, she has to 
keep in her working memory what she is looking for. The 
untidiness of her desk presents a myriad of different ob-
jects that compete for her attention. The neurons in the vi-
sual areas of her brain compete for which are to be acti-
vated, and so she needs to control her attention. Maybe she 
becomes so distracted by the mess that she shuts the 
drawer and starts doing something else only to ask herself 
two seconds later why she just shut that drawer or where 
the stamp is. The instruction to herself to look for the stamp 
has vanished from her working memory.

You use your working memory when directory assis-
tance gives you a number that you have to remember until 
you have found a piece of paper and a pen that works. In 
this case, what you are trying to keep in your working 
memory is verbal information, usually by repeating the 
numbers quietly to yourself. Chess is an example of when 
we hold visual information in working memory: “If I move 
my knight there, he’ll take it with his bishop, but then I’ll 
take his bishop with my queen.” Here we are running a 
kind of visual simulation in our heads and need working 
memory to remember all the simulated moves.

Although the term “working memory” was already be-
ing used back in the 1960s by neuroscientist Karl Pribram, 
Alan Baddeley is the psychologist who is most often cred-
ited with having defi ned it, in its most common usage, in 
the early 1970s. He posited three components to working 
memory: one responsible for storing visual information, 
termed the visuospatial sketch pad; one responsible for storing 
verbal information, termed the phonological loop; and one 
central component coordinating the other two, termed the 
central executive. Allan Baddeley has also proposed another 
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kind of working memory store, the episodic buffer, which re-
tains episodic information in working memory. This buffer 
is, however, less well characterized than the other compo-
nents. When remembering chess moves, you are using the 
visuospatial sketch pad; when remembering a telephone 
number, it is the phonological loop that comes in handy. 
Both cases need some kind of coordination, and this is where 
the central executive comes in.

If a psychologist wants to test your verbal working mem-
ory, she might ask you to repeat a series of numbers. If she 
wants to test your visuospatial working memory, she may 
use a test called “block repetition,” in which you will have to 
remember the order in which the tester points at different 
blocks. First she tries two blocks. This test passed, she will ad-
vance you to a new sequence of three blocks, and so forth. 
When you have reached perhaps seven blocks you will proba-
bly start making mistakes, and when you have reached a level 
where you have only a 50 percent chance of remembering 
the entire sequence correctly (i.e., when you make a mistake 
roughly every other time), you have reached the limits of your 
working memory capacity. This is a measure of the amount 
of information you can retain in your working memory.

One of the defi ning characteristics of working memory 
is this very limitation. This is what was illustrated in the 
introduction with the example of the directions: if you are 
told “Go straight ahead for two blocks and then left one 
block,” you will have no diffi culty remembering where to 
go. However, when the instruction is so prolix that it ex-
ceeds the capacity of your working memory, you could 
well fi nd yourself lost.

■ Long-Term Memory

The capacity limitation of working memory is one of 
the things that distinguishes it from long-term memory. 
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In long-term memory, we memorize events in which we 
have been involved, such as what we ate for dinner yester-
day. We can also remember facts unassociated with a spe-
cifi c learning occasion, such as the meaning of a word or 
the capital of Morocco. Our memory for events is called ep-
isodic memory, the one for facts semantic memory. The 
amount of information that can be stored in the long-term 
memory is virtually boundless. Long-term memory means 
that we can memorize something, direct our attention at 
something else for a few minutes or years, and then re-
trieve the fi rst item again at will. This is not how working 
memory operates, for when information is being stored 
here, it is under the constant glare of attention.

Memories are encoded into long-term storage through 
a chain of biochemical and cellular processes. Brain areas 
that are important for the memory at an early stage, such 
as the hippocampus in the temporal lobe, are less so later 
on. A dramatic illustration of this is the effect of electrocon-
vulsive therapy as a treatment for depression. After such a 
shock, long-term memories in an early and more unstable 
phase of encoding can become disturbed, rendering pa-
tients unable to remember things they had experienced a 
few days or even weeks ago while retaining memories that 
were encoded a year before.

Let us take an everyday example of the difference be-
tween long-term memory and working memory. If you 
park your car outside a supermarket in order to buy a 
quart of milk, it is your long-term memory you use to re-
member where your car is. Your parking spot is nothing 
you continuously visualize as you walk around the shop, 
but information that you encode for subsequent retrieval. 
Your working memory, on the other hand, you might use 
to remember, as you lose yourself among the aisles, that it 
is a quart of milk you have gone in to buy.

So working memory is normally used to keep informa-
tion active for a few seconds, while long-term memory can 
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Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2
Cartoonist Berglin captures perfectly the differences between working 
memory and long-term memory with his illustration of a working memory 
problem (telephone dementia) and a long-term memory problem (the little 
password hole). © Jan Berglin.
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keep it stored for years on end. However, the difference be-
tween the two is found in how the brain stores the infor-
mation, not necessarily in exactly how long ago it was that 
you saw the thing you later remember. One evening a 
friend of mine met a nice young woman in a bar. When 
they parted she gave him her phone number. The problem 
was that he had nothing on which to write it down, and he 
did not dare rely on his long-term memory. Instead, he 
kept the number in his working memory by silently repeat-
ing it to himself on his way home while carefully avoiding 
looking at car license plates, bus numbers, and other such 
distracting groups of digits. Once home, twenty minutes 
later, he fi nally got to scribble the number down on a scrap 
of paper. They are now happily married with two children.

■ Controlling Attention

In the 1970s, neurophysiologists began studying working 
memory in primates, particularly macaques. A macaque 
weighs in at about twenty-two pounds, and its brain is a 
mere two inches long. Macaques are not that intelligent, 
not even compared with chimpanzees, but they can retain 
information in their working memories, which have a ca-
pacity thought to be roughly equivalent to that of a one-
year-old human.

Exceedingly simple tasks were therefore needed for the 
monkeys to perform. One early test involved hiding a pea-
nut under one of two cups while the monkey was watch-
ing, concealing the cups from the monkey with a curtain, 
and then drawing the curtain to reveal the cups and let the 
monkey make its choice. If the monkey retained informa-
tion in its working memory about where the peanut had 
been hidden, it would choose the correct cup. However, it 
was impossible to rule out the possibility that the monkey 
oriented its body toward the cup with the peanut, stared at 
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the place where it was hidden, or used other little ruses to 
solve the problem. To cancel out the effect of eye move-
ments, scientists devised something called the oculomotor
delay response task, but for simplicity’s sake we will just call 
it the “dot test.”

For the dot test, the monkey is trained to fi x its gaze 
onto an image of a cross directly in front of it. A dot is then 
fl ashed on the periphery of the screen. After a delay of a 
few seconds, the cross disappears, upon which the monkey 
has to shift its gaze onto the position where it registered 
the dot. During this time, therefore, the monkey has to 
keep this location in its working memory.

Remembering the position of dots and then transfer-
ring our gaze there is not how most of us would feel we 
use our working memories in our daily lives. The dot test 
is, in fact, so unnatural that performing it takes weeks for 
monkeys to learn. However, it is ingenious in that it iso-
lates the essence of working memory: making a response 
not based on what we see but on information retained in 
our heads. Much of what we know about how working mem-
ory is encoded in the brain derives from decades of studies 
using variations on this test.

If we look carefully at what is going on in the dot test, 
we fi nd striking similarities with what happens in Posner’s 
attention tests (see Figure 3.3). In one of his experiments, 
an arrow was used to indicate where the subject could ex-
pect the target to appear. The subject then had to keep her 
attention directed at that particular point. This test cannot 
be performed without the subject retaining positional in-
formation in her working memory, in exactly the same way 
as the monkeys have to remember the location of the dot. 
This demonstrates, in its very simplest form, the overlap 
between the control of attention on the one hand and work-
ing memory on the other. Working memory is essential for 
controlling attention. We have to remember what it is we 
are to concentrate on.
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Neurophysiologist Robert Desimone was one of the 
fi rst scientists to make this connection explicit. He called the 
mnemonic component of the attention tests the attentional
template, which is no more complicated than understand-
ing that when we are scanning a crowd for a familiar face 
we have to retain in our working memory the target of our 
search. However, note also that the overlap between working 
memory and attention applies only to controlled attention; 
stimulus-driven attention requires no working memory.

■ Problem Solving

What makes working memory particularly interesting is 
that it not only retains instructions, numbers, and positions 

Figure 3-3
Similarities between a task measuring controlled attention and a working 
memory task (dot test).

Posner’s controlled attention test

Identical phases of the two tests.

The dot test

1) An arrow tells the 
subject that the goal 
will appear in the left of 
two possible positions. 

1) A dot indicates 
where the subject is to 
direct his gaze.

2) The subject directs 
her attention to an area 
on the left.

2) The position is 
retained in the 
subject’s working 
memory.

3) The subject presses 
the left button.

3) The subject shifts his 
gaze to the remembered 
position on the left.
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in the memory but also seems to play a critical part in our 
ability to solve problems. Te get a feel for this, do the follow-
ing test: read the question in the next sentence once, shut 
the book, and work out your answer. What is 93—7 + 3?

How did you do? Now try to identify the mental oper-
ations that took place before you arrived at the solution. If 
you went about it like most people, you started by subtract-
ing 7 from 93 to get 86. You then stored the information 
while consulting your memory about the next task, namely, 
to add 3. You then added 3 to 86. Operations such as this 
are impossible unless you can somehow remember both the 
question and the result of the intermediary mental acts you 
perform to arrive at the answer. Working memory is thus used
like a workbench for performing different mental tasks.

Similarly, working memory is used to keep in our 
minds the component parts of a logical problem, such as 
this: “If it rains, the lawn gets wet. If the lawn is now wet, 
can we conclude that it has rained?” Solving such syllo-
gisms, like performing mental arithmetic, requires us to 
manipulate information stored in working memory. Alan 
Baddeley therefore defi nes working memory thus: “The 
term working memory refers to a brain system that pro-
vides temporary storage and manipulation of the informa-
tion necessary for such complex cognitive tasks as language 
comprehension, learning, and reasoning.”

Figure 3.4 shows a type of problem-solving task often 
used by psychologists to assess general intellectual abili-
ties. It has been used for many decades, exists in many dif-
ferent versions, and goes under the name “Raven’s matri-
ces.” The task uses a three-by-three matrix of symbols, the 
bottom rightmost of which is missing. The subject is to 
work out the rules that dictate how the symbols change 
from one row to the next and one column to the next. Once 
she has deduced the pattern, she will be able to draw a 
conclusion about what missing symbol looks like and se-
lect it from a group of possible solutions.
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It turns out that our ability to solve such a problem de-
pends signifi cantly on how much information we are able 
to retain in working memory; in fact, one of the most-cited 
papers on this relationship is called “Reasoning Ability Is 
(Little More than) Working Memory Capacity?!” German 
psychologist Heinz-Martin Süß summarizes his results 
thus: “At present, working memory capacity is the best 
predictor for intelligence that has yet been derived from 
theories and research on human cognition.”

Psychologist Randall Engle at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta has also shown that there is a strong 
correlation between the presentation of working memory 
tasks and problem-solving ability (or more exactly, gF—gen-
eral fl uid intelligence—which we will be discussing in the 
chapter on the Flynn effect). The relationship between work-
ing memory capacity and gF differs slightly depending on 
the test used, but a review paper reveals that the correlation 
usually lies between 0.6 and 0.8 (where 0 is no correlation 

Figure 3-4
Raven’s Matrices.

?

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8
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and 1 is identity). This means that if we wish to explain 
why certain people are good at solving problems (such as 
Raven’s matrices) and others not, roughly half of the dif-
ference, or half of the variance, can be attributed to differ-
ences in working memory capacity.

■ Working Memory Versus Short-Term Memory

The question often arises of what short-term memory is 
and how it relates to working memory. The answer is not 
that straightforward, and there is actually an ongoing aca-
demic debate on this issue. It has been noted that the abil-
ity to repeat a list of words that you have just heard has a 
very low correlation with gF, but performing a more com-
plex verbal working memory task with dual-task require-
ments has a high correlation with gF. It has therefore been 
suggested that there are two classes of memory task, which 
many psychologists refer to as short-term memory and work-
ing memory. According to this dichotomy, short-term mem-
ory involves merely the retention and repetition of infor-
mation, which has a low correlation with complex mental 
abilities and gF, while working memory denotes short-term 
memory tasks that require some kind of additional manip-
ulation, contain some form of distraction, or demand a de-
gree of simultaneous performance, and have a high corre-
lation with gF.

The problem with this model of memory is that there is 
little consensus on which tasks are to be classifi ed as what: 
some researchers would call repeating digits in reverse or-
der a short-term memory task, while some call it a working 
memory task. It has also become clear that performance on 
short-term memory tasks with high information load is as 
highly correlated with gF as complex working memory tasks.
Furthermore, the distinctions that apply to verbal working 
memory tasks do not seem to hold for visuo-spatial working 
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memory tasks. Some visuospatial tasks without manipula-
tion that require only retaining and repeating information 
are as correlated with gF as complex verbal working mem-
ory tasks. The defi nition that “working memory requires 
the retention and manipulation of information” thus does 
not hold up. As we shall discover in a later chapter, it also 
seems diffi cult to show any clear difference in brain activ-
ity between “short-term memory tasks” and “working 
memory tasks,” at least within the visuo-spatial domain. It 
often appears to be the same brain area that is activated, al-
though with varying intensity—which would suggest that 
what we are talking about is differences in degree rather 
than in kind.

Hopefully, we will one day have a nomenclature based 
on the brain activity observed during the performance of 
different working memory tasks. More about this later. At 
this point, it suffi ces to say that working memory tasks dif-
fer, but the term “working memory” will serve the purposes 
of this book. The main focus of our concern will henceforth 
be the visuospatial working memory, which is as highly 
correlated with gF as the complex verbal working memory 
tasks.

There are several reasons why working memory is so 
important to our problem-solving ability. To solve a Raven’s 
matrix we need to retain and manipulate visual information
in working memory while memorizing the instructions—
just like in the little arithmetic problem above. Solving log-
ical problems also seems to involve some kind of symbolic 
representation that is visuo-spatial in nature. But we also 
need to control our attention. In Randall Engle’s interpreta-
tion, what is of particular importance is the overlap be-
tween working memory and the control of attention. We 
have to remember what it is we are to concentrate on.
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In chapter 3, we saw that the ability to retain information is 
essential to a wide range of mental tasks. Working memory 
is used to control attention, to remember instructions, to 
keep in mind a plan of things to do, and to solve complex 
problems. However, working memory is of limited capacity,
a bottleneck that restricts our ability to process information 
and reason. If we were to ask ourselves what presents 
problems when the Stone Age brain meets the information 
fl ood, one of the answers would be the limitations of work-
ing memory. So let us now take a closer look at exactly 
how information is stored and whether we can localize 
where in the brain these limitations reside.

Some of the most important advances in our under-
standing of brain activity and working memory were made 
by Yale neuroscientist Patricia Goldman-Rakic, one of the 
developers of the dot test. When she was registering the 
activity of neurons in different parts of the primate brain, 
what she was looking for was activity clearly related to the 
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various parts of the working memory experiment. This was 
quite a demanding search process, since most of the cells 
under observation did not seem to have anything to do 
with the tasks. For studies of this kind, an amplifi er and 
speakers are connected to the sensors, reproducing the 
electrical activity of the neurons as a chaotic symphony of 
clicks and crackles—although chaotic it is not, of course; 
just too complex for us to understand.

However, out of this confusion Goldman-Rakic was able
to extract certain patterns, the most interesting seeming to 
come from a number of cells activated during the period in 
which the information was being retained in working 
memory. These cells were active when the monkey looked 
at a dot it was to remember, and continued to send an un-
interrupted current of signals even when the dot disap-
peared, right up to the point when the monkey shifted its 
gaze onto the memorized spot. This kind of activity was 
termed delay-period activity, and if it was interrupted, the 
monkey would no longer be able to remember the informa-
tion. Nerve cells evincing this type of continual activity were
found in the frontal lobes but alsoin the parietal lobes.

The theory advanced by Goldman-Rakic and others, 
such as Joaquin Fuster at the University of California, Los 
Angeles, is that the information is retained in working 
memory because certain neurons are continually active. 
This is a principle that differs from the way in which infor-
mation is encoded in long-term memory, whereby inter-
neuronal connections are permanently reinforced—a process 
that takes a long time and requires, among other things, the 
production of new proteins. The encoding of information 
in working memory is a much more dynamic process that 
provides an immediate means of storing information, since 
patterns of electrical activity can be established in a matter 
of milliseconds. However, it is also a sensitive means, since 
the memory will be lost once the network is disrupted and 
the continual surge of activity terminated.
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We can refer back at this juncture to the question of 
how different kinds of memory are to be defi ned. If we 
want a nomenclature for mental functions to coincide with 
what happens in the brain, we could defi ne working mem-
ory as the ability to keep information active for a short pe-
riod, based on continual neuronal activity.

Let us now return to our example of parking the car in 
order to buy a quart of milk. The location of your car is 
stored in your long-term memory. No neurons in the fron-
tal lobe are encoding its location or are continually active 
with this information as you browse the shelves. However, 
as you do so, the item for which you are searching—the 
milk—is stored in working memory. The information is 
“online,” so to speak, in that it is constantly in your con-
sciousness in a way that corresponds to the uninterrupted 
activity of certain frontal lobe neurons.

Just how the neurons manage to remain active during 
this delay period is still something of a mystery. One hypoth-
esis is the presence of recurrent loops, neuronal networks that
keep the activity going by stimulating each other. Research 
into these mechanisms has made some progress in recent 
years with the help of computer simulations. Built into these
experiments are computer models of how individual neu-
rons are activated; the virtual nerve cells are then linked to-
gether into networks, allowing scientists to examine the con-
ditions under which the activity is maintained. It turns out 
that a delicate balance is needed between stimulation and 
inhibition. Too much inhibition, and the neuronal activity, 
and with it the information, dies out; too little inhibition, and 
the neuronal activity runs amok in a kind of virtual epilepsy.

■ The Information in the Parietal Lobe

Knowledge of how the human working memory operates 
started to pick up in the 1990s, when the development of 
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positron emission tomography (PET) made it possible for 
scientists to measure the cerebral blood fl ow of subjects 
performing working memory tasks. This revealed how the 
frontal lobe was activated, and correlated with previous 
knowledge of primate frontal lobe functionality and stud-
ies of frontal lobe lesions in humans. However, the PET 
scanner gives more detailed information, allowing re-
searchers to distinguish areas that retain visual information 
from those active when retaining verbal information.

The PET scanner has a temporal resolution of only 
about a minute. In the mid-1990s, researchers started to use 
fMRI to take a snapshot of brain activity roughly every other
second. With this higher temporal resolution, it is possible 
to delineate the activity generated by the presentation of 
an object during two distinct periods: the delay period, while

Figure 4-1
Computer models are used to explain how neuronal activity, and therefore 
information, can be retained by the coactivation of neuronal networks.
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the information is being retained in working memory, and 
the response. Several studies have analyzed the activity co-
incident with the delay period and have noted the persis-
tent activity of the frontal lobes. The hypothesis that the in-
formation is retained by continual activity therefore seems 
to hold for humans. Naturally, the studies have given much 
more detailed results, such as the observation that it is not 
only the cortex of the frontal lobe that is continually active 
during the delay period but areas of the parietal lobe as well.

■ Memory and Attention Unifi ed

By comparing the details from tests of controlled attention 
and tests of working memory, we would be able to see how 
working memory and the control of attention are linked, at 
least according to some psychological theories. But is it the 
same brain system that is being activated?

In one of the more ambitious studies of brain activity 
during working memory tasks, Clayton Curtis and Mark 
D’Esposito at the University of California, Berkeley, used 
the very same dot test procedures as had previously been 
used with monkeys. Fifteen people took part in the study, 
each having his or her brain activity measured for forty-
fi ve minutes while the researchers took snapshots of their 
brain activity at one-second intervals. This was a trial of 
endurance not only for the subjects, who had to lie inside 
an MR scanner for forty-fi ve minutes remembering dots, 
but also for the researchers, who subsequently had to com-
pile information from the forty thousand or so images 
obtained.

After analyzing these images statistically, Curtis and 
D’Esposito were able to spot activity in the parietal lobe 
(around the intraparietal sulcus), the upper part of the 
frontal lobe (the superior frontal gyrus), and the more ante-
rior part of this same lobe (middle frontal gyrus). What is 
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interesting is that the fi rst two areas are the very same as 
those active in the experiments on controlled attention, such
as Posner’s (see page 29). As we can see, then, the results 
of the brain research substantiate the psychological descrip-
tion of the overlap between working memory and controlled
attention. This could mean that there is no difference be-
tween remembering the position of a dot and remembering 
where to target the attention in anticipation of a dot yet to 
appear.

It should be added that the correspondence of working 
memory and attention control is not total. In many work-
ing memory tasks, there is activation further forward in the 
frontal lobe that is not always observed during attention 
tasks. Exactly what function this activity has is unclear. 
There is still much unknown territory on our map of cere-
bral function, an ignorance that applies particularly to the 
prefrontal lobes. It is possible, however, that activity here 
provides top-down control, stabilizing or boosting, for ex-
ample, the connection between the upper parts of the fron-
tal lobe and the parietal lobe.

■ How the Information Is Encoded

A crucial question concerning this neuronal activity is how 
the cells can remain active during the delay period without 
external stimulation. Feedback within networks of nerve 
cells seems to be a possible answer. Another important 
question is what type of information is encoded by this 
continual activity. What does it signify?

A similar issue has already been discussed by research-
ers into long-term memory. One theory says that certain 
nerve cells account for specifi c memories. This “grand-
mother cell theory” maintains that we have one particular 
cell that is activated each time we see our grandmother and 
that allows us to remember her.
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As regards working memory, one theory posits that the 
sensory information from the rear parts of the brain is con-
veyed to the specialized neurons of the frontal lobe in a way 
not dissimilar to the grandmother cell theory. Continual ac-
tivity in a specifi c frontal lobe cell thus enables the monkey 
to remember that it saw a dot 90 degrees to the right; activ-
ity in a nearby cell corresponds to the memory of a dot 120
degrees to the right, and so forth. According to another model,
information on different stimuli can be encoded by the par-
ticular frequency with which the neurons are activated. 
There are also studies, however, showing that the informa-
tion cannot always be gleaned simply from the activity of 
the nerve cells in the frontal lobes. Certain cells exhibit 
working memory activity regardless of the type of stimu-
lus being memorized. Since such a cell encodes for more 

Figure 4-2
The ringed areas are those active during working memory tasks. An area of 
the parietal lobe and the upper part of the frontal lobe are continually active 
during the delay period of working memory tasks, when subjects are 
required to retain spatial information. These areas are identical to those 
activated on the control of attention. An area that is activated during 
working memory tasks but not always during controlled-attention tasks is 
located further forwards in the frontal lobe. The arrows indicate how the 
areas are thought to communicate with each other during working 
memory tasks (from Curtis and D’Esposito, 2003).
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than one sensory modality, such as phonic and visual in-
formation, we can call it multimodal—a kind of neuronal 
jack-of-all-trades.

All this may seem pedantic and academic, and without 
much relevance to anyone not exceptionally interested in 
cataloguing different kinds of nerve cell in the frontal lobes 
(which I admittedly am). However, how the information is 
encoded can have consequences for the manner in which 
the fl ow of information in the brain is organized. If each cell 
in the frontal lobe encodes for a specifi c stimulus, it sug-
gests a parallel organization of the information fl ow. Gold-
man-Rakic, who advocated this model, argued that working 
memory comprises parallel systems, each of which pro-
cesses its own kind of information. If, on the other hand, 
there are multimodal cells involved in working memory, they
should receive information from sensory cells in the rear brain
in what can be seen as a converging fl ow of information.

Some studies of working memory that my colleagues 
and I have performed are related to the debate on how in-
formation is encoded. In one experiment, brain activity 
was measured during two different working memory tasks, 
one involving memorizing tonal pitch and the other bright-
ness. Certain areas in the brain were activated specifi cally 
during these working memory tasks, but independently of 
the kind of information being stored: multimodal working 
memory areas, in other words. This therefore confuted the 
parallel structure hypothesized by Goldman-Rakic, and 
has since been corroborated by other studies.

So what is the signifi cance of these fi ndings? The very 
fact that we have certain areas where information process-
ing converges might well have a functional consequence. 
Parallel organization should be smoother, more free of dis-
ruption, and less capacity-restricting, in the same way as 
computers with parallel processors are superior to those 
with only one processor. Points of convergence are likely to 
form bottlenecks.
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Figure 4-3
Illustration of the parallel and converging fl ow of information in the brain 
during working memory tasks.
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If we are to look for a function that will present prob-
lems when the Stone Age brain meets the information 
fl ood, the limited capacity of working memory is a likely 
candidate. If we take a step further and seek the causes of 
the limitations of brain organization, the multimodal areas 
would seem to be possible bottlenecks. But what are we ac-
tually dealing with here? Can we fi nd something as simple 
as individual areas in the brain that determine the capacity 
of our working memory or our ability to solve problems?
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As mentioned above, George Miller established the hy-
pothesis that there is a natural restriction on the human in-
formation-processing faculties that leaves us able to keep 
only roughly seven units in our working memory. One 
point of his was to transfer the bandwidth idea from infor-
mation theory to psychology; in this sense the human brain 
could be seen as a channel of communication in which the 
volume of incoming information that can be stored, pro-
cessed, and reproduced is fully quantifi able.

Comparing the brain to a copper wire is, of course, 
overly simplistic. Yet the questions remains: What is the 
cause of the brain’s limited capacity to retain information in 
working memory? Can it be pinpointed to a specifi c brain 
area? What are the mechanisms that limit this capacity?

First, maybe we ought to point out that the number 
seven is not sacred. Just how much information working 
memory can hold is determined to a certain degree by how 
the tests are designed. If the information can be combined 

5 ■

The Brain and the Magical 
Number Seven
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into meaningful units, such as KGB1968CIA2001, working 
memory is able to cope with more than seven items. Comb-
ing information into bits like this is called chunking. For 
other types of working memory task in which subjects are 
prevented from repeating the information to themselves 
during the delay period, the capacity of working memory 
drops to four units, as psychologist Nelson Cowan has 
shown. However, even though Cowan questions the speci-
fi city of the number seven, he agrees that there is a defi nite 
cutoff point, and that it is one of the most important limita-
tions on the brain’s capacity for processing information.

The fact also remains that if we ask twenty students to 
remember a series of random digits, most of them will be 
able to repeat between six and eight of them. If we test 
their visuospatial memories, some will remember fi ve po-
sitions and some eight; whatever the results, the average 
will often lie remarkably close to Miller’s limit of seven.

For a scientist, information is equivalent to variance, or 
differences. To assess, for instance, the effect of lead on ce-
rebral development, we would have to examine the brains 
of people who had been exposed to a lot of lead, and com-
pare them with the brains of people who had been exposed 
to little. So if we are to explore the relationship between 
brain capacity and function, we need to study differences 
in capacity. The most obvious differences in this respect are 
those between the working memories of children and 
adults, so let us take a little closer look at capacity develop-
ment during childhood and at what happens in the brain 
as it is taking place.

■ The Maturing Brain

The next time you meet a seven-month-old baby, have a go 
at hiding her favorite toy under one of two blankets while 
the baby watches (having asked her parents’ permission 
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fi rst, of course). Distract the baby’s gaze for a few seconds 
and then let her try to fi nd her toy. Repeat the experiment 
again and again, changing the hiding place each time to 
prevent the baby from using her long-term memory to re-
member where the toy is hidden.

A fi ve-month-old baby is unable to perform this task 
successfully, as she is unable to retain a representation of 
an object she no longer sees: out of sight, out of mind. If 
you want to try to imagine what a life without a working 
memory would be like (and if imagining yourself as a 
goldfi sh is far too alien to you), try to see the world through 
the eyes of a baby: as a continual infl ux of impressions. At 
some time around the age of seven months, working mem-
ory slowly starts to develop, so by the age of about twelve 
months the baby is able to locate her hidden toy with a de-
lay period of several seconds.

Remembering where the toy is hidden is the fi rst little 
step on the road to working memory development. How-
ever, working memory continues to improve its capacity 
for storing information throughout childhood and into ad-
olescence, which means that adults have a better working 
memory than children. When an eight-year-old is asked by 
his teacher to “take out your pencil, eraser, math book, and 
paper, turn to page twenty-fi ve, and start doing the prob-
lems,” the chances of him sitting there a minute later with 
his math book turned to the right page are rather small. It 
could be because he wants to continue playing, but it could 
also be due to the fact that his working memory has been 
overloaded, rendering him unable to retain the long string 
of instructions in his working memory all the way to suc-
cessful completion.

There are many components to this development. One 
is the construction of strategies. A four-year-old, for instance,
will not use silent repetition to remember numbers—a 
strategy that fi rst appears at the age of six or seven. How-
ever, even if we ignore differences in strategy, a difference 
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in working memory remains. This can be measured using 
simple tests in which children are asked to remember the 
position of dots shown to them one at a time. Several 
studies have demonstrated how a person’s capacity to do 
this increases through childhood and early adulthood, reach-
ing a plateau at around the age of twenty-fi ve. For an eight-
year-old, this development gives an increment in infor-
mation storage of roughly 7 percent a year. Psychologists 
Sandra Hale and Astrid Fry have shown that this deter-
mines how our problem-solving ability improves during 
childhood. The bad news is that the capacity then enters a 
slow decline; according to some studies, we would be back 
at the level of a twelve-year-old by the age of fi fty-fi ve. Per-
haps we oldies who have crossed the twenty-fi ve-year 
threshold can draw some consolation from our ability to 
compensate for this deterioration with our accumulated 
knowledge and strategies. Or as a Greek saying has it, “Old 
age and treachery will overcome youth and skill.”
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Figure 5-1
Changes in working memory during a person’s life (from Swanson, 1999).
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The claim that children have a worse working memory 
than adults does not seem to tally with the experiences that 
many parents (including myself) have of losing at Concen-
tration to their children. Concentration (also known as 
Memory or Pairs), as most of you probably know, is a game 
made up of identical pairs of picture cards. Twenty or so 
such cards (i.e., ten or so pairs) are shuffl ed and laid out 
facedown. Players take turns fl ipping over two cards at a 
time; if the cards match, they are removed and added to 
the player’s stack. The idea is for the players to remember 
the position of the different cards so that they can turn them
over when needed. Systematic studies have been made of 
this game. As many have found to their chagrin, ten-year-
olds, on average, beat their middle-aged parents, who can 
subsequently seek solace in trouncing their own elderly 
parents. This is because long-term memory comes in very 
handy in this game, as the information about the hidden 
faces of the cards is not something that we continually run 
over in our working memories, but rather is encoded into 
long-term memory for later retrieval. This use of long-term 
memory is exactly the same as when we remember where 
we parked the car after a brief shopping expedition. Some 
types of long-term memory skill are not subject to gradual 
development and can actually be better in children.

An electronic game called Simon is another kind of 
memory tester. One version has a circle of four different-
colored buttons arranged in a circle that illuminate in a cer-
tain sequence, say, up-down-left-right. The point of the 
game is to press the buttons and repeat the sequence, 
which, if the player is successful, is then lengthened by one 
step: up-down-left-right-left. Many people claim to be able 
to remember a sequence of perhaps fi fteen steps, which 
seems inconsistent with the notion that we can only hold 
seven items in our working memory. What is going on here, 
however, is that the constant repetition of the sequence en-
ables us to use our long-term memories to complete the 
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task; if the sequence was randomly generated in each 
round, we would come unstuck much earlier on.

■ On Brain Signals and Capacity

So what changes take place in the brain as children increase 
their capacity? In studies that my colleagues and I have 
been conducting at Karolinska Institutet over the past few 
years, children have been given simple tasks to perform in-
volving remembering the position of dots, and have had 
their brain activity measured as they do so. Our fi ndings 
suggest the presence of specifi c areas that increase their ac-
tivity during childhood: one in the parietal lobe, one in the 
upper part of the frontal lobe, and one in the anterior part 
of the frontal lobe. This concurs with what other research-
ers have found.

The folds and creases of the parietal lobe, which is a 
rather large part of the brain, form a furrow called the in-
traparietal sulcus, and it is around this sulcus that we have 
observed the most distinct changes. This is exactly the 
same spot where previous studies have registered activity 
during tasks of controlled attention.

Which area of the frontal lobe is activated differently in 
children and adults depends on the task in hand. Numer-
ous studies have noted such variances in the same upper 
area of the frontal lobe as is active in the control of atten-
tion. When working memory tasks include distracters, we 
also see differences in activity in the prefrontal cortex. 
These three areas can thus all be linked to capacity: higher 
activity is associated with better memory.

Another way of fi nding key structures that limit work-
ing memory is to take the capacity limitation curve repro-
duced in the introduction (see page 9) and search for brain 
areas whose activity resembles that described by the 
curve.
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Two studies published in Nature in 2004 did just this. In 
the one study, subjects had to keep two, four, six, or eight 
different items—in this case the color and position of small 
circles displayed on a screen—in their working memory. It 
was found that performance on this task gradually wanes 
in exactly the same way as the graph predicts. fMRI was 
then used to measure brain activity, upon which one, and 
only one, brain area was found to match the appearance of 
the capacity curve. The area was in the intraparietal sulcus. 
The other study analyzed electrical activity using EEG and 
again found one area matching the curve—again, the intra-
parietal sulcus.

So what about problem-solving ability, which is thought 
to be linked to working memory capacity? In one large-scale 
study led by Kun Ho Lee at Seoul National University, sci-
entists measured the performance of young people on Ra-
ven’s matrices and then measured their brain activity as they 
carried out working memory tasks. A correlation between 
their problem-solving ability and brain activity was regis-
tered in both the parietal and frontal lobes, most notably in 
the sulcus intraparietalis—the very same place that my team 
and others have found correlates closely with the develop-
ment of working memory capacity during childhood.

So as we can see, numerous studies indicate that it is 
areas of the parietal and frontal lobes that determine our 
working memory capacity. Rather than there being nebu-
lous differences spread across the brain, there is a rather 
small number of well-defi ned areas—the same ones that 
we now know are active when information is retained in 
working memory and when the spotlight of attention is di-
rected on a predetermined spot. Perhaps it is here where 
we will fi nd the key structures, or bottleneck, that restricts 
our ability to receive and retain information. That the fron-
tal lobe would be involved was perhaps to be expected, 
since for decades the area has been loosely linked to higher 
cognitive functions. However, the discovery that the parietal
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lobe is important to problem-solving and working memory 
is relatively new. The fact that a wide range of studies us-
ing different approaches so unequivocally point toward the 
parietal lobe is also quite noteworthy.

It was possibly no coincidence that it was the parietal 
lobe that was so singular about Einstein’s brain. His brain 
was no larger or heavier than other brains; it did not have 
richer connections between the hemispheres, more neurons 
per square inch, or signifi cantly bigger frontal lobes. The 
parietal lobes, however, were quite distinctive: not only 
were they much broader than in other brains, they were 
also asymmetrical, the left lobe being much larger than the 
right. They also had a very special anatomy, in that the fur-
row that normally divides the parietal lobe had an anterior 

Figure 5-2
Einstein’s brain. The arrows indicate the more anterior sulci (from Witelson 
et al., 1999).
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displacement, which has been interpreted as the result of 
an early childhood expansion of this part of the cortex.

■ Mechanisms of Capacity Limitation

Let us assume that we have identifi ed the key cortical ar-
eas responsible for the development of mental capacity 
during childhood. What happens in these areas of the pari-
etal and frontal lobes when the information load rises? 
Why do these areas not have boundless capacity? Several 
studies have looked at changes in brain activity when the 
number of letters, digits, or faces that subjects have to re-
member is increased, and have generated a fair amount of 
consensus that blood fl ow and metabolism gradually esca-
late in direct proportion to the amount of information. 
Could this mean that there is some kind of metabolic limit 
to brain work that restricts the supply of oxygen or blood 
to the relevant brain areas, and that it is this that imposes 
limits on working memory? Maybe lactic acid builds up in 
the brain? If you have ever done a working memory test in 
which you hear a series of digits that you then have to re-
peat in reverse order, the idea of lactic acid in the brain 
might not seem too unreasonable.

However, none of these explanations seems particu-
larly likely. For one, the brain’s blood supply makes sure 
that the nerve cells always receive enough oxygenated 
blood. In fact, when nerve cells are activated and step up 
their metabolism and oxygen consumption, the blood fl ow 
to that particular area rises so much that it overcompen-
sates, and supplies the cells with more oxygen and blood 
than they have when resting. We also know that in certain 
extreme circumstances, such as during an epileptic seizure, 
the blood fl ow to the brain can be very much higher than 
when people do demanding mental tasks. We will have to 
look for other possible explanations. Can we, for instance, 
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look at what happens in the cerebral cortices of the parietal 
and frontal lobes during childhood development to under-
stand the mechanisms behind improved working memory?

■ The Child’s Brain

Studies of children’s brains can repudiate the least sophis-
ticated idea of what makes a highly functional brain: one 
with many nerve cells. There are almost twice as many in-
terneuronal connections (synapses) in the frontal lobes of a 
two-year-old as there are in those of a twenty-year-old, yet 
the two-year-old has a much poorer working memory. 
From the age of two, synaptic density gradually decreases, 
reaching the adult level somewhere around the age of 
twelve. After a period of early overproduction, neurons, 
connectors, and synapses disappear with alarming speed. 
The fi ber system connecting the two cerebral hemispheres 
loses 900,000 axons per day during the fi rst three months. 
It is diffi cult to explain why capacity should increase when 
neurons disappear, but it is conceivable that the reinforce-
ment of important connections and the deterioration of un-
important connections combine to improve the structure of 
the network.

Connecting nerve fi bers are covered with a lipid sheath 
called myelin, which helps to amplify the speed of nerve 
impulses. During development, this myelin sheath thick-
ens (myelinization); even though most myelinization takes 
places before the age of two, we now know that the brain 
continues the process up to early adulthood. MR studies 
have also been able to link the myelinization of connections
between the parietal and frontal lobes with the development 
of working memory. Just why this should lead to a better 
working memory is by no means self-evident. One possi-
bility is that it is the result of faster connections; another is 
that the myelin makes the connections more secure, so an 
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impulse originating in the parietal lobe is more likely to be 
conveyed all the way to the frontal lobe.

There are thus a number of processes taking place in 
the child’s brain as its capacity develops: the reinforcement 
of certain synaptic connections, the weakening of others, 
the decimation of links between different parts of the brain, 
and the myelinization of the links that remain. It is possible 
that the techniques now available to us for studying the 
human brain are too imprecise to answer the question of 
capacity limitation. The cause could be found, for instance, 
in the pattern of connections between individual neurons. 
Mischievous tongues sometimes compare brain imaging 
techniques such as PET and fMRI to measuring the tem-
perature of a computer: you can detect a difference in tem-
perature between when the computer is off and when it is 
on, and even possibly fi nd differences between its compo-
nents, but you will still be light-years away from under-
standing its workings.

■ Computer Simulation of Brain Activity

It is hoped that one day scientists will be able to combine 
high-resolution methods, such as electrophysiology, by 
which we can see the activity of individual neurons with 
the help of ultrafi ne needles, with brain imagery techniques 
that allow us to measure that activity of several brain areas 
simultaneously, and thus integrate macroscopic and micro-
scopic information. We might also learn enough about neu-
rons and their connections to be able to build realistic com-
puter models of the brain, which we could then use to test 
different hypotheses of how neurons behave. My own re-
search group is engaged in such a project with Jesper Teg-
nér, Fredrik Edin, and Julian Macoveanu, who are devising 
computer models of working memory in order to understand
the neuronal development that accounts for the increase in 
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brain capacity and the changes in brain activity that occur 
during childhood.

We have used in our studies a network of about a hun-
dred virtual nerve cells, which in the brain would corre-
spond to less than one square millimeter of the frontal cor-
tex. We have calibrated the network so that the activity 
resembles that previously recorded in primates when re-
taining information in working memory. Such a tiny network
can also retain information in its “working memory”; what’s
more, just as we have observed in monkeys, this informa-
tion is stored through continual neuronal activity during 
the delay period and kept fresh by a process of feedback.

So what does this model tell us about how we can im-
prove capacity? In one experiment we tested two hypothe-
ses: that it is stronger connections between nerve cells that 
gives us a better working memory, or that it is faster connec-
tions (i.e., the more effi cient transmission of an impulse 
from one brain area to another) that improves capacity. The 
latter method would depend on myelinization, and was 
my favorite hypothesis since MR studies have previously 
shown that the myelinization of certain areas of the brain 
is linked to the development of working memory.

A “child model network” and an “adult model net-
work” were built for each hypothesis. We then stimulated 
the networks and measured their activity as they retained 
information in their “working memories.” We also mea-
sured brain activity using fMRI in children and adults to 
see which hypothesis best fi t the data.

It turned out that the fi rst hypothesis was superior. A 
network of stronger synapses was more stable and able to 
retain mnemonic activity even when subjected to distur-
bance. The activity of the network also matched our fMRI 
observations. To my disappointment, my favorite hypo-
thesis, involving faster connections, did not seem able to 
explain the changes in brain activity recorded in the 
experiment.
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I began this book by asking which functions limit men-
tal powers when the Stone Age brain meets the informa-
tion fl ood. It seemed that the capacity of working memory 
was one of the principal bottlenecks. When we then looked 
around the brain to fi nd where this bottleneck was located, 
we discovered that working memory capacity is not spread 
diffusely across the entire neocortex but instead linked to a 
few key areas in the parietal and frontal lobes. When we 
took yet another step and asked which mechanisms limit 
the capacity of these areas, we started to approach the front 
line of current research and found ourselves, for the time 
being, without any clear answers. Computer simulations 
suggest that it might have something to do with stronger 
synaptic connections between neurons.

In the next chapter, we will be returning to the infor-
mation fl ood and some of the mentally demanding every-
day situations that really put our information-processing 
skills to the test, such as when we have to do a job in the 
face of distractions or when we try to multitask. Previously, 
we have seen that working memory capacity is of critical 
importance to a number of mental tasks. Is it the same ca-
pacity and the same key areas of the brain that determine 
our ability to handle distractions and simultaneous tasks? 
Why is it sometimes so hard for our brains to do two things 
at once?
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Multi-tasking has long been a well-known strategy ad-
opted by the overperforming and the impatient for getting 
more things done more quickly.

Some simultaneous tasks, such as shaving while hav-
ing breakfast, are diffi cult for motor reasons. Others, such 
as reading a map while driving, can be diffi cult because we 
can take in information from only one source and direct 
our gaze to only one thing at a time. Yet others are diffi cult 
to do simultaneously because they require the similar pro-
cessing of information somewhere between input and out-
put, between stimulus and response. In many cases, both 
tasks put demands on working memory. According to Mi-
chael Posner, the results of numerous studies in this fi eld can 
be reduced, rather simplistically, to the graph in Figure 6.1.

According to this model, performance will always lie 
somewhere along this curve. If task A is reading the paper 
and task B is talking to your other half at the breakfast ta-
ble, you can choose, for example, to concentrate on the 

6 ■

Simultaneous Capacity and 
Mental Bandwidth
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news and ignore your partner (do not try this experiment 
at home). Your performance on A will then be 100 percent 
(by defi nition) and 0 percent on B. If you then start to listen 
to your partner and give a few cursory responses, you will 
start moving up the curve. Your performance on B will im-
prove sharply from 0, but your reading will be a little 
slower and you will fi nd yourself having to reread the 
more diffi cult passages: your performance on task A is be-
ginning to wane. If you put your paper down and give 
your partner your undivided attention, you will be per-
forming 100 percent on task B and 0 percent on task A.

Going by the graph, in performing task A to 90 percent 
of our ability, we would be carrying out task B to about 44
percent. So suddenly we would have increased our work 
capacity to 134 percent of what it would have been had we 
done the two tasks consecutively. Part of the reason for this 
is that we can quickly switch between the two tasks and 
sacrifi ce a certain degree of effi ciency. The other factor that 
we have to take into consideration is the price we pay for 
executing a task at 90 percent of our capacity instead of 100
percent. If you answer wrongly when asked if you want 
milk in your coffee or have to reread a sentence, this price 

Figure 6-1
Performance on simultaneous tasks (from Posner, 1978).
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is not so high, and it’s often no problem picking up a ball 
that you drop while trying to keep many balls in the air at 
once. There are instances, however, when we make deci-
sions and don’t get a chance to pick up that dropped ball. 
You should not, for example, decide where to invest your 
pension savings while trying to plow through that morn-
ing’s headlines, or conduct a job interview while reading 
your e-mails.

When people discuss simultaneous performance, it is 
never long before someone makes the following two claims: 
that women are better than men at dual-tasking, and that 
this is due to the thickness of the connection between the 
two cerebral hemispheres. “Women have broadband in 
their heads” is a phrase that has become something of a 
mantra. However, there is no support for this in the litera-
ture on systematic gender differences. For example, in a re-
view conducted by Merrill Hiscock at the University of 
Houston, only 4 out of 112 experiments found evidence for 
general differences in dual-task interference: two favored 
men, two favored women. It is true that there are differ-
ences in the shape and thickness of the corpus callosum 
(the scientifi c name for the bundle of nerve fi bers connect-
ing the left and right brain hemispheres), but just what 
functional signifi cance this has for dual-task performance 
nobody knows. The superior dual-task ability of women is 
clearly just an urban legend.

■ Driving and Talking on the Phone

Studies of everyday activities, such as cleaning, convers-
ing, or driving, are diffi cult to do because the activities 
vary so much from one moment to the next. Driving a car 
along a seemingly endless straight stretch of highway re-
quires fewer decisions than trying to fi nd your way though 
a city center; conversing can involve passive listening or 
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more cognitively demanding discussions. One way of study-
ing dual-tasking while driving is therefore to do it in the lab-
oratory, where the task can be simulated and specifi c cogni-
tive tasks given to the driver to perform simultaneously.

In one study of dual-tasking while driving, it was shown 
that performance was not impaired by listening to the ra-
dio or an audiobook. However, more cognitively demand-
ing tasks, such as holding a discussion, did interfere with 
driving and not only caused subjects to miss simulated 
traffi c lights twice as often but also slowed down their re-
action times. In fact, the effect of cell phone conversations 
is comparable to driving with a blood alcohol level above 
the legal limit; the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 
estimates that 2,600 deaths and 330,000 injuries are caused 
each year in the United States by motorists speaking on 
their cell phones while driving.

Another study of dual-tasking specifi cally investigated 
how it relates to working memory. The researchers used 
a car simulator in the form of half a Saab 9000 with a pro-
jector screen instead of a windshield to create the impres-
sion of driving along a highway. All the subjects were 
asked to do was to keep a reasonable distance from the car 
ahead and to brake when it did. The task was fi rst per-
formed without any other simultaneous task. The research-
ers then tested the subjects’ dual-tasking abilities by asking 
them to drive while memorizing and repeating words that 
were read out to them. In this situation, reaction times 
were half a second slower than when they only had the 
road to concentrate on. With people over sixty, who have 
poorer working memory capacity, they found even more 
dramatic effects—a delay of roughly one and a half sec-
onds in reaction time when the load on working memory 
was high.

So some of the limitations on dual-tasking have to do 
with working memory. In a later chapter, we will be taking 
a look at the brain structure that imposes this limit. First, 
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however, let us consider a situation that closely resembles 
dual-tasking: performing under distraction.

■ The Cocktail Party Effect and Other Distractions

When Linda is sitting reading a report in her open-plan 
offi ce while trying to listen in on her neighbor’s telephone 
conversation, she is effectively dual-tasking. If, instead, she 
decides to focus exclusively on her reading and to shut out 
the telephone conversation and other surrounding distract-
ers, we have a distraction situation. All irrelevant informa-
tion, such as her neighbor’s conversation, now constitutes 
distracting stimuli that she must try to ignore.

The balance between working memory demands and 
distraction was the subject of a series of experiments by, 
among others, London-based psychologists Nilli Lavie and 
Jan de Fockert. They demonstrated that when people per-
form tasks that load working memory, and thus place 
heavy demands on their mental capacity, they become 
more easily distracted. They were also able to show that 
the degree of distraction correlates with the level of activ-
ity in the part of the brain that encodes the distractions.

Similar conclusions have been drawn by a study carried 
out by Edward Vogel and his research group at the Univer-
sity of Oregon. In one paper they demonstrated that people 
with higher working memory capacity are better at ignor-
ing distractions. They also used a method of measuring how 
the electrical activity of the parietal lobe changes with the 
information load of working memory. Using this technique, 
they were able to show that people with lower working mem-
ory capacity were unable to distinguish between relevant 
and irrelevant information. Put another way, we could say 
that as they store information about the distracters in working 
memory, irrelevant information occupies space in the brain 
that should have been reserved for relevant information.
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One question raised by Vogel’s study was how this fi l-
tering is controlled. In order to fi nd out, my colleague 
Fiona McNab and I performed a study where subjects a re-
ceived a cue a few seconds before the working memory 
trial informing them whether the trial would contain dis-
tracters that should be fi ltered out or whether they should 
remember all the information that was presented to them. 
We found that such an instructional cue resulted in in-
creased brain activity in the prefrontal cortex and in the 
basal ganglia, a gray-matter structure deeper down in the 
brain. This activity predicted how good subjects later were 
at fi ltering out irrelevant information. These structures thus 
seemed able to control access to working memory stor-
age—acting as, so to speak, “the brain’s spam fi lter.” More-
over, subjects with higher working memory capacity had 
higher activity in these areas.

A well-known example of distractibility is the “cocktail 
party effect.” When you are standing in the middle of a 
group of chatting people, you still have the ability to con-
centrate on the one to whom you are talking. You direct the 
spotlight of your attention at him or her, which enables 
you to fi lter out all the other conversations going on around 
you. But sometimes, such as when someone behind you 
mentions your name, you cannot help being distracted, 
and your attention is drawn away from your conversa-
tional partner and toward the possible gossip.

This can be seen as an example of the balance between 
the controlled attention system and the stimulus-driven at-
tention system. The controlled system directs your atten-
tion to the person to whom you are talking, while the stim-
ulus-driven system draws your attention to other stimuli 
around you.

What psychologists have recently discovered is that 
people differ in how they perform in the cocktail party situ-
ation: while some continue to keep their attention fi xed on the 
relevant conversation despite the overheard name-dropping,
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about one in three fi nd themselves distracted. It turns out 
that what separates the two groups is working memory, in 
that those with the lowest working memory capacity are 
also the most easily distracted. This also agrees with what 
we found earlier in this book: that we need working mem-
ory to control our attention. When our working memory 
fails us, the distractions and the stimulus-driven system 
take over. Another example of this is the fact that people 
with lower working memory capacity often fail to attend 
to the task at hand, and instead spend more time “mind 
wandering.” This was shown in a study by Michael Kane 
and colleagues at the University of North Carolina. They gave
PDAs to their subjects, and when an alarm from the PDA 
went off, which happended eight times a day, the subjects 
would immediately fi ll out a questionnaire of what they 
had been doing, and whether they were concentrating on the 
task at hand, or if their mind had been wandering. What 
they found was that as soon as tasks became mentally chal-
lenging, the subjects with lower working memory capacity 
also displayed a higher degree of mind-wandering.

Linda’s success at shutting out the outside world will 
thus be determined by two factors: how mentally demand-
ing her task is and how much distraction, or how strong, 
there is around her. How demanding the task is depends, 
in turn, on how much information she has to keep in her 
working memory and her working memory capacity.

Linda’s working memory capacity might be infl uenced 
by her mood or state of mind: if she has a baby at home 
who keeps her awake at night, it will be impaired by the 
lack of sleep, so the task will appear harder and the dis-
tractions more distracting. Further, the working memory 
load can be determined by the diffi culty of the text, in that 
a text containing long sentences and diffi cult words is more 
demanding.

What we fi nd in situations like this is that working 
memory performance and distractions are placed on either 
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side of a pair of scales, and the balance determines the 
probability of our succeeding with our demanding work-
ing memory task. If we have a lot of distractions around 
us, we need good working memory capacity to manage the 
task. So if we have a lot of information in our working 
memory, we are more distraught than when we have a lit-
tle. The greater level of distraction associated with the 
modern information technology society thus places higher 
demands on our working memory.

Cell phones are fantastic, but they also place us in a 
“cocktail party situation,” in which we have to ignore irrel-
evant speech, all day long. In another example, open-plan 
offi ces improve communication between employees, but 
the greater disturbance this causes also requires more of 
our working memories.

■ What Happens in the Brain When We Do Two Things 
at Once?

What is it about the way the brain is organized that means 
that we sometimes fail and sometimes manage, fairly well 

Figure 6-2
An example of the interaction between distraction, working memory 
capacity and working memory load.
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at that, to do two things at once? In the psychological liter-
ature, it has been suggested that dual-tasking would re-
quire an extra function, which is sometimes referred to as 
the “central executive”—the very same module that psy-
chologist Alan Baddeley posits as the “coordinating factor” 
in working memory. But is it possible to fi nd any central 
executive in the brain? Some scientists maintain that it is. 
Mark D’Esposito and his group measured brain activity 
fi rst as their subjects performed tasks consecutively and 
again when they performed them simultaneously. Doing 
this, they found that there were some areas, including in 
the frontal lobe, that were activated only when subjects 
were performing two tasks simultaneously and not when 
they performed them one at a time. This, they concluded, 
was the neurological equivalent of the central executive, a 
separate module for coordinating and monitoring activity 
taking place elsewhere in the brain.

The term “central executive” has, however, been criti-
cized for conjuring up the image of some little man in the 
brain, a homunculus that sits there directing things. The 
problem with this is what then directs the activity of his
brain when he has to do two things at once—an even 
smaller homunculus?

An alternative hypothesis for why two tasks are not al-
ways doable at once is that they both demand access to the 
same brain area. The performance of a task is hardly ever 
linked to just one brain area; rather, it is associated with a 
network of areas. If we now imagine two networks, A and 
B, that require access to the same area at the same time, we 
can see that this causes a confl ict: either the activity will al-
ternate between that of network A and that of network B, 
which deprives both areas of full access to the area, or the 
networks will be active simultaneously but will not be fully 
effective because they interfere with each other in the over-
lap. We could, if we so wished, describe it by saying that 
the capacity of the area is exceeded.
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There are thus two different hypotheses on how con-
current performance and working memory are related. Hy-
pothesis 1 is that concurrent performance requires an extra, 
superior center that coordinates the activity in the two net-
works involved. To explain why two tasks are performed 
less well than one task, we must also assume that this cen-
ter does not execute its coordinating responsibilities per-
fectly. Hypothesis 2 (the overlap hypothesis) is that two 
tasks interfere with each other because they both need to 
use the same cortical area at the same time. The cause of 
this interference, then, is in the same brain system that 
deals with working memory.

To test these hypotheses, my colleagues and I had sub-
jects carry out a visual working memory task, an auditory 
working memory task, or both simultaneously. We mea-
sured the blood fl ow in their brains and looked for any-
thing that might corroborate either of the hypotheses. We 
found no extra area in the brain that was only activated 
when the tasks were performed simultaneously. There was, 
however, an overlap between the two networks, which 
supports hypothesis 2. In another study, we also observed 
that the more the brain activity for the two tasks over-
lapped, the more they interfere with each other.

There is a complicated simultaneous task that psychol-
ogists often like to use and that reveals a very high correla-
tion between performance and success on tests of reading 

Figure 6-3
Two hypotheses on how the brain handles simultaneous situations.
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comprehension. In this task, subjects hear a series of state-
ments to which they have to answer true or false. They 
also have to remember the last word of each statement so 
that they can repeat them at the end of the experiment. If, 
for example, you hear the following statements:

Dogs can swim
Frogs have ears
Airplanes are lighter than air
Arms have knees
Birds can fl y

you are to answer true to the fi rst statement and keep 
the word swim in your working memory, then answer false 
to the next one and keep both the words swim and ears in 
your working memory, and so forth. When you have fi ve 
different words in your working memory and try to re-
spond to the sixth statement, you really start to feel the 
load on your working memory.

In one study that I conducted with Silvia Bunge and 
John Gabrieli at Stanford University, we studied brain ac-
tivity during this dual task. We found, again, that there 
was no extra area concomitant with those activated when 
the students responded to statements or remembered 
words. To be sure, the frontal lobe was activated more dur-
ing the simultaneous task, but we saw no additional brain 
area that was not activated during one of the individual 
tasks.

So our simultaneous experiment contradicted hypothe-
sis 1. Results from a group at Yale University including Pa-
tricia Goldman-Rakic also supported our fi ndings, and 
found no extra area during the simultaneous task. How-
ever, more recent research has breathed new life into at-
tempts to fi nd a special area of the brain that handles con-
current performance during more complex tasks requiring 
switching between tasks A and B while keeping information 
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from both tasks in working memory when the switching is 
done in a random and unpredictable way. The jury is there-
fore still out on this; however, the fact that there is an over-
lap is suffi cient to explain why two simultaneous tasks in-
terfere with each other, regardless of whether or not an 
extra area is also sometimes engaged.

How well we manage to multi-task can therefore often 
be related to the information load on working memory. Of-
ten we can do the tasks if one of them is automatic, such as 
walking; we can usually manage that quite well while car-
rying out other tasks that occupy working memory. Usu-
ally, for an activity to be designated “automatic,” it no lon-
ger demands any activation of the frontal lobes. However, 
a working memory task can never be automatic, as the in-
formation it contains always has to be encoded through the 
continual activation of the frontal and parietal lobes. This 
can be why it is so diffi cult to do two working memory 
tasks at once.

■ The Unifying Capacity Hypothesis

Overlapping areas of the neocortex will form a kind of in-
formation-processing bottleneck; consequently, the con-
straints imposed on our simultaneous abilities might be at-
tributable to capacity limitations in a handful of brain 
areas. What is really interesting is that the overlaps that 
have been observed in the simultaneous experiments—in 
the parietal and frontal lobes—are the same, in part, as those
identifi ed as being crucial to working memory capacity.

We saw from different psychological experiments how 
working memory capacity was fundamental to our ability 
to dual-task and to how well we are able to shut out dis-
tracting information. In preceding chapters, we saw how 
this capacity develops during childhood, how it differs in 
adults, and how it seemed to be determined by a number 
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of key areas—in the intraparietal sulcus and the frontal 
lobes. And we saw that research into simultaneous tasks 
points at these very same bottleneck areas for our simulta-
neous abilities.

There are, of course, a great many simultaneous situa-
tions that I have left untouched in this chapter, such as our 
inability to react to two different but almost concurrent 
stimuli (the telephone and the doorbell ringing at the same 
time) or to perform two complex motor tasks at once (run-
ning and juggling or rubbing your stomach and patting 
your head, for example), in which our limitations have 
nothing to do with working memory. But for most cognitively
demanding tasks, it seems as if two separate phenomena—
constraints on working memory and constraints on simul-
taneous abilities—can be attributed to the same mecha-
nism: the limited capacity of the overlap areas, or key areas, 
in the parietal and frontal lobes. In many cases, our simul-
taneous capacity and our ability to handle distractions seem
reducible to working memory capacity. We have thus iden-
tifi ed some of the bottlenecks of the Stone Age brain, areas 
that determine our ability to handle the information fl ood.

In the next chapter, instead of probing more deeply into 
neurons and fMRI studies, we will be shedding light on the 
problem of the Stone Age brain and the information fl ood 
from another angle by taking a look at different theories of 
how this capacity originally came about. When discussing the 
brain’s limitations and potential, it is not unreasonable to 
examine the conditions under which its capacity fi rst devel-
oped. Perhaps the most striking question is not why there 
is some sort of upper limit to our ability to handle informa-
tion but why this ability evolved in the fi rst place. The digital 
information age in which we now fi nd ourselves seems to 
lay claim to all our resources and a little more, but the brains 
with which we are born are, genetically speaking, little dif-
ferent from those that Cro-Magnons were born with some 
forty thousand years ago. What sense can be made of this?
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In 1858, Charles Darwin received a letter from a young ex-
plorer named Alfred R. Wallace. In it, Wallace described an 
idea about the origin of species that he had developed 
completely independently of Darwin while he lay in a ma-
larial fever on a small island in the Malaysian archipelago. 
Darwin was shocked at the similarity with his own as yet 
unpublished theories, and the letter made him hasten the 
publication of his own manuscript, which came out the fol-
lowing year.

Wallace and Darwin were to exchange their thoughts 
on evolution for several years. In many respects, their opin-
ions were the same, but they also disagreed on certain 
points of theory; most notably, Wallace could never accept 
any principle other than adaptivity—which is to say that 
evolution is driven by the optimal adaptation of species to 
their surroundings for their survival.

Darwin proposed other possibilities, including sexu-
al selection, by which certain species characteristics are 

7 ■
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reinforceable only because they give an advantage for mat-
ing, not because they have any immediate survival value. 
The tail feathers of the peacock are a typical example of 
sexual selection. They have developed through a process 
of evolution, but because they supply no advantage when 
fl ying or feeding, for instance, they offer no adaptation to 
the environment in which the birds live. The only advan-
tage lies in the fact that as peahens show a preference for 
decorative tail feathers, well-endowed peacocks will repro-
duce more than their rivals, thus driving evolution toward 
larger and more elaborate tails.

The greatest conundrum that faced Wallace with the 
extreme adaptivity of humans was the development of the 
brain. In many respects he was unusual for his time in that 
he believed that natives of primitive societies had brains 
that were in no way inferior to those of contemporary Eu-
ropean philosophers and mathematicians. This he based, 
in part, on comparisons of size. However, somehow this 
did not really fi t with the apparently simple lives that na-
tives led: how could evolution give early man this extreme 
surplus of intellectual capacity? In Wallace’s own words:

A brain slightly larger than that of the gorilla would . . . 
fully have suffi ced for the limited mental development of 
the savage; and we must therefore admit, that the large 
brain he actually possesses could never have been solely 
developed by any of those laws of evolution, whose 
essence is, that they lead to a degree of organization 
exactly proportionate to the wants of each species, never 
beyond those wants.

Wallace would never solve this paradox, and had to re-
sort to divine intervention as an explanation. He believed 
that everything on the planet had evolved through natural 
selection and adaptation—apart from the human brain, that
is, which could only have been created by a god. Scientists 
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have since developed alternative explanations that we ought
to consider before turning religious.

■ The Evolution of Working Memory

Despite the tiny genetic changes that have been taking 
place continually over time, the similarities between the 
Cro-Magnon brain and the brain of a human today are 
much, much greater than the differences. The size of the 
brain has not changed for forty thousand years, and any 
slight genetic modifi cations cannot explain the technologi-
cal and cultural developments that have occurred at this 
end of the evolutionary time line. If we want to attribute 

Figure 7-1
Brain size of early hominids and modern humans (from Dunbar, 1996).
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innate faculties to adaptations to a specifi c environment, 
we must therefore look back into the mists of time.

When speculating about what took place forty thou-
sand years ago, the discussion becomes necessarily fuzzier. 
Nor is there much to glean from the literature specifi cally 
on the evolution of working memory. I will therefore broaden
the discussion a little and talk more generally about theo-
ries of the development of intelligence, looking at the ex-
tent to which they are applicable to working memory.

A qualifi ed guess as to why cognitive capacity devel-
oped is that it was needed for social interaction. Even Dar-
win was proposing that human intelligence evolved as an 
adaptation to collective living. Evolutionary psychologist 
Robin Dunbar from the University of Liverpool has also 
shown that in primates, the ratio of cortical size to total 
brain size is proportional to the size of the group in which 
the animal naturally congregates. The larger the cortex, the 
larger the social group. If this law also applied to humans, it 
would suggest a natural social group of around 150 individ-
uals, which seems to tally with some estimations of how 
large the groups, or clans, were during the hunter-gatherer 
era—even though most of that time was spent in smaller 
clusters.

But how exactly would working memory be needed for 
social interaction? Perhaps it came in handy for under-
standing interactions between other humans and their in-
terests, or simply for purloining food or mates from others 
in the group in a “He thinks that I think that he thinks . . .” 
kind of way—a game that can become quite complex. Psy-
chologists Richard Byrne and Andrew Whiten from the 
University of St. Andrews have developed a theory on the 
role of the social game in cerebral development, and coined 
the term “Machiavellian intelligence,” with reference to the 
Italian writer and politician, who taught the art of domin-
ion through manipulation. Such a person, one could say, 
looks upon his or her social environment in much the same 
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way as a chess player looks upon a chess board, with all 
the planning and prediction that the game involves.

Another possible reason for the growth of intelligence 
and working memory is the development of language. 
Language requires a symbolic representation of whatever 
it is we want to express; we must also be able to hold to-
gether the different parts of a sentence if we are to under-
stand it. So it might not come as too much of a surprise to 
fi nd that working memory capacity correlates highly with 
reading comprehension. It was arguably the development 
of language that led to a technological revolution some 
forty thousand years ago. It was at the end of this evolu-
tionary spurt that we see some of the earliest paintings in 
the caves of Cro-Magnon in southwest France, more ad-
vanced tools such as hooks and barbed spears, and, later, 
the appearance of representational artifacts.

With language, early hominids could plan, cooperate, 
and pass on knowledge in ways that had not been possible 
previously. The more complex environment that they cre-
ated around them also necessitated a more complex lan-
guage. In The Symbolic Species, Terrence Deacon argues that 
language thus evolved through a process of feedback with 
technology and culture.

Dunbar, on the other hand, preferred to dwell upon 
how linguistic development went hand in hand with that 
of the social environment and the extended community. 
Living in a group requires the maintaining of friendships. 
In a colony of chimpanzees this can be achieved by pluck-
ing fl eas off each other. When the size of the group exceeds 
a certain threshold, grooming is no longer a viable option. 
What Dunbar suggests is that language, or rather “gossip,” 
fulfi lled the function that fl ea picking once did, making 
the primary purpose of language social bonding. More-
over, large groups are required in order to obtain the large 
number of individuals needed to develop and nurture 
a language. It follows, then, that language was both a 
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consequence and a precondition of extended community 
living.

A more unusual explanation for the development of in-
telligence is sexual selection, so that rather than having any 
survival value, intelligence evolved out of a need to im-
press the opposite sex and exhibit the quality of one’s 
genes—in much the same way as the peacock’s beautiful 
but perfectly useless tail feathers do. This is a theory advo-
cated by evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller at the 
University of New Mexico, who argues that activities with 
no overt survival value, such as dance, music, and art, de-
veloped as a display of intelligence and genetic superiority 
to the opposite sex. Miller also conjectures that this might 
also explain why so many young people dream of becom-
ing rock stars.

■ Intelligence as a By-product

Attempts to understand our mental abilities from hypothe-
ses about the way early humans lived appeal to and fi re 
the imagination. Evolutionary psychology has also enjoyed 
much popularity in recent times, thanks in part to the 
books of Steven Pinker. The problem with such theories is 
they are virtually impossible to prove and equally impossi-
ble to disprove. What we know of prehistoric societies we 
learn from stones and bones. How they talked, thought, 
and organized their communities we have no idea. Of 
course, we can make assumptions to explain whatever we 
like, but they are assumptions nonetheless. To be sure, the 
social game can be formulated in terms of problems that 
require working memory. But how do we quantify social 
complexity two hundred thousand or forty thousand years 
ago? Linguistic communication demands working mem-
ory, but just how complicated were the utterances of the 
Upper Paleolithic era?
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Paleontologist and evolutionary theorist Stephen Jay 
Gould launched some of the fi ercest attacks on evolution-
ary psychology. One of his arguments is that evolutionary 
psychological theory can explain any aspect of human de-
velopment, but does so by making a number of arbitrary 
assumptions. However, the main problem with evolution-
ary psychology as he sees it is that it is based on a rigid be-
lief in adaptation, the supposition being that all our innate 
faculties are a collection of tools that were built up by way 
of optimal adaptation to some particular demands of man-
kind’s childhood. It was just this that led Wallace into his 
paradox. However, according to Gould this is a logical fal-
lacy, and not even Darwin suggested that adaptation was 
the sole mechanism driving the evolution of species.

Evolution through sexual selection is an alternative to 
exclusively adaptive evolution. Gould also raises the possi-
bility that an organ fulfi lls a particular function during one 
phase of evolution but then starts to be used for some other 
purpose during another. The body is also full of evolution-
ary by-products that may not even have been functional 
when they appeared but also may not have cost so much to 
keep. We know, for example, that a genetic mutation often 
causes not one but several changes; if one of these changes 
has a survival value while the others are survival-neutral, 
all of them may be retained simply by virtue of their asso-
ciation with the same mutation.

Gould gives many examples of developmental and 
evolutionary by-products, including everything from male 
nipples to the panda’s thumb. This latter is a tiny bone in 
the panda’s hand called the radial sesamoid. In humans, it 
is smaller than a pea; in the panda, it has developed into 
something resembling an extra thumb that can be used 
when paring leaves and shoots from bamboo plants. The 
panda has a similar growth, albeit shorter, by the corre-
sponding sesamoid bone of the foot. This bone, however, is 
totally without function. It is likely that the evolution of 
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both protuberances is linked, in that the same genetic mu-
tations caused the growth of the sesamoid bones of both 
extremities. One of these mutations—that in the hand—
was functional, and because of this both mutations were 
preserved. The other—the one in the foot—is an evolution-
ary mutation that has no function: a by-product. It is there-
fore a mistake to assume that each organ is perfectly devel-
oped to perform a certain function and then to search for 
this function in our evolutionary history. The body is full 
of nonadaptive phenomena, argues Gould, perhaps none 
more so than the brain. One example could be the highly 
specialized parts of the cortex that we use for reading, ar-
eas that could not have evolved as an optimal adaptation 
to text in our environment.

As for the brain, a genetic mutation might well have 
caused the overdevelopment of several areas of the cortex. 
All it would have taken is for one of these areas to have 
been used for a purpose that provided greater survival 
value during a critical period of our evolution for the 
change to have been preserved. The other areas affected by 
the same genetic mutation might not have proved useful 
until thousands of years later.

Gould’s criticism of evolutionary theory appeals to the 
scientifi c skepticism of many, including myself. The idea 
that the brain is full of by-products implies that it is also 
full of undreamed-of possibilities, which is a wonderful 
thought.

To recap, then: Evolutionary psychological theories at-
tribute the development of our intelligence, and possibly 
our working memory, to our social environment, our lan-
guage, and the development of a complex culture. Other 
theories put it down to sexual selection or by-productism. 
A combination of different ideas is also feasible, of course.

It could be the case that evolution has provided us with 
an area of the brain that is able to retain and manipulate 
symbolic representations in working memory. One such brain
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area might once have had survival value in that it endowed 
us with the potential to learn a language or handle social 
situations. If this area was multimodal, however, and could 
thus hold symbolic representations in working memory ir-
respective of whether they were linguistic or visual, we 
would have been able to use the same area to devise new 
traps in which to catch prey—or, thousands of years later, to 
work out differential equations and solve Raven’s matrices.

If we adopt a strict adaptationist evolutionary perspec-
tive and see working memory as a tool genetically adapted 
to the particular demands of the environment in which we 
lived forty thousand years ago, we have a problem in that 
the environments with which we have to cope today are 
much more complex and demanding, and increasingly so. 
This is Wallace’s paradox applied to the question of what 
happens when the Stone Age brain meets the information 
fl ood. One way out of this paradox is the assumptions that 
our mental faculty developed either as a by-product or 
through sexual selection and thus bestowed on us an over-
capacity at some early stage of our development.

Another possibility—and this is the joker in the pack—
is the brain’s plasticity. It is true that, genetically speaking, 
we are pretty much identical to Cro-Magnons, but how 
much of our brain capacity is nature and how much is nur-
ture? To what extent are we born with a set of fi nished tools, 
and to what extent are our tools fashioned after birth?
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In earlier chapters, we identifi ed a number of potential key 
areas for our working memory capacity, and laid them out 
on the brain map. The cognitive neurosciences, which saw 
a burst of popularity in the 1990s along with the develop-
ment of new brain imaging techniques, have largely been 
devoted to this very kind of mapping, in which different 
areas of the brain are assigned different functions. Some-
times the science is mocked, its detractors dismissing it as 
a kind of modern phrenology. The phrenologists were nine-
teenth-century charlatans who made pronouncements 
about human characteristics by feeling the depressions and 
bumps of the cranium. Not only were the phrenologists 
unscientifi c, but their measurements of the skull also fed 
into early-twentieth-century racial biology.

The association with phrenology is, however, rather 
simplistic. Vernon Mountcastle, one of the twentieth centu-
ry’s great neuroscientists, although never having engaged 
in brain imaging himself, was something of an apologist 
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for phrenology. There were, he argued, two assumptions 
that phrenology made: fi rst, that different functions were 
associated with different parts of the brain, and second, 
that the functions of these areas were proclaimed by the 
contours of the cranium. While the latter assumption is 
pure nonsense, the fi rst actually turns out to be correct and 
is a theoretically crucial point.

One of the fi rst studies demonstrating the localization 
of function was done by the French neurologist Paul Broca. 
Broca received a patient who had been struck by a sudden 
inability to talk, and when the patient died, Broca examined 
the man’s brain and found a lesion in the left frontal lobe. 
This was the fi rst time that an association between a specifi c 
function and an area of the brain had been demonstrated.

In the early 1900s, Korbinian Brodmann described re-
gional differences in cell structure and constructed one of 
the fi rst maps of the brain, which he divided into fi fty-two 
separate areas, developing a nomenclature that is still used 
to this day.

Techniques such as PET and fMRI have permitted great 
strides to be made in functional topography. Scientists have 
also relinquished the somewhat simplifi ed notion of one 
area, one function. Instead, it seems that each function is 
related to a network of areas and that one and the same 
area can be involved in multiple such networks. Neverthe-
less, the map fi xation remains. Implicit in this topographi-
cal mind-set, however, is a kind of inert constancy: maps 
lay out immutable things—mountains and rivers are where 
they are. It is only recently that research has focused on the 
degree to which these maps can shift and change.

■ How the Brain Map Is Redrawn

That the brain is mutable is nothing new; indeed, it is self-
evident. If a schoolgirl cannot defi ne certain words on 



Figure 8-1A and B
A: The phrenologist’s functional organization of the cranium.
B : Korbinian Brodmann’s model of brain organization, based on differences 
in neuronal structure, was conceived in the early 20th century, and is still 
used to name the different parts of the brain.
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Wednesday but goes home to study and on Thursday 
knows exactly what the word phanerogam means, her brain 
has altered slightly from the one day to the next. There is, 
after all, nowhere else to store the information (cheat notes 
excluded). However, it is of interest to see when, where, 
and how the brain changes.

As mentioned previously, much of our knowledge of 
how the functional map is redrawn comes from situations 
in which the brain is deprived of informational input. If a 
person loses a body part, so a sensory area of the brain no 
longer receives the corresponding information, surround-
ing parts of the brain will start to encroach on this area. If, 
for instance, signals are no longer conveyed from the index 
fi nger to the index-fi nger area of the neocortex, this area 
will start to shrink, and the adjacent area, the one that re-
ceives signals from the middle fi nger, will start to expand.

This is not a question of nerve cells migrating from one 
location to another. True, it is possible that new neurons 
can be formed in certain parts of the brain, but no one has 
yet shown that this might have a function in these areas of 
the neocortex. What happens fi rst is a change in the struc-
ture of the nerve cells, with the formation of small pro-
cesses and the loss of others. Attached to these processes 
are the synapses, which mediate the cell’s contact with its 
neighbors. The change in processes and synapses brings 
about a corresponding change in the cell’s function. When 
we then take a bird’s-eye view of the brain, we fi nd that 
parts of the area that originally received sensory impres-
sions from the index fi nger can now be activated by sensory 
input from the middle fi nger. The map has been redrawn.

It is possibly this same mechanism that allows that vi-
sual cortices of blind people to be activated when they read 
Braille. However, the fact that the visual cortices are acti-
vated when blind people read Braille does not necessarily 
mean that they use these areas to analyze the sensory infor-
mation, and exactly what these areas do in such circumstances
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is not fully understood. Perhaps their visual cortices are ac-
tivated by some process of unconscious visualization.

One fundamental question is how mutable the differ-
ent parts of the brain actually are. Are they programmed 
from birth to carry out a specifi c task, or is their functional-
ity determined by the stimuli they receive? Is it heredity or 
environment, nature or nurture? One interesting contribu-
tion to this debate has been made by a group led by Mrig-
anka Sur at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Us-
ing laboratory animals, they transplanted the nerves that 
conduct visual impressions into the brain so that they 
transmitted signals to the auditory area instead. This led to 
a reorganization of the auditory area that left it resembling 
that of the visual area. They also found that the input sig-
nals could actually be used, allowing the animals to utilize 
their auditory cortices to see when they moved around. No 
scientist believes categorically in either nature or nurture, 
but Sur’s results show how important sensory stimuli are 
for determining how the brain is organized, which in turn 
underpins the importance of environment.

■ The Effect of Stimulation

The example above illustrates how the brain map is re-
drawn when a function disappears so as to deprive the 
brain of information. Another type of change is that caused 
by enhanced stimulation, as occurs when a particular fac-
ulty is deliberately trained. Our understanding of this type 
of plasticity has grown out of work done in the 1990s and 
so is still relatively fresh.

An example of this is how we can train our ability to 
detect differences in pitch. Primates can learn to perform a 
task that involves listening to two consecutive notes, de-
ciding if they have the same pitch or not, and pressing a 
button to give their answer. A study carried out by Gregg 
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Recanzone and Michael Merzenich at the University of 
California, San Francisco, showed that although at fi rst 
monkeys could do this only if the two notes were very dif-
ferent, after hundreds of trials over weeks of training, their 
performance progressively improved until they were able 
to distinguish between two notes of almost identical pitch. 
When the scientists then examined which nerve cells in the 
primary auditory area were activated as the monkeys per-
formed the task, they found that the number of activated 
brain cells was much greater, and the cortical representa-
tion therefore much larger, than in control monkeys.

Similar experiments have also been carried out on mon-
keys as they learn to perform specifi c kind of forelimb 
movements. After several weeks’ training on a simple dex-
terity task, it was found that the motor area corresponding 
to the fi nger used had become enlarged. The results of these 
experiments demonstrate that the map representing the lo-
calization of different functions is extremely changeable.

■ Music and Juggling

Several studies have looked at how the brain is affected by 
long periods of musical instrument practice. Most impor-
tant for us, changes have been observed in relation to the 
training of motor skills, making, for example, the cortical 
area that receives sensory input from the left hand larger in 
string musicians than in other people. Sara Bengtsson and 
Fredrik Ullén at Karolinska Institutet have also demon-
strated that the white-matter pathway that transmits motor 
signals is more developed in pianists, the degree of en-
largement being proportional to how long they have been 
playing.

However, learning an instrument entails a very pro-
tracted infl uence on the brain. What about the effect of a 
shorter period of training in humans? In one study, subjects 
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were asked to learn a particular sequence of fi nger move-
ments: middle fi nger–little fi nger–ring fi nger–middle fi nger–
index fi nger, and so on. At fi rst, the learning curve was 
shallow and errors were common. After ten days of prac-
tice, however, they were able to reproduce the sequence 
quickly and perfectly. This coincided with a signifi cant in-
crease in activity in the primary motor cortex, the area that 
controls the muscles.

Another study that is often cited in discussions of hu-
man brain plasticity is the one of juggling mentioned in the 
introduction, which found that the volume of a part of the 
occipital lobe was affected by only three months of prac-
tice. This also demonstrates how a short period of training 
can manifest itself in changes large enough to be measured 
with the relative imprecision of an MR scanner. The fact 
that the changes then partly receded also shows how plastic-
ity is a double-edged sword: passivity also affects the brain.

■ What Do We Mean by “Use” and “It”?

Research into training-based brain plasticity, such as the 
juggling study and the musician study, seems to confi rm 
that rather hackneyed—for the brain researcher and psy-
chologist, at least—axiom “Use it or lose it.” True as it may 
be that the brain changes depending on how it is used, we 
should be careful not to generalize. The fi rst question we 
should ask when we hear such assertions is what “use” ac-
tually means. Are all kinds of activity equivalent? To draw 
an analogy with the body, we know that activity is gener-
ally good for us, and that the leg muscles waste away when 
the leg is in a cast after a break. At the same time, there is 
a difference between the daily use of our legs during a 
day in the offi ce and what we subject our thigh muscles to 
doing leg presses in the gym. What type, intensity, and 
length of mental exercise are needed for it to have an effect? 
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There is most likely a vast difference between low-impact 
use and intense training.

Something we should also remember is that “Use it or 
lose it” does notrefer to the entire brain, but rather to spe-
cifi c functions and brain areas. If you practice discriminat-
ing between pitches, it is the auditory areas that will 
change, not those of the frontal or occipital lobes. Again, 
we can draw a parallel with physical exercise. If you ex-
tend and fl ex the right arm while holding a heavy dumb-
bell, you will build your right biceps, provided that the 
weight is heavy enough, you repeat the movement enough 
times, and you keep going for several weeks. But to say 
that this one exercise “develops the body” or “is good for 
the body” is a misleadingly vague statement.

In string musicians it was the sensory cortex represent-
ing the left hand that was enlarged, not that corresponding 
to the right hand. If you practice juggling, it is a specifi c 
area involved in the visual perception of movement that is 
affected.

The common interpretation of “Use it or lose it” is that 
“It is good for the brain to . . . ” However, the fact that train-
ing a certain activity has an effect on the brain does not 
necessarily mean that it provides general exercise for the 
brain or generally strengthens mental capacity. Specifi c 
functions develop specifi c areas.

In the preceding chapter we suggested a possible solu-
tion to the paradox of how the Stone Age brain handles 
the information fl ood, namely, that the brain is able to 
adapt itself to its environment and the greater demands it 
entails. As we have seen in this chapter, there are plenty 
of examples showing how the brain can adapt to suit its 
environment and can be shaped by training. There is no 
reason that such plasticity should not also be possible in 
the frontal and parietal lobes, including the key areas that are 
associated with working memory capacity. It should, there-
fore, be theoretically feasible to develop working memory.
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While such plasticity could take place passively, as an ad-
aptation to living in a particular environment, it could also 
be exploited through the conscious intensive practice of a 
certain function.

If you want to develop your brain, you have to choose 
a function and an area. Building up an area related to jug-
gling might be of little value to your everyday life; work-
ing on an area of general functionality would probably be 
a better use of your time. We have already seen that certain 
areas of the parietal and frontal lobes seem to be multi-
modal and, rather than being associated with any one kind 
of sensory stimulus, are activated during both hearing and 
vision working memory tasks. Developing a multimodal 
area would probably be more useful than developing an 
area that is only related to, say, hearing. These key area 
also seem to play a part in limiting our capacity to remem-
ber information and solve problems.

If we could build up these bottleneck areas through ex-
ercise, it would almost certainly be to the benefi t of many 
mental functions. But can we? And if we tried, in what 
kind of people would the impact of our efforts be most ob-
servable? Where do we see the most serious everyday 
problems with working memory capacity?
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The demands of the information society, with its copious 
information, simultaneous situations, pace, and distrac-
tions, make many of us feel as though we are suffering 
from some sort of attention defi cit. As we have already 
seen, many of these challenges surrounding us can be 
traced directly to working memory. Let us, therefore, look 
more closely at the individuals who have the most serious 
attention diffi culties, and see if these problems can also be 
linked to working memory.

Lisa is rarely on time for her meetings. She has bought 
herself a PDA (personal digital assistant), an electronic di-
ary in which she writes down everything she has to do. 
The PDA then gives a little beep to remind her of what she 
is to do and when, such as getting ready for her meetings. 
Yet she often still manages to lose herself in a forest of 
small details, impulses, and distractions, such as making a 
call she has suddenly remembered instead of gathering her 
materials for the meeting. She obeys a sudden impulse to 
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water the plants, which are looking a bit wilted, or goes off 
with her cup of coffee to the lunchroom, where she forgets 
what it is she is supposed to do and engages a colleague in 
conversation about something that has just crossed her 
mind instead. Consequently, she must scramble to have 
any hope of making it to the meeting on time. On a num-
ber of occasions she has forgotten to pick up her kids from 
the day care center on time.

The problem, as she puts it, is that the world is moving 
too quickly. Or is it the thoughts in her head that are mov-
ing too quickly? The world seems bursting with details and 
impressions that she is unable to sort out or bring into any 
order of priority, and keeping one thought in her head long 
enough to act on it effectively is beyond her capabilities.

Lisa has taken some steps to deal with this: she has 
hired an assistant to help keep her on track at work, and 
she has also begun taking medication to make her feel that 
the world is moving a little more slowly again—a pair of 
mental blinkers to keep out some of the torrent of distract-
ing details and impulses that she is unable to fend off by 
herself.

Most of us suffer from attention defi cits to a greater or 
lesser extent. Our powers of concentration are affected by 
time of day, lack of sleep, stress, illness, and age. However, 
there is also a diagnosis that bears this very problem in its 
name: attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder, ADHD for 
short—which is the diagnosis given to Lisa in the imagi-
nary story above. This condition is defi ned by eighteen cri-
teria, nine of which are related to attention and nine to im-
pulsivity and hyperactivity. Anyone who meets at least six 
of the nine attention criteria qualifi es for a diagnosis of 
ADHD, predominantly inattentive type, or attention defi cit 
disorder (ADD), as it is sometimes called. Anyone who also 
meets at least six of the nine hyperactivity/impulsivity cri-
teria qualifi es for a diagnosis of ADHD, combined type. 
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Let us leave hyperactivity to one side and take a closer look 
at the attention diffi culties. Here are the criteria for attention
diffi culties from the handbook used by doctors to make 
their diagnosis:

 1. Often fails to give close attention to details or makes 
careless mistakes in schoolwork, work, or other 
activities.

 2. Often has diffi culty sustaining attention in tasks or play 
activities.

 3. Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly.
 4. Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to 

fi nish schoolwork, chores, or duties in the workplace.
 5. Often has diffi culty organizing tasks and activities.
 6. Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks 

that require sustained mental effort.
 7. Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities.
 8. Is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli.
 9. Is often forgetful in daily activities.

As can be seen from these criteria, the ADHD diagnosis 
primarily concerns children, although in at least half of af-
fected individuals the symptoms persist into adulthood, 
especially the attention problems and distractibility; the 
hyperactivity, on the other hand, often disappears. A num-
ber of scientists believe that the type of ADHD that only 
entails attention diffi culties (ADD) should be an indepen-
dent diagnosis kept separate from other types of ADHD.

ADHD or ADD in adults has received considerable at-
tention in recent years, inspiring a glut of popular science 
books, Web sites, and online newsgroups. A more light-
hearted defi nition of ADD can be found on the Com-
puServe ADD Forum, an Internet newsgroup for people 
with ADD. According to them, “You know you’ve got ADD 
when . . . ”
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 ● You go to pick up your kids from a friend’s, realize that 
you’ve missed the house, turn around, and go home—
still without the children.

 ● You notice the burned smell of a pan that’s boiled dry. 
You fi ll it with water again only to smell that same smell 
once more thirty minutes later.

 ● You call a friend to ask her something. By the time she 
answers (after one ring), you’ve forgotten the question.

 ● You go to the bedroom to fetch something, but when you 
get there you forget what it is you’ve come in to get.

 ● You fi nd some food in the microwave in the morning 
after having been distracted by something the day before 
and forgotten that you’d put it there.

 ● The last time you turned up at a meeting punctually was 
when you forgot to turn your clock back to Standard 
Time.

 ● You’re introduced to someone and two seconds later 
forget the person’s name.

 ● You cut short your presentation at work because you’ve 
remembered that you’ve forgotten to turn off your lawn 
sprinkler. But when you get home, you realize that you 
forgot to even turn it on.

 ● You fi nally remember a job you have to do. When you’ve 
assembled the necessary tools, you congratulate yourself—
only to discover that you’ve forgotten that you’ve already 
done it.

 ● You need to take your medicine, and you’re there with 
the pill in one hand and a glass of water in the other. You 
drink all the water only to notice to your surprise that 
you’re still holding the pill.

■ What Is ADHD?

Delivering a medical diagnosis on the basis of something 
so arbitrary as a checklist of nine vaguely defi ned statements
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might seem absurd. Such objections are justifi ed. There is 
an element of arbitrariness in using a collection of criteria 
in this way. On the other hand, however, the same can be 
said of all psychiatric diagnoses: depression, schizophre-
nia, and manic-depression are all defi ned by the fulfi llment 
of a certain number of criteria. One important additional 
criterion that applies to all psychiatric diagnoses is that the 
problems are so debilitating that they prevent sufferers from 
leading a normal life. We all feel a little down now and again,
but it is something completely different to be so depressed 
that you cannot get out of bed in the morning or you at-
tempt suicide. People in this situation need therapy and 
medical help. To identify who has a degree of crisis that re-
quires help, therapists use a list of criteria. An objective mea-
sure this might not be—but it is the best we have at present.

So what about the number of symptoms? Are you 
healthy if you only have fi ve of the symptoms but sick if 
you have six? The word diagnosis itself calls to mind a 
black-and-white dichotomy between healthy and sick. 
When a doctor has to decide whether or not she will pre-
scribe medicine for a patient, she has to categorize the 
problem: yes or no. However, most scientists see the de-
gree of symptom as being normally distributed among the 
population. This means that rather than there being a dis-
crete little group of people with attention defi cits standing 
isolated from the healthy masses, there are really only dif-
ferences of degree. We can compare this to blood pressure, 
which is also normally distributed. We know that high 
blood pressure can cause cardiovascular disease and that 
some people would benefi t from medication. To defi ne this 
group, we need a threshold, above which someone is diag-
nosed as having hypertension. Terms such as sick and 
healthy do not have the same denotations when it comes to 
normally distributed symptoms.

What, then, are the risks associated with ADHD? Chil-
dren with ADHD have problems at school. They fi nd it 
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hard to sit still, do their homework, and learn what they 
need to learn. Their attention problems persist into adult-
hood, causing similar diffi culties in vocational training. 
They fail at their jobs more often than others and run a 
higher risk of becoming unemployed. In the long run, there 
is also a danger of their descending into drug abuse.

There are many interesting questions that can be dis-
cussed about ADHD. One concerns heterogeneity, which is 
to say that the group of people with the ADHD diagnosis 
have all sorts of symptoms produced by a number of dif-
ferent causes. Most scientists agree that there is no one 
cause of ADHD—no one gene, no one neurotransmitter, no 
one brain area. But are there three, fi fteen, or fi ve hundred 
causes?

Those who question the diagnosing of ADHD usually 
like to blame attention defi cits on environmental factors. A 
diagnosis, especially if the person making it is a doctor, im-
plies that there is a pathology, something biologically amiss 
with the brain that cannot be fi xed, and that there is there-
fore no point in changing the environment. But do we re-
ally have to pit biology and the environment against each 
other like this? Obviously, ADHD is a problem caused both 
by an individual’s faculties and by the demands of his or 
her environment. Equally obviously, these faculties reside 
in the brain—where else? However, the biological nature 
of the problem does not necessarily preclude our doing 
anything to address and resolve it, as we saw in the previ-
ous chapter on the plasticity of the brain.

In the United States, movements such as Scientology 
opposes the diagnosing of ADHD and has a literally reli-
gious hostility toward medication. Against these tenden-
cies to shut the eyes to the ADHD problem, doctors and 
scientists are rallying to defend the existence of the diagno-
sis and the right to treat it with drugs. Moreover, if some-
one publishes an article on the subject, he or she is usually 
obliged to follow a list of strict diagnostic criteria. However,
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if you talk to people on the front line of research, they 
sometimes say, off the record, that the ADHD diagnosis has 
had its day and that we have to fi nd more accurate mea-
sures. The diagnosis has been important for driving re-
search and is still important for clinical use. However, it is 
possible that the diagnosis group is too heterogeneous and 
that the diagnosis is actually hampering research into the 
causal factors. One possible way forward is to concentrate 
research on functions instead of diagnoses—for example, 
to measure different mental functions separately in an at-
tempt to understand how they arose and what can be done 
about them. This is not to say that the ADHD diagnosis is 
wrong. What it means is that researchers must be even 
more accurate if they are to make any headway, in just the 
same way as in many other fi elds of science.

To the question “Does ADHD exist?” the answer is: 
wrong question. There are children and adults with atten-
tion defi cits. These diffi culties are related to differences in 
biological makeup and are largely hereditary. Comparing 
ADHD symptoms in identical twins and fraternal twins, 
we fi nd that as many as 75 percent of the symptoms are 
congenital, which is high. But the biological nature of a 
particular phenomenon should not presuppose a simple 
sick-healthy dichotomy, for, just like blood pressure, there 
may well be a sliding scale. Nor does this mean that it is 
permanent or that we should consider it deterministically.

■ The Working Memory Hypothesis

In 1997, Russell Barkley, psychologist and leading ADHD 
researcher, wrote an article in which he suggested that 
many of the problems related to ADHD could be attributed 
to defi ciencies in working memory. This was mainly specu-
lation, and there were few studies that had actually mea-
sured working memory capacity. However, if we look at 
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the symptoms that defi ne the attention diffi culties of ADHD,
we usually fi nd many direct ties to working memory and 
the control of attention.

Criterion 2, “Often has diffi culty sustaining attention in 
tasks or play activities,” is effectively the defi nition of atten-
tion control that, as we have seen, overlaps with working 
memory. Any diffi culties a person may have keeping con-
trol of her attention could therefore be put down to prob-
lems remembering what it is she has to concentrate on.

Criteria 4, 5, and 6 can be attributed to diffi culties re-
membering an instruction or keeping an instruction about 
what to do next in working memory, something that would 
clearly make it diffi cult for a person to organize her work. 
Criterion 8 is about distractibility, which, as we have seen, 
is related to working memory capacity. Criterion 9, “Is of-
ten forgetful in daily activities,” is far too vaguely worded 
for us to know if it is a matter of long-term memory or 
something else, although it could be about some form of 
absentmindedness. Working memory is not everything, 
and children with ADHD often have other problems that 
cannot be explained by its limitations. However, working 
memory failings seem able to explain quite a few of the 
problems that are usually symptomatic of attention defi cits.

Barkley’s article sparked a great deal of interest in 
working memory and ADHD, and there is now a wealth of 
studies demonstrating working memory defi ciencies in chil-
dren and adults with ADHD. In one study, carried out by 
our research group at Karolinska Institutet, it was found not 
only that children with ADHD had a lower working mem-
ory capacity but also that this seemed to become progres-
sively worse with age, with the gap between the children 
with ADHD and the control group widening—an interest-
ing observation that we do not quite know how to explain.

Bearing in mind our discussion in previous chapters on 
the overlap between the control of attention and working 
memory, it is perhaps not so surprising to discover that 
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working memory tasks are something that people with 
ADHD fi nd the hardest to manage. There are also several 
biological factors tying ADHD to working memory: the ar-
eas of the frontal and parietal lobes critical to working mem-
ory are, statistically speaking, smaller in people with ADHD,
and there are slight abnormalities in the dopamine system, 
a neurotransmitter network in the brain important to work-
ing memory function. For example, it has been found that 
certain gene variants (alleles) that code for dopamine re-
ceptors are more common in people with ADHD. Again, 
however, there is no absolute dichotomy between people 
with and without ADHD, a particular gene variant possi-
bly being found in about 40 percent of people with ADHD 
but in only 20 percent of those without the diagnosis.

■ Pills and Pedagogy

The most important treatment for ADHD is medication 
with drugs that boost the amount of dopamine available in 
the synapses. The mechanism of action of these drugs is 
similar to that of amphetamine, and so they are referred to 
as central stimulants. The effect of the medicine is remarkable,
and it has been called one of the most effective psychophar-
maceuticals around. Within only half an hour the children 
become calmer, less hyperactive, and more focused. Longi-
tudinal evaluations reveal that the drug produces no lasting 
damage, carries no greater risk of drug dependency, and 
causes no abnormal brain development. Skeptics, for their 
part, claim that there are no real control groups for these 
evaluations and that the studies are based on the much lower 
drug doses prescribed ten to fi fteen years ago. Another point
raised by the skeptics is that a recent and extensive study 
showed that there are no long-term benefi ts of medication.

One interesting aspect of the medication is that it im-
proves working memory. Swallow a pill and your working 
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memory will improve by some 10 percent (or half a stan-
dard deviation of the population, if you have a statistical 
bent). This is true of people with and without ADHD, and 
it resembles the effects of small doses of amphetamine. The 
reason seems to be its infl uence on the dopamine system. 
Drugs that block dopamine receptors have a detrimental 
effect on working memory, while drugs that stimulate them 
have an augmentative effect.

The main alternative to medication is educating par-
ents and teachers to help them better understand and 
handle the behavior of children with ADHD. One popular 
training program is called the Community Parent Edu-
cation Program (COPE) and was designed by Charles 
Cunningham. Such programs are primarily based on re-
warding desired behavior, such as sitting still in the class-
room or doing homework, and on managing confl ict. They 
are also more directed toward dealing with children’s 
oppositional behavior. Consequently, their main focus is 
not on tackling the underlying problems or on analyzing 
the working memory challenges placed on the children 
and trying to do something about this aspect of the 
problem.

If we see diffi culties as an imbalance of challenge and 
skill, children with working memory problems should be 
treated with measures that reduce the working memory 
load in the classroom. Ideas such as this are pretty much 
common knowledge, but they have also been formally col-
lated and applied in Canada through an initiative called 
TeachADHD. For instance, here is the advice provided on 
how to modify instructional language:

 ● Give one direction at a time.
 ● Make directions clear, short, and specifi c.
 ● Repeat the important parts of instructions.
 ● Provide visual supports for instructions (for example, a 

checklist of to-do items).
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Some modern educational theories say that children 
should be like little researchers, formulating problems for 
themselves and seeking the knowledge required to ulti-
mately solve them. This sounds wonderful. However, if 
you have a poor working memory, the pedagogics of it are 
a disaster. For someone to organize the material himself, he 
needs to retain a plan in his working memory. This is much 
more demanding than when the teacher tells the children 
what they are to do. Moreover, when many children are 
engaged in their own projects simultaneously, the level of 
disturbance in the classroom is much greater. Considered 
thus, such teaching methodology simply serves to increase 
in working memory load, and children with diffi culties 
end up lagging even further behind.

Similar advice as that given for teaching children with 
ADHD is also useful to adults with attention problems. 
If faced with a large, complex task, some people can have 
trouble keeping the entire solution plan in their minds. 
They might therefore fi nd it useful to unpack the plan 
into a number of small, tangible steps and to write these 
steps down. Creating a context of structure and organiza-
tion for themselves is also something with which such peo-
ple need help. To the easily distracted, a cluttered desk 
presents a major problem, and their inability to plan a 
cleanup, with all that such planning entails—when it is to 
be done, how things are to be organized, sorting out boxes, 
labels, folders, et cetera—simply leaves their desk in disar-
ray, despite their being the ones most in need of a clean 
and tidy work surface. It’s a vicious circle, in other words.

Kathleen Nadeau, author of the book ADD in the Work-
place, gives the following tips on how a person with atten-
tion defi cit can cope with a chaotic offi ce environment:

 ● Ask for fl ex time in order to have some less distracting 
time at work.

 ● Ask for permission to work at home part of the time.
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 ● Use headphones or a white noise machine to muffl e 
sounds.

 ● Face your desk away from the fl ow of traffi c.
 ● Ask to use private offi ces or conference rooms for periods 

of time.

In summary, we can say that ADHD or ADD could be 
seen as an extreme variant of the attention defi cit that many 
of us experience when we are subjected to tougher de-
mands in our work environment and the brain is inun-
dated with more information than our working memories 
are able to cope with. “Attention defi cit trait” is a term 
coined to describe this very condition. The main message 
for those encumbered by problems is thus to obtain help 
with external structures in order to reduce the level of dis-
traction and to relieve the pressure to keep a cognitive hold 
on plans, both of which strategies entail lightening the load 
on working memory. But can we not also attack the other 
front as well? Can we place something in the other pan of 
the scales and increase our mental capacity?
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Practice makes perfect. Because of the brain’s plasticity, 
practicing a musical instrument causes changes to the cor-
tical areas that control fi ne motor movement and that per-
ceive notes—and there is nothing to say that we cannot 
similarly train the areas of the brain the deal with working 
memory capacity. Despite this, psychologists have custom-
arily treated working memory capacity as something static, 
an attribute immune to external infl uence.

To be sure, there are some experiments, largely from 
the 1970s, in which psychologists tried to improve working 
memory in their subjects, including children with learning 
disabilities. In one such study, psychologists tried to teach 
children strategies for managing working memory tasks. If, 
for instance, they were required to remember numbers, they 
might have received an instruction to quietly repeat only the 
fi rst numbers of the series to themselves and rely on a more 
passive memory for recalling the last ones. This worked—
for numbers. It did nothing, however, to help the children 
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with other mental activities. In other words, there were no 
secondary effects from learning a particular strategy.

In another heroic study, a college student tried to rote-
learn series of numbers being read aloud to him, for one 
hour a day, three to fi ve days a week, for no less than 
twenty months. His performance slowly but surely im-
proved, so that by the end of the twenty months he was 
able to repeat seventy-nine numbers. This does not seem to 
fi t with the idea of the magical number seven. The secret, 
however, was that the student had worked out strategies 
for grouping the numbers together and then associating 
them with information in his long-term memory, in partic-
ular his catalogue-like recall of different athletic records, so 
the sequence 3492 became “3 minutes 49.2 seconds, almost 
the world record for running a mile,” and so forth. After a 
training session, he could still remember most of the num-
bers read to him during the day, which shows that what he 
was drawing on was his long-term memory. When after 
twenty minutes’ training he was tested on a series of let-
ters, he could remember only six. His working memory 
had not improved.

Learning strategies for recall seems to be of no benefi t 
for any information other than that for which the strategy 
is being learned. However, rather than learning strategies, 
the method used in studies of brain plasticity, particularly 
in primates, was repetitive skill learning. To have an ob-
servable effect on the brain, the training had to be of suffi -
cient intensity, in terms of both sessions per day and num-
ber of days, as well as repetitive and daily; further, the task 
had to be of suffi cient diffi culty, the degree of which is ma-
nipulable through automatic methods of adaptation that 
make the task harder as soon as the performer improves. 
These principles could also be applicable to working mem-
ory training.

What could we theoretically predict about the second-
ary effects of working memory training? The effects of 
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training are specifi c to a particular function and the cortical 
areas it activates. But if there are multimodal working 
memory areas—areas, in other words, that are activated by 
different types of working memory task regardless of what 
it is one has to remember—and if these areas can be built 
up, there should at least be secondary effects between dif-
ferent types of working memory task. Moreover, we have 
also seen that the same key areas are activated on the per-
formance of other tasks, such as solving Raven’s matrices, 
so if working memory capacity is improved, secondary ef-
fects should be observable in problem-solving activities 
that use this very faculty.

■ RoboMemo

I became interested in the idea of training working mem-
ory toward the end of 1999. If working memory could in-
deed be developed, it would arguably be of most benefi t to 
those who have the greatest problems with working mem-
ory. And it would also probably be in this group where 
changes would be most salient. As we saw in chapter 9,
children with ADHD seem to constitute such a group.

However, the working memory tasks I used in my re-
search were extremely boring, such as remembering the 
position of circles in a grid. One initial problem was how 
to make ten-year-old boys and girls, who had trouble sit-
ting still, perform repetitive and monotonous working 
memory exercises for weeks on end when working mem-
ory was the very thing with which they had problems. One 
solution was to exploit the appeal that computer games 
have for children and to somehow sprinkle the exercises 
with a spoonful of sugar that would help the medicine go 
down. Two game programmers, Jonas Beckeman and David
Skoglund, who had designed and programmed a number 
of play-and-learn games for children between the ages of 
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ten and twelve, helped to give the tasks a more alluring 
design. As the buttons for the different exercises ended up 
distributed around the body of a robot, the software came 
to be dubbed RoboMemo.

In principle, the training program contained the same 
working memory tasks as I and others before me had used 
in our research, involving remembering a number of posi-
tions presented, or a sequence of digits or letters. The chil-
dren performed these working memory tasks repeatedly 
for about forty minutes a day, but always with new combi-
nations of stimuli. As soon as they improved, the level of 
diffi culty was raised, so they were always pushing at the 
limits of how much information they could remember. To 
increase motivation even further, we introduced a point 
system so that the children could compete with themselves 
and try to beat their own records. We also included at the 
end, by way of a reward for a hard day’s work, a little 
game in which they could use the points they had earned 
during the day.

After a number of pilot studies, it was time for the fi rst 
real test of the training program, for which we used four-
teen children with ADHD. There are generally several 
problems associated with evaluating the effects of training. 
One of the diffi culties with studies in this fi eld is obtaining 
good comparison groups. If, in order to confi rm the effi -
cacy of a treatment on a group of patients, we use a partic-
ular task to measure a particular functionality, we will not 
have taken into account how much of any improvement is 
attributable to the simple fact that the post-treatment test is 
the second time they have performed it—what is known as 
the test-retest effect. Consequently we need a control group, 
ideally one that performs a task as part of an alternative 
treatment so that any placebo effect the treatment might 
have can be ruled out.

For our control version, we opted for a computer pro-
gram similar to the training one but with easier working 
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memory tasks. In the experimental group, the degree of 
diffi culty of the training program was constantly adapted 
to the children’s abilities, so they alternated between doing 
experiments in which they were to remember fi ve, six, or 
seven different digits, while those in the control group only 
had to remember two. The training effect in the control 
group was therefore expected to be signifi cantly less, in 
much the same way as the training effect of lifting half-
pound dumbbells is little compared to that obtained by 
lifting weights at the very limits of your strength.

Children in both groups underwent twenty-fi ve days 
of training for fi ve weeks and were measured using a vari-
ety of tests both before and afterward. When we analyzed 
the data, we found that those who had undergone the more 
intensive training not only improved more than the control 
group on the tasks they had practiced but also showed sig-
nifi cant improvements on the working memory tasks that 
had not formed part of the training program. It seemed, in 
other words, as if working memory was trainable and that 
the training had secondary effects.

One drawback of the study was that it used too few 
subjects. Hardened scientists also pointed out that one 
study is no study. This is a Catch 22 that most researchers 
have to put up with and that is encapsulated nicely in this 
well-known aphorism by psychologist William James: 
“When a thing is new, people say ‘It is not true.’ Later, 
when its truth becomes obvious, they say ‘It’s not impor-
tant.’ Finally, when its importance cannot be denied, they 
say ‘Anyway, it’s not new.’”

Our next task was therefore to substantiate the results 
in a larger study. This study involved four university hos-
pitals and a total of twenty or so people in different roles. 
Some fi fty children with ADHD sat in front of their com-
puters, either at home or at school, and trained at working 
memory tasks for fi ve weeks. Using our own specially 
designed system, the children sent their results via the 
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Internet to a server at the hospital so that we could moni-
tor them to make sure that they were doing their training 
properly. After two years of planning, testing, and analyz-
ing, we held in our hands the confi rmation we needed of 
our fi rst study: the working memories of the trained group 
had improved more than those of the control group. In 
concrete terms, this meant that the children who had done 
a certain type of computerized memory task, such as re-
membering positions in a four-by-four grid and clicking a 
mouse button, improved at other, noncomputerized types 
of working memory task too, such as remembering the or-
der in which a psychologist points at wooden blocks glued 
to a tray in a random formation.

The improvement was 18 percent, and persisted even 
when we measured the effect three months after training. 
This means that a subject who could previously hold seven 
position in his working memory could now hold eight. 
Achieving a degree of improvement at pointing at blocks 
might not sound too earth-shattering; nevertheless, what it 
demonstrates is that working memory can indeed be im-
proved through training. We had shown that the systems 
are not static and that the limits of working memory capac-
ity can be stretched.

If we can build up working memory this way, would we 
not then expect to see an improvement in problem-solving 
skills too? To investigate this, we turned again to Raven’s 
matrices (see page 142). Even in the fi rst, smaller study we 
noted that children who trained showed signifi cant im-
provement on Raven’s matrices. This too was corroborated 
by the second, larger study. The children in the trained 
group improved by some 10 percent when we retested 
them, signifi cantly more than the 2 percent improvement 
registered by the control group.

We also asked the children’s parents to assess their ev-
eryday behavior using the very same criteria that defi ne 
ADHD. It turned out that the parents found their children 
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more focused, seemingly confi rming the link between ADHD
symptoms and working memory that had inspired the study.

Several other research groups have now been able to 
replicate these fi ndings using our method, including Brad-
ley Gibson and colleagues at the University of Notre Dame, 
and Christopher Lucas and collaborators at the New York 
Medical University. They have also been confi rmed in a 
study by Karin Dahlin and Mats Myrberg at the Stockholm 
Institute of Education, in which children used the training 
program in the classroom. The method is also being used 
clinically at various places around Sweden, Germany, Japan, 
Switzerland, and the United States as an aid to improving 
working memory, and hence the ability to concentrate, in 
children with ADHD.

In a large study of the working memory training 
method, my previous student Helena Westerberg at the 
Aging Research Center at Karolinska Institutet tested 
whether working memory could also be improved in 
healthy elderly people. One hundred people participated 
in the trial: fi fty individuals between twenty and thirty 
years old and fi fty individuals between sixty and seventy 
years old. Within each age group, participants were ran-
domly assigned to use either the working memory training 
program we had developed or the placebo version of the 
program (with easy working memory tasks). All subjects 
were evaluated on neuropsychological tests before and af-
ter training. The results of the tests showed that both young 
and old participants in the training group improved on 
working memory tasks that were not part of the training 
program as well as cognitive tasks such as listening to a 
continuous stream of numbers and adding the sum of the 
last two heard digits. The participants were also given a 
questionnaire about cognitive function in daily life that in-
cluded questions relating to working memory, such as “Do 
you often fi nd that you’ve forgotten what you were going 
to do when you go from one room to the next?” Perhaps 
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the most surprising result was that although these were 
healthy subjects, training resulted in a signifi cant decrease 
in the number of daily cognitive failures and attention 
problems, and this was true for both the older and younger 
subjects. This study once again confi rms the notion that 
working memory can be improved by training. Moreover, 
the study shows that this can be achieved even in older 
subjects. The effect on daily behavior shows that problems 
with inattention are actually something that we all have to 
a greater or lesser extent, and that they are related to work-
ing memory.

■ The Effects of Training on Brain Activity

One question that we asked ourselves was whether the ef-
fects of working memory training could be seen in changes 
in brain activity. Can fi ve weeks of cognitive training re-
draw the map, and if so, at what points? To examine this, 
we launched a study of young adults without ADHD who 
were to train their working memories using the same pro-
gram that we had used in the study of children with 
ADHD. The reason why we chose to study adults instead 
of children was that we expected such small changes in 
brain activity that it would be diffi cult to measure them if 
we did not take numerous readings of brain activity over a 
long period of time. We thought that would be diffi cult for 
children to cope with, especially if they found it hard to lie 
still, which is imperative during an MR scan.

To examine brain activity, we used fMRI to take mea-
surements while the subjects performed fi rst a working 
memory task and then a control task. All in all, we mea-
sured the brain activity of eleven people, eight of whom 
turned up for examination in the MR scanner on fi ve dif-
ferent days during the training period, giving roughly forty 
hours of data.
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When, after a few months, we started to see the fi rst maps 
that described which changes were statistically signifi cant, 
we found that the training had increased the activity of the 
frontal and parietal lobes. This was interesting for two rea-
sons. First, it demonstrated that intensive, long-term train-
ing on a cognitive task can alter brain activity in much the 
same way that sensory and motor exercise has been shown 
to do. In earlier research, for instance, scientists had seen 
that training pitch sensitivity gives rise to an increase in 
the number of neurons that are involved in the task (see 
page 98). If the same principle applies to working memory 
training—that is, the relevant neuron population expands—
it would explain the increase in signals that we observed 
with the MR scanner.

Second, it was interesting to see in which areas we 
recorded changes. It was not in the visual, auditory, or mo-
tor cortices, but in the multimodal “overlap” areas. More-
over, by far the greatest changes were noted in the very same 
structure, the sulcus intraparietalis, that we have previ-
ously associated with the capacity limitations of working 
memory.

If we look more closely at the scientifi c literature, we 
fi nd a whole host of studies that can be interpreted in the 
same way as ours: namely, that working memory and the 
control of attentioncan be trained. One of these studies ex-
amined a method called “attentional process training,” 
which comprises a number of exercises, such as arranging 
words in alphabetical order, locating specifi c targets among 
distracting stimuli, and classifying words, that subjects are 
required to perform in the company of a psychologist or an 
assistant. In one study, the effects of such training were 
evaluated over a ten-week period in people with different 
kinds of brain injury. On measuring certain psychological 
functions, the psychologists found signifi cant improve-
ments in visuospatial working memory (by 7 percent) and 
on a working memory task that involved adding a series of 
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spoken digits. Interestingly enough, they found no effect 
on tests measuring stimulus-driven attention.

More recently, in 2008, a research team at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, including Susanne Jaeggi and John 
Jonides, confi rmed the effect of working memory training 
in a group of young, healthy adults. The participants prac-
ticed repetitively on working memory tasks between 8 and 
19 days. Practice improved performance not only on work-
ing memory tasks, but also on Ravens Progressive Matri-
ces, with the effect being proportional to the number of 
days of training.

Even though there is still only a handful of studies, the 
evidence does suggest that working memory can indeed 
be trained. In this respect, working memory is similar to 
other motor and sensory skills, the training of which gives 
rise to changes in the cortical areas that they activate. The 
areas responsible for keeping information in working 
memory can be just as plastic as other parts of the brain. 
We are not talking enormous changes: an 18 percent im-
provement in working memory and an 8 percent improve-
ment in problem-solving ability. But it does actually seem 
as if we can stretch the limits of the brain’s capacity to han-
dle information. If working memory is so crucial to a num-
ber of everyday cognitive activities and can be built up, 
should we not then constantly be training it? And if such 
effects were observable, to what activities would this apply?
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When you wake up in the morning and start to plan your 
day with its meetings, lunch, travel, and chores, you are 
doing a mental jigsaw puzzle, the various pieces of which 
have to be kept in your working memory. You then use your
working memory to keep a mental list of the items you 
need to pack and to remember each one as you look for it.

A little while later, as you read the paper on the sub-
way, you are using your working memory to retain infor-
mation from the fi rst word of each sentence to the last—a 
task that is particularly demanding on working memory if 
you have ended up beside a group of teenagers having an 
animated discussion about yesterday’s soccer game or last 
Saturday’s party. And so we go, using our working mem-
ory throughout the day. Should we not therefore be con-
stantly exercising our working memory so that it progres-
sively improves from one day to the next?

The human brain is nature’s most complex organ. Al-
though comparing the brain to a muscle is a profanity, 

11 ■

The Everyday Exercising of 
Our Mental Muscles
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at least for a neuroscientist, using a muscular metaphor for 
working memory is useful for illustrating some principles 
of training. A muscle such as the biceps, on the front of the 
upper arm, is used every day when we lift our forearm. It 
is used when we lift a piece of paper, when we hold our 
arms over our keyboard, when we pop a tidbit into our 
mouth, and when we do thousands of other small move-
ments day in and day out. The activation of the muscle 
prevents it from wasting away, as happens after paralysis. 
However, the biceps is not strengthened through the act of 
lifting a sheet of paper. If we want to power it up, we need 
something heavier. Consulting body-building books, we 
fi nd that a common recommendation is to select a load that 
we can barely lift ten times in one go, an exercise that 
should be repeated three times a session for three sessions 
a week. This we will have to do systematically for weeks 
on end before any results can be seen.

Unfortunately, we know considerably less about cere-
bral exercise than we do about physical exercise. Certain 
principles, such as taking yourself to the limits of your en-
durance several days a week for months, can apply in both 
cases, however. When my research group studied that ef-
fects of working memory training in children with ADHD, 
we compared two groups who differed only in regard to 
how close to the limits of their capacity they exercised: 
while the training group carried out working memory 
tasks containing an information load at the limit of their 
capacity, the control group carried out tasks requiring 
little cognitive effort. What we found was that doing sim-
ple working memory tasks produced only marginal mem-
ory improvements; it was only when the children worked 
at the limits of their capacity that any real effect could be 
observed. Moreover, diffi culty of task was not the only 
factor affecting the result: the children had to exercise for 
at least half an hour a day, fi ve days a week, for fi ve 
weeks.
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Even though different everyday activities vary widely 
in their cognitive load, how often do we actually exert our-
selves to the max? How often do you solve a problem that 
is almost beyond your capabilities?

■ The Einstein Aging Study

There are studies showing that cognitive ability is affected 
by daily activities. One such is the Einstein Aging Study, 
for which Joe Verghese and colleagues at Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine monitored more than four hundred se-
nior citizens for an average of fi ve years to ascertain how 
their daily activities affected their cognitive abilities in the 
long term. Although their particular interest was the devel-
opment of dementia, they also measured IQ. On several oc-
casions, the subjects were required to take a psychological 
test and describe in detail their leisure activities, which in-
cluded reading, writing, crossword solving, board games 
(chess), participation in discussion groups, playing a musical 
instrument, playing tennis, golf, swimming, cycling, danc-
ing, gymnastics, bowling, power walking, walking up more 
than two steps, housework, and child care. They were also 
asked to state how often they engaged in such activities: daily, 
several times a week, once a week, once a month, sometimes, 
or never. The amount of training was converted into a score 
whereby one point corresponded to one activity once a week. 
A daily activity therefore gave a score of seven points.

The subjects were followed up about fi ve years later to 
fi nd out if their leisure activities were having any cognitive 
effect. To make sure that it was not their original state of 
health that determined subsequent activity rather than vice 
versa, adjustments were made for such factors as educa-
tion, state of health, and initial test results.

What Verghese’s team found was that reading, chess, 
playing a musical instrument, and dancing were all associated 
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with a later relative improvement of cognitive ability and a 
lower risk of dementia. However, this was the case only if 
the activities were done several times a week—one game 
of chess every seven days was not suffi cient. If they had a 
total of eight or more cognitive activity points—if, that is, 
they did mental exercise at least eight times a week—their 
risk of developing dementia was halved. The correspond-
ing activity score for physical exercise (cycling, golf, walk-
ing, etc.) had, on the other hand, no effect at all on mental 
health. In other words, while the study shows that every-
day mentally demanding activity has an effect, it also re-
minds us that a certain degree of intensity is required for 
this to be the case—a principle that applies as much to the 
mind as it does to the muscles.

Looking through a cognitive lens, we can see that many 
of the exercises that proved effective in the Einstein Aging 
Study are the very ones that are known for demanding work-
ing memory and control of concentration. Chess was the 
activity that had the most salient training effect; indeed, 
thinking several moves ahead is probably one of the most 
working-memory-loading activities we can do, and this is 
exactly what we do most of the time during an hour’s game.
Consequently, the effective time for which we make maxi-
mum use of working memory is long. Reading, which the 
study also showed to be effective, also requires working 
memory (although the study did not specify whether this 
correlated with textual complexity, as might be expected). 
Solving crosswords, which is a popular form of mental gym-
nastics, had a slight but barely statistically signifi cant posi-
tive effect.

Similar results—that cognitive activity helps to ward 
off dementia—have been produced by Laura Fratiglioni, 
Bengt Winblad, and colleagues at Karolinska Institutet, who 
have spent several years evaluating a population of elderly 
Stockholmers on the island of Kungsholmen. However, 
their fi ndings are not as negative as those of the Einstein 
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Aging Study as regards the effects of physical activity, 
showing as they do that cognitive, physical, and social ac-
tivity all independently enhance mental health.

So it seems likely that everyday activities can be effec-
tive at times. However, if we are to examine the effects of 
training, we should be more specifi c. “Use it or lose it” refers
to specifi c functions and areas of the brain. Unfortunately, 
it was dementia and not working memory that was mea-
sured in the Einstein Aging Study, even though those who 
did not develop dementia performed better on IQ tests. We 
will therefore be looking at slightly more precise studies of 
mental training and how they affect mental capacity in a 
later chapter.

■ Mental Yardsticks

The effects of everyday activities that place demands on 
working memory probably surround us all the time, although 
we are not always aware of them. One reason for this is that 
it is diffi cult to observe and measure our working memory 
and powers of concentration for ourselves. If we compare 
with physical training, it is much more obvious to us that our 
bodies must be maintained through exercise. We can easily 
measure the results of our efforts in the gym: we can see how 
much weight we can lift, time how fast we run our jogging 
route, and notice that we no longer get out of breath climbing 
three steps. We can also see with our own eyes how the mus-
cles of strong people are larger, and if we weigh ourselves, 
we can see how we lose weight when we start to exercise.

Our working memory capacity and powers of concen-
tration are not so immediately obvious; even in environ-
ments where working memory is critical—such as in 
school—they are diffi cult to observe. Improved performance
on an activity is often ascribed to better knowledge and 
skills: you improve at math because you have committed 
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the rules into long-term memory, , you improve at a musi-
cal instrument because you have learnt your scales. The 
extent to which performance depends on powers of con-
centration can be diffi cult to determine; however, with a 
yardstick of mental activity and concrete feedback on the 
result of mental training we might one day be able to cal-
culate activity scores in the same way as we now calculate 
calories or weights at the gym.

Training has been shown by several studies to deliver 
results if it is done close to the limits of our capacity. What 
activities place the greatest demands on working memory 
vary by individual: for a schoolchild, math—especially men-
tal arithmetic—can present the greatest challenge. Reading 
complex texts in unfamiliar and jargon-heavy fi elds or long 
sentences full of diffi cult lexical items puts large demands 
on our ability to retain information from the beginning of a 
sentence while we think about or try to remember the 
meaning of some diffi cult piece of terminology. However, 
our homes are also rife with challenging situations. I my-
self fi nd it frustratingly diffi cult to keep in my working 
memory two lines of a recipe to completion (see Figure 11.1).
But I do not spend that many minutes a week following rec-
ipes, and so I cannot expect cooking to provide any training.

■ Zen and the Art of Concentrating

If working memory and concentration control are things 
that we can train, history should give us examples of when 
this has been done. Let us stick to the theme of attention 
and training but leap back in time a few centuries. Accord-
ing to Dialogues of the Zen Masters, the following scene was 
acted out some seven hundred years ago:

One day a man of the people said to Zen Master Ikkyu: 
“Master, will you please write for me some maxims of 
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the highest wisdom?” Ikkyu immediately took his brush 
and wrote the word for “Attention.” “Is that all?” asked 
the man. “Will you not add something more?” Ikkyu 
then wrote twice running: “Attention. Attention.” “Well,” 
remarked the man rather irritably, “I really don’t see 
much depth or subtlety in what you have just written.” 
Then Ikkyu wrote the same word three times running: 
“Attention. Attention. Attention.” Half-angered, the man 
demanded: “What does that word ‘Attention’ mean 
anyway?” And Ikkyu answered gently: “Attention means 
attention.”

The fi gure of the Buddha with his collected pose and 
hooded eyes, absorbed in meditation, is the quintessential 
symbol of concentration. Eastern meditation is often con-
sidered the purest form of concentrative activity. But how 
true is this? Are we talking about powers of concentration 

Figure 11-1
Everyday working memory problems. © Jan Berglin.
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in the sense in which experimental psychology and cogni-
tive neuroscience defi nes it? And does meditation actually 
improve these skills?

■ Bompu Zen

Zen Buddhism is a branch of Buddhism that focuses more 
on the meditative than the mystical; some even call it more 
of a philosophy than a religion. Zen evolved as Buddhism 
migrated from India via China to Japan, where it has been 
developing since the eighth century.

When practicing Zen, you sit with your eyes half shut, 
trying to concentrate on your posture and breathing; there 
is no mantra or visualization of your inner light, and usu-
ally you count breaths, a number for every breath, until 
you get to ten, at which point you start again. The function 
of this counting is to alert you to when your thoughts start 
to wander—if you lose count or notice that you have just 
counted breath number sixteen, you realize that you have 
lost concentration and have to reset your counter to one. 
Many people believe that meditation is very much like 
concentration training.

The Japanese Zen master Yasutani Roshi (1885–1973) 
grouped Zen Buddhist practice into fi ve types, of which 
the fi rst, bompu Zen, is devoid of any specifi c philosophical 
or religious content:

Through the practice of bompu Zen you learn to 
concentrate and control your mind. It never occurs to 
most people to try to control their minds, and 
unfortunately this basic training is left out of 
contemporary education, not being part of what is called 
acquisition of knowledge. Yet, without it what we learn is 
diffi cult to retain because we learn it improperly, wasting 
much energy in the process. Indeed, we are virtually 
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crippled unless we know how to restrain our thoughts 
and concentrate our mind.

The concepts of “controlling” and “concentrating” the 
mind seem very close to the notion of control of attention. It 
is also interesting to read how critical he believes this skill to 
be to so many mental activities and how much he regrets that, 
despite its trainability, it is ignored in schools—as are work-
ing memory and the powers of concentration. What is needed 
is greater awareness of the very existence of “control of atten-
tion” followed by systematic training to strengthen them.

■ Science and Meditation

The new millennium has brought a reawakened interest 
among neuroscientists in questions that were previously 
considered too “fl uffy” to touch. It is now acceptable to 
delve into consciousness and the brain activity associated 
with it. Meditation too has seen something of a renaissance, 
a sign of which was the invitation to the Dalai Lama to 
speak at the 2005 Conference of the Society for Neurosci-
ence, which with over twenty thousand attendees is the 
largest congress in the fi eld. The Dalai Lama talked about 
his interest in science and urged scientists to devote more 
of their work to empathy. He has also professed himself 
willing to abandon any Buddhist tenet that can be dis-
proven by science—a promise that would seem quite safe 
to make, given that many Buddhist beliefs, such as reincar-
nation, are virtually impossible to invalidate.

At a number of U.S. centers, including the University 
of California at Davis, Princeton, and Harvard, research is 
being conducted into meditation. At one conference of neu-
roscientists and Buddhists, Nancy Kanwisher, a leading 
cognitive neuroscientist, noted, “Training the attention has 
barely been touched by cognitive neuroscience.”
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Only a few studies have been published on the topic. A 
search of several medical and psychological databases for 
scientifi c publications gives countless references to how the 
relaxing effect of meditation can be used to alleviate anxi-
ety, lumbar pain, stress, headaches, and cocaine abuse, and 
how it affects the immune system, skin conductance, and 
melatonin secretion—but there are still few hard facts on 
its role in improving concentration.

One study of the brain and meditation was led by 
Richard Davidson at the University of Wisconsin, who is, 
incidentally, a Buddhist and a personal friend of the Dalai 
Lama. The study, which used electroencephalography (EEG) 
to measure the electrical currents generated by neuronal 
activity, involved eight Tibetan Buddhist monks with be-
tween ten thousand and fi fty thousand hours’ experience 
of meditation, and ten college students, who were all asked 
to meditate on the theme of “unconditional love” while 
being monitored.

The monks achieved a stronger signal of the higher 
(gamma) frequencies, which are thought to be important 
for binding the activity of different parts of the neocortex. 
However, it is not clear just how we are to interpret the dif-
ferences observed between the monks and the students. 

An fMRI study of the brain activity of Buddhist monks 
was published in 2007 by Julie Brefczynski-Lewis and Rich-
ard Davidson. Once inside the MR scanner, the monks 
were asked to concentrate on a dot on a screen in front of 
them. What they found was that the monks evinced higher 
brain activity than a control group in the same areas (in 
part) of the frontal lobe and the sulcus intraparietalis that 
have already been associated with the control of concentra-
tion and where we have also found an increase in activity 
after working memory exercises. It would seem that here 
too, albeit indirectly, are links between the control of con-
centration and the attention that is developed through 
meditation.
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Another study from 2007 comparing thirteen Zen prac-
titioners and thirteen controls found that the meditators 
had superior performance on a computerized test of con-
trolled attention and that the normal age-related decline in 
gray matter volume and reaction time was much less 
pronounced.

There is such a wealth of activities that fall under the 
category of meditation that it is impossible to make any 
general claim about attention and meditation. Even what 
one would think is a rather well-defi ned form of medita-
tion—Rinzai-school Zen Buddhist meditation—apparently 
contains at least fi ve different types, each with its own pur-
pose. However, apart from the practice offering more spiri-
tual rewards, much of this meditation, or bompu Zen, seems 
devoted to the control of attention. The study conducted 
by Brefczynski-Lewis and Davidson also suggests that the 
cerebral effects of a certain type of meditation can correlate 
with the systems that we know are involved in the control 
of concentration. Sometimes attention is just attention.

■ Current and Future Challenges

But let us return to the present and, above all, to how 
changes in our environment infl uence the mental chal-
lenges we face. Many situations that place signifi cant de-
mands on working memory are associated with new tech-
nology, such as learning how to work a new gadget or 
computer program. Let us say that you are using a word 
processing program and want to hyphenate your text. 
Since you have no idea how to do this, you activate the 
help function. Here you fi nd the following information: “1. 
On the Tools menu, point to Language, and then click Hy-
phenation. 2. Select the Automatically hyphenate document
check box. 3. In the Hyphenation zone box, enter the amount 
of space to leave between the end of the last word in a line 
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and the right margin.” Anyone who manages to keep this 
instruction in working memory deserves applause.

Changes in society, with its growing volume of complex 
texts and instructions, its ever more mind-boggling technol-
ogy, its simultaneous situations, and its never-ending stream
of latest-version software, should put increasing pressure 
on our working memories in our everyday lives. The re-
mainder of this book will look beyond the laboratory to 
possible examples of training results in different contexts. 
One activity that has grown particularly popular in recent 
years is playing computer games. What effect do these 
things have? Do they do a disservice to children’s powers 
of concentration, as some people fear, or actually improve 
them?
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Jennifer Grinnell, who lives in Michigan, has quit her old 
job at a furniture company and now devotes herself full-
time to the virtual world of Second Life. Second Life is a 
massively multiplayer online game (MMOG), in which users 
hook up to the Internet to enter an imaginary 3-D environ-
ment that they can navigate, buying buildings and land 
and creating their own virtual objects, such as furniture 
and clothes, as well as their own character (called an 
avatar).

Jennifer’s specialty is designing clothes and appear-
ances that other players can then buy and use for their ava-
tars. After one month in Second Life, she was earning more 
on the game than she was in her old job at the furniture 
company. After three months, she quit her day job to de-
vote herself full-time to the game, in a world that she shares 
with millions of other users. Some people play just for the 
experience, others to earn money. The community that has 
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evolved has become the subject of study for university eco-
nomics students. There are also sociological projects going 
on around Second Life, such as investigating whether dis-
abled children can be helped to integrate into the virtual 
world in a way that would be impossible in the real 
world.

Jennifer Grinnell is an extreme example of how com-
puter games create alternative worlds into which more and 
more people are devoting more and more time. Second Life 
is also an example of the breadth of digital entertainment 
that is out there enticing us. If we are going to look for 
activities in our everyday lives that can affect our powers 
of concentration, it is not chess or crosswords that we 
should turn to but computer games. All ages play com-
puter games, but they are still largely the domain of chil-
dren and teenagers. Computer game playing has evolved 
from being a pastime for a minority of computer enthusi-
asts to a major leisure time activity. The vast amount of 
time that many children dedicate to playing gives the ac-
tivity the potential to affect the brain and the cognition. 
The question is how.

Many parents are worried about what computer games 
might be doing to their children. There are three main fears: 
that the violence depicted in the games will make them 
more aggressive, that the lack of exercise will make them 
fat, and that the nature of the medium will induce concen-
tration problems and ADHD-like symptoms. The debate 
on violence in computer games resembles the one that has 
raged for decades on violence in fi lms, and although the 
question is worth taking seriously, it belongs to another fo-
rum. The issue of how the lack of exercise affects children 
is also important, but I will gladly hand that over to dieti-
tians and those who decide how much PE should be in the 
school curriculum. Let us focus instead on if and how play-
ing computer games affects our powers of concentration.
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■ Scares

This is what the British newspaper The Observer wrote in 
2001:

Computer Games Stunt Teen Brains

Hi-tech maps of the mind show that computer games 
are damaging brain development and could lead to 
children being unable to control violent behaviour

Computer games are creating a dumbed-down 
generation of children far more disposed to violence than 
their parents, according to a controversial new study. The 
tendency to lose control is not due to children absorbing 
the aggression involved in the computer game itself, as 
previous researchers have suggested, but rather to the 
damage done by stunting the developing mind.

The study referred to was carried out by Ryuta 
Kawashima, a Japanese neuroscientist from Tohoku Univer-
sity (who never published the story, but instead later col-
laborated with Nintendo to create the Brain Age software).

Kawashima and his team measured the blood fl ow in 
the brains of children in three different situations: while 
playing computer games, while resting, and while doing 
repetitive arithmetical exercises (adding single-digit num-
bers). The games had a sports theme and, designed for a 
Nintendo Game Boy (a small handheld console particu-
larly popular with young children), were relatively basic.

They found that whereas the games only really acti-
vated the visual and motor cortices, the arithmetical exer-
cises activated the frontal lobes. It is also possible that the 
differences in activity patterns are related to the games’ 
heavy demands on stimulus-driven attention, rewarding 
speed of stimulus response but requiring little working 
memory. The arithmetical exercises, however, demand a great
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deal from working memory and therefore activate the fron-
tal lobes. This said, the only conclusion we can draw from 
the study is that sports computer games do not activate the 
frontal lobes.

We could, of course, conclude that it is unlikely that 
sports computer games enhance frontal lobe function, al-
though this is a characteristic that such games probably 
share with many other activities, perhaps even real sports 
too. There is nothing in the study to suggest that the activ-
ity registered during the games is in any way lasting or 
that playing computer games leads to violent behavior. 
Further, they did not measure behavioral changes and used 
no test of attention or working memory. The contrast be-
tween the study’s actual results and the Observer’s inter-
pretation is striking, and shows how easily disinformation 
is spread by the media.

■ The Benefi ts of Computer Games

A number of cross-sectional studies comparing young peo-
ple who devote much of their time playing computer 
games with young people who do not have shown that 
children who play a lot of computer games perform worse 
at school; others, contradicting this, have found that those 
who play least are at the greatest disadvantage. One prob-
lem with this kind of study is that it is sometimes very dif-
fi cult for the scientists to control for all background factors 
and to ensure that the children who play a lot do not differ 
from the control group in other respects than just playing 
habits; further, they have not been measuring the subjects’ 
powers of concentration or working memory. Because of 
this, the conclusions ought to be confi rmed through experi-
mental studies, in which people are randomly assigned to 
two different groups, one of which gets to play computer 
games, and evaluated both before and afterward.
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One such experimental study assessed the effects of Te-
tris, a game in which variously shaped polygons descend 
slowly from the upper edge of the screen’s playing fi eld. 
As they fall, players can rotate and translate them laterally 
to make them fi t with the spaces left by the shapes accu-
mulating beneath them. It turned out that eleven days of 
Tetris playing left the subjects better able than the controls 
to solve visuospatial problems, such as piecing together 
shapes into a pattern, a task not unlike that used in IQ test-
ing to evaluate spatial skills.

One of the few studies that has closely measured the 
effects of action games on attention is described by Shawn 
Green and Daphne Bavelier of the University of Rochester. 
In the fi rst part of the study, Green and Bavelier compared 
frequent players of computer games with people who 
played them rarely or never. The groups were comparable 
in all other respects such as age, sex, and educational 
background. The team compared the groups’ performances 
on several tasks measuring visual perception. In one test, 
they fl ashed a number of objects onto a screen and then 
asked the subjects to say how many items they had seen. 
This is usually quite easy to do with three objects, but 
when faced with four, the control group gave incorrect re-
sponses roughly 10 percent of the time. The experimental 
group was much better at this task than the controls, reach-
ing up to six objects before displaying the same kind of 
failure rate.

In another test, they measured speed of attention. The 
subjects were shown a series of letters on a screen one at a 
time, so quickly that they barely had time to register them. 
Their task was to press a button as soon as they saw the 
target, which was the letter A. It is a well-known psycho-
logical effect that when we register a target, our ability to 
identify new targets coming in close succession is slightly 
impaired by a split-second “attentional blink.” In the com-
puter playing group, this blink was shorter than it was in 
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the control group, allowing them to identify new targets 
after the fi rst with greater speed.

To make sure that the group of computer game players 
did not differ in other respects (age, sex, and educational 
background) from the control group, and that there was 
therefore no hidden explanation for the differences ob-
served between the groups, the study was complemented 
with a further experiment. This second study randomly al-
located nonplayers only to two groups, one of which 
played the action game Medal of Honor and the other—the 
control group—Tetris. After one hour’s play a day for ten 
days, the subjects were evaluated with the same tests used 
in the fi rst part of the study. Again, improvements were 
observed in the experimental group, corroborating the re-
sults of the fi rst part of the study.

Whether the tests on which the participants improved 
measure perceptual ability, perceptual speed, or (as the au-
thors interpret it) stimulus-driven attention is a moot point. 
What is undeniable is that computer games improve cer-
tain functions. The second part of the experiment, in which 
a comparison was made with Tetris, is also interesting in 
that it shows how specifi c the effects of different computer 
games are. It is therefore futile to talk about computer 
games as a homogenous group without specifying the 
genre and looking more closely at the skills they develop. 
Action games are the ones to have received most media at-
tention, but the top-selling game is The Sims, in which 
players have to optimize their virtual characters’ social life 
and well-being, furnish their house, and make sure that 
they turn up at work on time.

The National Institute of Public Health in Sweden has 
recently published a report systematically reviewing thirty 
published studies on the effects of computer games. It 
found a total of six studies that all demonstrated an en-
hancement of spatial skills and reaction times. No studies 
showed any deleterious effect on attention.
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■ Computer Games and the Future

There is thus no evidence that computer games impair 
people’s attention or induce ADHD in young players. New 
fi ndings are constantly being published, so it is impossible 
to make any categorical pronouncement on the matter, but 
one reason to be skeptical about any link between concen-
tration problems and computer games is that there is, as 
yet, no mechanism to explain how any such connection 
would come about. We would, for instance, need studies 
establishing a general principle that strengthening stimulus-
driven attention weakens controlled attention, and there 
are none supporting this. When psychologists measure 
stimulus-driven and controlled attention in a large popula-
tion, they fi nd that they are statistically unrelated. Your math
skills do not suffer when you play soccer or study French.

There is, of course, a certain give-and-take in every-
thing you do since there are only twenty-four hours in the 
day, so if a child spends a lot of time playing computer 
games, it leaves little time for math homework—although 
this perhaps applies even more to watching TV, which is a 
more passive pastime and one that deprives us of the op-
portunity to develop our working memories by spending 
time on something more cognitively demanding. It is not 
the quick-fi re editing or the overabundance of information 
in the programs themselves that has this negative effect; 
indeed, the same outcome of mental sedentariness would 
be caused by other activities that do not train working 
memory. In the Einstein Aging Study, a weak (nonsignifi -
cant) negative effect was observed in those who spent a lot 
of time cycling.

But even if playing computer games was a waste of 
time, it is also possible, as the Tetris study and Green and 
Bavelier show, that it produces certain enhancements, such 
as of visuospatial and perceptual skills. Each computer 
game is different depending on the skills it rewards.
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There are a number of programs of the “play and learn” 
kind, which teach children things such as spelling, foreign 
languages, or math through games; most of these involve 
either the drilled consignment of knowledge to long-term 
memory or the practice of a specifi c skill. Another type of 
program that has started to appear on the Internet has been 
developed to train certain fundamental cognitive functions, 
including working memory and attention. Superfi cially, 
these programs are more like neuropsychological tests than 
training programs, and they contain a range of exercises 
such as recalling numbers or testing reaction times. I con-
cede that many of these programs might be benefi cial, but 
they also contain exercises that are probably devoid of all 
function. Insofar as they have not been properly evaluated, 
it is impossible for us to know what is effective and what is 
a waste of time. For there to be any effect, we would need 
not only to do the right kinds of exercise but also to do 
them in a way that brings about lasting change, which is to 
say at the right level of diffi culty and with suffi cient inten-
sity for a suffi cient length of time. Logging on to the Inter-
net and playing a few games once a week is unlikely to 
have any enduring effect.

Seriousgames.org is an initiative that brings together 
different projects designed to use gaming technology to 
improve performance in areas of health care and leader-
ship, with titles such as Laser Surgeon: The Microscopic 
Mission, Life and Death II, and SimHealth. One interesting 
game in this fi eld has been produced by Applied Cognitive 
Engineering, a company that has settled into the rather 
narrow niche of improving the cognitive skills of basket-
ball players. The training program, called Intelligym, is de-
signed to improve what they call game intelligence, which 
comprises a battery of basic skills such as attention, deci-
sion making, and spatial perception. The software was 
originally developed to improve the performance of Israeli 
fi ghter pilots; it is now marketed, in a modifi ed version, 
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to professional basketball teams. The program is claimed 
to be able to boost a team’s performance by 25 percent, al-
though there are no controlled studies to show that it actu-
ally works (or if there are, they constitute military secrets 
and are in the safe custody of the Israeli army).

Perhaps one day we will see games that exploit the 
knowledge about training effects that we are now starting 
to obtain, and combine the allure of the adventure and ac-
tion genres with play that enhances problem solving and 
working memory. One sign that the trend is coming is the 
entrance of Nintendo into the arena with the launch of 
Brain Age: Train Your Brain, a game designed to train us-
ers’ brains by requiring them to do certain tasks, such as 
solving fairly simple mathematical problems. The game 
has been developed for their latest handheld console, but 
is aimed mainly at adults wanting to keep their brains in 
trim. At the end of a round, the estimation of the brain’s 
age is updated: if you have done well, your brain age de-
creases; if you have done poorly, you watch your brain take 
another step toward the dark abyss of dementia. The game 
is selling in the millions.

Personally, I feel that the tasks presented in the game 
are too rudimentary to have any real training effect. Not 
surprisingly, there is also no study to show that the game 
has any impact whatsoever on the brain in general or a 
specifi c cognitive function in particular. Moreover, the 
games are too boring for users to want to stick with them 
long enough to have any effect (assuming, that is, that they 
are capable of having an effect). However, the game itself 
and the fact that it has been developed by Nintendo sug-
gest the start of a trend, and new games in the same genre 
are already fi lling the shelves.

A more scientifi c approach is taken by the company 
Posit Science, which has Michael Merzenich as its lead sci-
entist. A large study found some effect of their brain training 
program, although it did not survive a direct comparison 
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with the control group. The company Lumosity has mar-
keted cognitive training on-line. There is as yet (2008) no 
published studies of this method, but according to the 
company “white paper” there is some effect on visual per-
ception but the effect for improvement of working memory 
is extremely small.

A little over a century ago, children were being told to 
go out and play or help in the garden instead of doing 
something as unnatural as lying down for hours on end 
with their nose in a book. Reading was thought to addle 
their brains, make them weak, and ruin their eyes. As it 
turned out, reading offered excellent preparation for the 
dawning information society. Perhaps playing computer 
games provides a similar grounding for the information in-
tensive and digitalized future that awaits us.

So what are our working memories like, on average? 
What about the aggregate effect of the environmental 
changes we can see taking place around us? Do we gener-
ally have worse powers of concentration owing to the con-
tinual distractions around us, and are we all generally des-
tined to develop attention defi cit trait? Or do the greater 
demands and challenges of our society, including perhaps 
the games we play, mean that we are forever training our 
cognitive faculties?
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As we have already discussed, New Zealand professor 
James Flynn demonstrated how IQ performance improved 
throughout the 1900s—and what improvements they 
were. If the average performance in 1932 was 100, by 1990
it was 120. A person who scored an average 100 in 1990
would therefore be able to count herself among the top 15
percent if she went back in time to 1932. According to 
some, it also seems as if the curve is steepening. What 
was once an average IQ increase of 0.31 IQ point per year 
in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s had risen to 0.36 IQ point 
per year by the 1990s. This result is surprising, since it was 
previously thought that intelligence was a constant. But 
an ever-expanding fi le of studies suggests that this is not 
the case.

Given that many people cock their revolvers as soon as 
they hear the word intelligence, maybe it would be a good 
idea at this point to say a few words about what scientists 
usually mean by the term. When we give a large number 
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of psychological tests to a large number of people, we fi nd 
that performance on the tests is positively correlated. This 
means that those who perform above average on one test 
usually perform above average on other tests too, suggest-
ing the presence of a factor affecting performance on all 
tests. This hypothetical factor can be found using statistical 
methods and has been given the designation g, for “gen-
eral factor.” IQ stands for “intelligence quotient,” the quo-
tient obtained by dividing measured mental age by actual 
age and multiplying by 100.

The number of factors and what they represent was the 
topic of much psychological debate in the 1900s. One of the 
most infl uential theories was posited by American psy-
chologists Raymond Cattell and John Horn, who argued 
that two of the most important factors are crystallized and 
fl uid intelligence. Crystallized intelligence (gC) accounts 
for performance on tasks dealing with vocabulary and gen-
eral knowledge; fl uid intelligence (gF), on the other hand, 
explains why people differ in performance on nonverbal 
problem-solving and reasoning tasks that are independent 
of general knowledge.

Further, Swedish researcher Jan-Eric Gustafsson has 
shown that the factor most related to g is gF, with which 
Raven’s matrices are a closely correlated task (see Figure 
13.1). By defi nition, then, fl uid general intelligence is 
something that can only be measured with a large battery 
of tests. However, gF correlates so highly with perfor-
mance on Raven’s matrices that sometimes psychologists 
feel that they need only measure performance on these 
tasks in order to make a somewhat casual pronouncement 
about gF. And this is where working memory comes in 
too. As we have seen in an earlier chapter, performance on 
working memory tests and performance on Raven’s matri-
ces are also highly correlated, prompting many to argue 
that working memory capacity is the most critical under-
lying gF determiner.
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■ Developing Your IQ

If environmental conditions infl uence gF, it should also be 
trainable, so let us look more closely to see if there are any 
studies corroborating this. One of the best and largest train-
ing studies ever performed was Project Intelligence, which 
was carried out in the poorer parts of the city of Barqui-
simeto in central Venezuela in the early 1980s. The project 
was initiated by the national government but was con-
ducted with researchers from Harvard. A program was 
drawn up by teachers and scientists to train thirteen- and 
fourteen-year-old schoolchildren in “observation skills and 
classifi cation, deductive or inductive reasoning, critical use 
of language, problem solving, inventiveness and decision-
taking.” The experimental group comprised 463 pupils, 
who took special classes for a full academic year, and the 
control group 432 pupils, who received the normal curricu-
lum. A large number of tests were done before and after 
the study period to measure general intellectual functions, 
such as problem solving and logical reasoning.

The results were very positive for most of the tests. The 
group that had received the special training improved their 
mean performance by roughly 10 percent. Put a little 
crassly, this means that, accounting for the normal yearly 
progress of the control group, the experimental group in-
creased its IQ by 10 percent. It also seemed as if all pupils 
improved to the same extent irrespective of age, sex, and 
initial test results, implying that the special education was 
not only of benefi t to those who scored low on the pre-
study test.

Another example of the effects of training is a study 
showing how Israeli underachievers could improve their 
IQs by taking a problem-solving course known as instru-
mental enrichment. Interestingly enough, the differences be-
tween the experimental group and the control group did 
not disappear once the training had come to an end; in fact, 
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the effects of the training escalated from year to year. This 
can be interpreted as the result of a positive feedback loop: 
improved abilities give more intellectual stimulation, which
in turn fuels the abilities. A child who improves his prob-
lem-solving skills will fi nd it easer to do his math home-
work. This will encourage him to spend more time with 
math, which in turn will bring about an even greater im-
provement of his problem-solving skills. This positive feed-
back effect is something that has previously been observed 
in studies of children with reading diffi culties. Once they 
have undergone intensive training programs, children be-
come more effective readers; they consequently spend more 
time reading every day, which in turn hones their reading 
skills even more.

One series of studies was carried out by the Yugosla-
vian psychologist Radivoy Kvashchev. Although he only 
published his results in Serbo-Croatian, one of his students 
made his results available in English. In one of his larger 
studies, 296 students were trained in “creative problem 
solving” for three to four hours a week for three years. 
Compared with a control group, these students showed an 
improvement of 5.7 IQ points, which is roughly the same 
in percentage. On a follow-up a year after their training 
program had fi nished, he found that this difference had 
risen to 7.8 points—again, a higher score on a subsequent 
measure that could be the result of positive feedback.

In a German training study led by Karl Klauer, seven-
year-olds were given training in “inductive reasoning,” 
which involves the ability to recognize patterns and then 
formulating and applying a rule, in much the same way as 
when solving a Raven’s matrix. The tasks were of the “odd 
man out” kind, in which the subject has to work out which 
three of a group of four objects belong together and, ac-
cordingly, which one has to be discarded. The children 
were taught in small groups and were given two lessons a 
day for fi ve weeks. Compared with a passive control group, 
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they found that the experimental group improved on Raven’s
matrices, an effect that persisted for another six months.

To the string of studies that have been shown to improve 
fl uid intelligence we can also add the results obtained by my 
own team and the study of working memory training by Su-
san Jaeggi and collegues. When children with ADHD trained 
their working memories, we noted an 8 percent improvement 
in performance on Raven’s matrices (after having subtracted 
that recorded in the control group). The degree of magnitude 
of this improvement is also the same as that obtained in Proj-
ect Intelligence as well as by Kvashchev and Klauer.

It stands to reason that problem-solving abilities should 
improve with working memory, bearing in mind the 
known link between these two phenomena. Perhaps it is 
even the case that working memory is the very part of our 
intellectual faculties that is developable and that this is the 
core of the various training studies. The ability to improve 
working memory through training might well be the key 
to understanding the entire Flynn effect.

■ Everything Bad Is Good for You

Studies of how training and specially designed teaching 
improve IQ thus provide grist for the mill of those who 
claim that IQ is not just inherited. Intelligence is not an ab-
solute cognitive tool with which we are equipped from 
birth. If training can be shown to infl uence IQ, we should 
also see effects from our psychological environment in gen-
eral. In The Rising Curve, published in 1988, an assortment 
of leading psychologists discuss how the Flynn effect could 
be attributed to our environment. In an article entitled “The 
Cultural Evolution of IQ,” Patricia Green argues it was the 
heavier information fl ow and the greater complexity of so-
ciety that had the greatest effect on IQ during the last 
decades of the twentieth century.
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The same point, though much expanded upon, was 
made by author Steven Johnson in Everything Bad Is Good 
for You. His main thesis is that mass culture has, on average 
over the past thirty years, become increasingly complex 
and mentally challenging rather than simpler and dumbed-
down, and that for some reason the media gear themselves 
more toward those who demand more rather than to the 
lowest common denominator. He also suggests that this 
greater complexity is one of the causes of the Flynn effect.

When it comes to TV and fi lm, this greater complexity 
resides partly in the way they require us to keep tabs on 
several parallel plotlines. If we were to trace the dramatic 
trajectory of Starsky and Hutch, a TV cop show from the 
1970s, we would end up with a straight line: each episode 
involved the same two lead characters and had one story 
line, excepting an introduction and an ending. Similarly 
charting an episode of Seinfeld or The Sopranos twenty years 
later would reveal a much more complex tissue of fi ve or 
ten interwoven thematic threads.

Another factor that has increased narrative complexity 
is the partial withholding of context and information, 
which forces viewers to work out the circumstances or con-
versational references for themselves. Instead of just sitting 
and thinking, “I wonder what’ll happen at the end,” they 
spend much of the time thinking, “I wonder what’s hap-
pening now”—a continual process of problem solving, in 
other words. Often, the chronological sequence of contem-
porary fi lm plots is so fragmented that the viewers are left 
with little choice but to constantly fi t the pieces together if 
they are to work out how what they are currently seeing 
relates to what they have seen thus far. This is a particu-
larly demanding exercise.

Johnson also writes at some length about computer 
games as an example of life’s increasing complexity. That a 
game such as Grand Theft Auto (in which players steal cars 
and joyride through a virtual city in order to perform tasks 
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Figure 13-1
© Jan Berglin.

of varying degrees of nefariousness), with its two-hundred-
page manual, is more complex than Pac-Man is something 
on which most of us would agree. It can be harder, though, 
to put our fi ngers exactly on where this complexity resides. 
Johnson suggests that is has two components: probing and 
telescoping. The probing is a result of the lack of clarity in the 
rules, which forces the player to work out for herself what 
she has to do and how she has to do it. This she does by prob-
ing, generating hypotheses on how the game works and 
repeatedly testing these hypotheses by probing even more.

Telescoping involves working through problems com-
prising a hierarchy of goals and subgoals. The Legend of 
Zelda: The Wind Waker is a Japanese adventure game de-
signed originally for the handheld Game Boy but which 
went on to be adapted for more powerful consoles. The ba-
sic game plot involves a young boy from a small island 
who goes out into the big wide world to save a kidnapped 
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girl. Just like in Grand Theft Auto, the plot is hardly high 
literature. Johnson’s point is that cognitive challenges can 
exist even in a rather trivial narrative context. To illustrate, 
one mission from Zelda is built up as follows:

You have to meet a prince to give him a letter.
To do that, you have to climb a mountain.
To do that, you have to make your way to the other side of 

a gorge.
To do that, you have to fi ll the gorge with water so that 

you can swim across.
To do that, you have to use a bomb to blow up the boulder 

blocking a spring.
To do that, you have to grow a bomb plant.
To do that, you have to collect water in a bottle you were 

given by the girl.

Telescoping thus consists of organizing a sequence of sub-
goals while keeping them alive in the mind.

Green and Johnson both probably have a point. But 
neither of them manages to fi nd a precise measure for what 
it is they mean by complexity. And because they cannot 
measure their complexity, they cannot show that the com-
plexity has actually increased, and thus lack any data to 
demonstrate the effects of training.

However, some of what Johnson calls complexity prob-
ably has something to do with working memory load. His 
defi nition of telescoping, for instance, is to retain a number 
of subgoals in the head, in exactly the same way as in 
working memory tasks. If we read “working memory load” 
instead of “complexity,” we could reconcile his ideas with 
studies that demonstrate the effects of working memory 
training, the results of the Einstein Aging Study, and the 
improvement in problem-solving skills seen in Project In-
telligence, the Israeli study, and the work of Klauer and 
Kvashchev. If we assume that all these phenomena are 
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related and that it is the working memory effect that lies 
behind the Flynn effect, the implications are revolutionary. 
Maybe we live in a society in which games, media, and in-
formation technology are putting an ever-increasing load 
on our working memory. This, in turn, is improving the 
average working memory and problem-solving skills of 
the population at large, which in turn ups the load and the 
complexity. Is the human norm being raised?
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So the Flynn effect refl ects how general intelligence is pro-
gressively increasing with time. Will this trend continue, 
with the growing demands of our environment matched 
by our equally expanding capacity? Will scientists be able 
to use our knowledge of the brain to boost its capacity 
further?

In the introduction to this book, I cited an article by 
some neuroscientists who claimed that “humanity’s ability 
to alter its own brain function might well shape history as 
powerfully as the development of metallurgy in the Iron 
Age.” The authors aimed to identify a trend of neurocogni-
tive enhancement and to provoke discussion on a number of 
related issues. Neurocognitive enhancement denotes the 
use of existing and potential techniques, such as brain-
computer interaction, neurosurgery, and psychopharma-
cology, to exploit the brain’s capacity for change.

The fi rst problem addressed by the authors is what 
happens when an agent, such as a medication, changes 
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from being a means of curing people with some impaired 
function to a tool for boosting the faculties of the healthy.

The second problem raised by the article is more philo-
sophical. Improving cognitive function is not just like 
tweaking a car engine. Psychoactive substances can also af-
fect the personality. The danger, they argue, is that we be-
come different people with such drugs in our body com-
pared to who we are without them, which can induce 
psychological problems about identity and raise philo-
sophical issues about responsibility.

■ Mental Doping

One class of drug that is often discussed is the central stim-
ulant, which has already been described in the chapter on 
ADHD. What was fi rst thought a particular effect on the 
mental capacity of people with concentration problems 
later turned out to be a general effect. In one of the fi rst 
studies on this, led by Judith Rapoport at the National In-
stitute of Mental Health, a group of nonhyperactive boys 
between the ages of seven and twelve with above-average 
cognitive skills were given either a placebo or a low dose 
of amphetamine usually given to children with ADHD, 
and then tested. What they found was that the cognitive 
skills of the boys in the amphetamine group also improved. 
They sat more still but also asked fewer questions.

More recent studies have demonstrated similar effects 
for methylphenidate (Ritalin). If we measure the effects of 
amphetamine or methylphenidate with psychological tests, 
we fi nd that they increase arousal, speed up reaction times, 
improve working memory capacity by about 10 percent, 
and signifi cantly mitigate symptoms of hyperactivity and 
concentration defi cit. The fact that methylphenidate also 
works in people without ADHD is not particularly surpris-
ing, given that people do not simply fall into two convenient
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groups, one with and one without concentration problems. 
Instead, there is a very fl uid boundary between different 
degrees of concentration ability. Knowledge of the general 
effects of methylphenidate has also spread, especially to 
university students, who have started to use the drug when 
studying for exams. Some reports also claim that 16 to 18
percent of university students in the United States use 
stimulants to improve their study performance. A 2008 sur-
vey by the scientifi c journal Nature revealed that about 20
percent of the responants took drugs for cognitive enhance-
ment. In Japan, the nonprescription use of Ritalin was con-
sidered so widespread that the authorities eventually de-
cided to impose a total ban on the drug.

It is, then, largely the increasingly widespread use of 
the drug by people who have not been diagnosed with 
ADHD that is raising fears. Can its growing popularity 
make those who do not take it feel compelled to do so? 
Might teachers recommend that certain students take it to 
enable them to keep up with their classmates? Will em-
ployees be expected to take their morning pill to remain in 
the promotion machine or to even keep their jobs?

Ritalin was the fi rst of these drugs on the market and is 
the most widespread. However, there is much to suggest 
that we will see more of other cognition-enhancing drugs 
in the future. Forty or so other substances are being devel-
oped out of our increasingly detailed knowledge of the cel-
lular processes involved in the encoding of long-term 
memory. One class of substances, known as ampakine drugs,
facilitates this encoding process; another drug, MEM1414,
developed by a company with the science-fi ction-like name 
of Memory Pharmaceuticals (cofounded by Nobel laureate 
Eric Kandel), will make it easier to strengthen the connec-
tions between neurons, and with them long-term memory. 
Anyone who might be scared by the idea that each and ev-
ery insignifi cant detail will be imprinted forever in their 
memories if they start to use these substances can relax, 
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as other substances for erasing long-term memories are also
under development—presumably for use with conditions 
such as post-traumatic stress syndrome.

Knowledge of the memory’s cell biology has also led to 
the successful genetic modifi cation of mice to make them 
better at performing memory tests. What next? In sports, 
much concern has been expressed about gene doping. Can 
we imagine similar doping for the improvement of cogni-
tive function? Human-computer interaction has fascinated 
science fi ction writers for decades. In 2006, scientists dem-
onstrated how they could feed the brain signals of a para-
lyzed person into a computer and use them to operate a 
mechanical arm. If we can learn the principles by which 
neurons can be directly integrated with computers, our fu-
ture possibilities will be enormous. Maybe we will be able 
to use computers as an extra plug-in memory for our brains 
and upgrade our working memory every other year?

■ Our Daily Drugs

The idea of using artifi cial means to improve the brain is 
interesting but actually not new. It is only the substances 
that are new. Caffeine is a substance that is very similar in 
effect to amphetamine and one that we have been self-
administering for centuries. Caffeine allows us to conquer 
fatigue when we have been sleeping badly and to work 
more hours of the day than we otherwise would. We can 
therefore feel justifi ed in claiming that coffee changes the 
standard for what is an acceptable level of tiredness. Yet 
we have adapted to this—so is there any moral dilemma 
here? Do we feel forced by our boss to drink coffee? Does 
coffee change our personalities?

Other trends we are warned of include the use of drugs 
developed to treat diseases or defi ciencies to boost the 
performance of healthy people. This trend is also now with 
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us. One such example is the use of estrogen to offset the 
completely natural hormonal decline that takes place in 
women as they get older. We fi nd similarly normal age-
related trends in the brain. The concentration of dopamine 
receptors, for instance, drops steadily from the age of 
twenty-fi ve at an estimated rate of about 8 percent a de-
cade. The loss of dopamine receptors might account for the 
progressive deterioration of working memory with age. 
Ritalin affects the availability of dopamine, so if we allow 
the replacement of estrogen, why should we not also allow 
the replacement of dopamine? My guess is that in fi fteen 
years’ time, middle-aged people will be regularly imbibing 
a cocktail of substances designed to counteract the com-
pletely natural decline in various neurotransmitters in the 
brain, in exactly the same way as some women today take 
estrogen.

Many of the future trends about which the authors talk 
are already here. Our carefree use of other drugs might 
mean that we gradually become inured to the use of other 
drugs and techniques. What will prove decisive in shaping 
developments in this respect might not be any ethical stance
but simply the demonstrated effi cacy of the drugs and their 
possible long- or short-term side effects.

This is no small practical aspect but a crucial and com-
plex matter. I would love to take a future brain-boosting 
cocktail provided I knew that it had no side effects. But 
how would I know that? If memory pills improve working 
memory but at the same time reduce creativity, maybe they 
would be of benefi t to some people with concentration dif-
fi culties but not to others. If antidepressants make us hap-
pier but eradicate our ability to fall in love, we might be 
heading toward a more effi cient but less interesting society. 
This might sound obvious to those familiar with Aldous 
Huxley, but it is methodologically very diffi cult to explore 
the effects of, say, creativity or love, and Big Pharma has no 
intention of doing it for us.
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It is not yet known for certain whether cognition-
enhancing drugs have effects on creativity or love, but 
these examples have not just been plucked out of thin air. 
There are anecdotes about people who think that Ritalin 
impairs their association skills and creativity, and children 
who feel that the drug reduces their ability to joke around, 
as described in Jeffrey Zaslow’s article “What if Einstein 
Had Taken Ritalin?”

In his book The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat,
neurologist Oliver Sacks describes a case in which a patient 
of his started to take a drug that worked on the dopamine 
system, and aside from mitigating his symptoms, it also 
dulled his playfulness and his creativity as a drummer. 
During the week, therefore, he took the medicine so he 
could cope with his job, but he skipped it on weekends so 
he could let loose on the drums with his jazz band. As re-
gards love, it has been suggested that there are links with 
the serotonin system, which is the very system with which 
“happy pills” such as Prozac and Zoloft interact.

Improving faculties through training seems to me to be 
the safest way to go, but I am, of course, biased on this 
point, in that it is the very subject of my own research. 
Rather than see half the population constantly popping 
pills designed to boost their mental capacity, I would like 
to see a greater focus on mental health care in the form of 
mental gymnastics. Why not introduce the training of at-
tention and working memory into the school curriculum?

Maybe we can make game companies furnish their 
products with a cognitive ingredients list specifying the 
working memory load of the games so that we can be just 
as informed when choosing our mental diet as we are when 
choosing our breakfast cereals. Instead of a glycemic index, 
could not some other ratio between stimulus-driven and 
controlled attention be worked out, or perhaps the percent-
age of working-memory-demanding playing time?
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When you are trying to listen to the newscaster on CNN 
while reading the news ticker showing share prices at the 
bottom of the screen, your subjective feeling may well be that 
you are teetering on the threshold of your ability to digest in-
formation. Your brain is being inundated. If we analyze the 
situation through the lens of the concept of working memory, 
we fi nd that your feelings are matched by something quanti-
fi able: the simultaneous infl ow of two streams of informa-
tion is extremely demanding on working memory. Certain 
parts of your frontal and parietal lobes are imposing a limit 
on how much information you can assimilate. When you try 
to read a complicated article on the Internet while ignoring 
the advertisements playing out at the edge of your visual 
fi eld, you are confronted with a distraction task that places a 
heavy load on your working memory. When you use the 
help function in Word, you will likely have to read each in-
struction several times to assimilate all the information with 
which your working memory is being overburdened.

15 ■

The Information Flood and Flow
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Many changes in the information society that are some-
what loosely termed “greater complexity” or “higher infor-
mation fl ow” can be traced back to an increase in working 
memory load. We have witnessed an accelerating rate of 
change in recent years, and there is no sign of it slowing 
down. Mobile technology is increasing the number of situ-
ations in which we try to dual-task, and cell phone conver-
sations are probably just the beginning. Wireless communi-
cation and laptop computers will create an abundance of 
new simultaneous situations. With portable computers and 
Wi-Fi, we will see just as much Internet surfi ng on the 
streets and in cafés as we do cell phone use. Automobile 
GPS devices are becoming increasingly popular, and I look 
forward with great anticipation to the fi rst studies showing 
how much delay in reaction times they cause. Some futur-
istic ideas, such as screens built into glasses, are already 
becoming a reality.

In an environment with a higher degree of distraction 
and heavier information demands, we often have the feel-
ing of being distracted and unfocused, in the very same 
way as described in the introduction to illustrate the nature 
of the modern offi ce. It is easy to connect the dots and come 
up with the picture that these greater cognitive demands 
have a damaging effect on our brain. There is, fortunately, 
no research suggesting that exposure to mentally more de-
manding or challenging situations impairs our powers of 
concentration. Indeed, there is much that points to the con-
trary: it is in situations that push the boundaries of our abili-
ties that we train our brains the most. An interpretation of 
the Flynn effect is that it is these very demands and the 
greater complexity of our lives that make us progressively 
better at handling information and solving problems.

Instead, a possible reason why we feel a lack of focus is 
related to the discrepancy between demand and capacity. 
In other words, what we experience is a relative attention-
defi cit. The mechanism at work is the same as with ADHD, 
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where the balance between challenge and skill is not main-
tained. Looking at the situation of the man in the street, we 
see that instead of diminishing his abilities, information 
load places extra weight on the demands he faces. You are 
very possibly 10 percent better at talking on the phone 
while erasing spam today than you were three years ago. 
On the other hand, the number of e-mails you receive per 
day has probably shot up by 200 percent. There is, there-
fore, no contradiction between the feeling that your abilities 
are inadequate and the improvement of these abilities.

■ Infostress

Are we to unconditionally accept the information fl ood in 
the hope that in doing so we will be developing our facul-
ties? No, not necessarily. We must always be aware of the 
limited scope we have for receiving information. A con-
crete example of what happens when demands exceed ca-
pacity is cell-phone-related road accidents.

The other factor telling us that we ought to embrace the 
burgeoning information fl ood with certain reservations is 
the link it has with stress. Our understanding of stress has 
deepened over the years, and there are countless studies 
showing how high levels of stress hormones damage the 
heart, the blood vessels, the immune system, and almost 
every other part of the body, including the brain. As re-
gards this last organ, we can link increased stress with im-
paired working memory and impaired long-term memory. 
Scientists have also shown that stress, particularly of the 
severe kind, such as post-traumatic stress, affects the hip-
pocampus, a brain structure important to the storing of in-
formation in long-term memory. But this applies to pro-
longed, high levels of stress; moderate, temporary stress 
can be a good thing and, like arousal, has an optimal level 
of effect (see page 22).
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Nor is there any simple connection between volume of 
information and stress hormones. In Why Zebras Don’t Get 
Ulcers, Robert Sapolsky reviews his and other people’s re-
search into stress and its underlying factors. Levels of stress 
are contextual and related to our interpretation of the situ-
ations in which we fi nd ourselves. A key concept is sense of 
control. Stress is primarily associated with situations that 
we either feel or know we cannot control. “Learned help-
lessness” is a term coined to describe those who have 
learned that they are powerless to infl uence their situation. 
Stress is therefore very much a matter of our own attitude. 
Technological problems that cause certain people to break 
out in a cold sweat are to others nothing but entertaining 
challenges.

One study has documented how people perceive their 
e-mail burden. It turns out that most people claim that they 
receive too many e-mails, bordering on the limits of their 
ability to cope. What is interesting, though, is that the ex-
tent to which they complained was totally independent of 
the number of e-mails they received. Those who received 
twenty a day protested just as much as those who received 
a hundred. If we associate information load with entertain-
ing challenges and the development of our capacity, might 
our infostress decrease?

■ Why We Love Stimulation

Exceeding the limits of our capacity rarely brings success. 
However, this does not mean that we are to keep as far 
away from it as we can. There is also an interesting ten-
dency for us to push our own boundaries. We want more 
information, more impressions, and more complexity. 
Game development is an example of this. The latest incar-
nation of Nintendo’s Game Boy console, which is mainly 
targeted at younger users, has two screens designed to be 
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played upon simultaneously. We will have to assume that 
Nintendo has done its homework thoroughly and found 
that this simultaneous situation is something that appeals 
to children and teenagers. Similarly, the games themselves 
are becoming all the more complex.

Many people seek out situations that demand concur-
rent performance or situations in which they are over-
whelmed with information. When someone takes out a cell 
phone during a meeting to send a text message or read 
e-mails, it is a voluntary action and not something that 
makes them simply victims of ruthless technological prog-
ress. Steven Johnson has shown how TV programs are be-
coming ever more complex rather than less so, their multi-
ple interwoven plot lines demanding more and more from 
us in terms of problem solving if we are to have any chance 
of understanding the narrative development. There is 
clearly something inherently attractive about programs 
that are more complex. Johnson also argues that the more 
complicated computer programs fulfi ll a need within us to 
probe and seek stimulation.

■ Flow

The American psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi has 
written about the concept of fl ow, which is the feeling we 
have of being completely focused on and absorbed in the 
work we are doing. An artist painting a picture who is so 
engrossed in his work that he becomes unaware of himself 
and the passage of time is in a state of fl ow. Flow can also 
be attained when a surgeon performs a diffi cult operation 
in which she has to use all her abilities and skills. What 
Csíkszentmihályi has tried to do is identify the circum-
stances that elicit fl ow. He reasons that if we analyze situa-
tions in terms of the challenges they present and the skills 
of the person involved in them, we fi nd that fl ow arises in 
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contexts characterized by a high level of challenge and 
skill, in which the capacity of the doer exactly matches the 
demands of the task being done.

Considering Csíkszentmihályi’s diagram as a cognitive 
map with north at the top, it is in the northeast sector 
where we fi nd the state of fl ow. When challenge exceeds 
skill, we get stress. When skill exceeds challenge, we get a 
sense of control, which becomes boredom as the level of 
challenge drops. Exchange “skill” for “working memory 
capacity” and “challenge” for “information load,” and per-
haps we have a map illustrating the subjective side of the 
information demand. When this demand exceeds our ca-
pacity, we experience the relative attention defi cit due north 
on the map. However, we should not simply avoid these 
demands, for when they are too low we become bored and 
apathetic. In other words, there is a reason for us to cater to 
our need for stimulation and information. It is when demand
and capacity, or skill and challenge, are in a state of equilib-
rium that the situation is conducive to fl ow. And perhaps it 

Figure 15-1
Csíkszentmihályi’s map of how different mental states can be conceived as 
a product of challenge and skill (adapted from Csíkszentmihályi, 1997).
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is precisely here, where we exploit our full capacity, that 
we develop and train our abilities.

When working memory load exactly matches working 
memory capacity and we hover around the magical num-
ber seven, the training effect is its most powerful. Now that 
we know this, it is up to us to control our environments 
and reshape the work we do to our abilities. Let us hope 
that we can learn to perfect the compass that will show us 
where to fi nd balance and help us navigate into the north-
eastern corner of the map, where we can feel fl ow and de-
velop to our full capacity.
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